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ABSTRÀCT

This thesis focuses on single mothers involved with the child welfare
system. Tt, investigates the characteristics associated with ad.u1L single
mothers in our culture and in the child welfare system. Certain
characteristics associated with single mothers such as poverty, row

income, low educational- attainmenÈ, stress, substance abuse and social
isolation have made this group not only more visible but more susceptible
to investigat.ion by child wel-fare agencies. Single mothers are over

represented in child neglecÈ staÈistics. Furthermore, single mothers,

historically, have arways been over represented in child neglect

staÈistics. fhe link between the characteristics associated \^/ith Ehe

poverty of single molhers and the condiLions leading to neglect cannot be

ignored. Rather than examining social policies, researchers studying the

problem and the risks associated with families as a result of poverty have

returned the focus to single mot,hers and their respective dysfunctions.

The child welfare system, although aware of the connection between poverty

and the neglect of children, has often been puniÈive towards single
moEhers. A solution to the problem of single mothers'neglect of their
chil-dren has continued to elude us, despite a large body of knowledge

concerning single mothers and their children. This study addresses

characteristics partieular to this group, whaL needs exist and how changes

can be or should be effecÈed for this population.
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TNTRODUCTTON

fn this thesis, I explore the issue of single mothers in the child
welfare system by examining the demographics of single mothers in Canada

and in Manitoba. I examine Èhe origins of society,s notions of family, and

parenthood. I investigate how the functions and roles of parenEhood differ
for men and women and how motherhood, seen as a career choice for women,

has come to be associated with ideaL t.raits in women. One resul-t of this
ideal- is that women who deviate from the norm are considered

dysfunctional-.

Single motherhood is a complex issue for child welfare workers.

There are a variety of images of single mothers, often unfavourable. For

Lhose of us who have worked in the child welfare sysuem, single motherhood

can conjure up images of women who are on social assistance, have multiple
partners, are poor, and have chil_dren who are oft,en on the edge of
neglect, if they have not already been neglected.

Certain aspects of these images are supported by factual evidence.

In 7-99L, 82.72 of single parent famj-lies in Canada were female led as

opposed to L7.32, which were male led. In Manit.oba, the picture is
simil-ar. 81. 5? of single parent f amilies were f emal-e led and l-B . 5? of
single parent families were male led (Statistics Canada, Catalogue Number

93-312, p.1). Single mothers are poorer than any oÈher group of women in
the counÈry. Statistics Canada estimated that, in L991, 622 of all single

mothers had incomes below SÈaÈistics Canada's Low income cutoffs. In 1991,

single mother families had an average annual income of $21,876 and a 57.1,2

j-ncidence of low income overafl (Statistics Canada publicaEion No. 96-307,

p. 42). The unemployment and low incomes of single mothers are refl-ected

by the number of single mothers who rely on governmenL transfer payments

for thej-r maint.enance. fn aLL provinces, there is no welfare income that
matches the poverty level.
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rn child welfare, the image of single motherhood. J-s negative. Single
mothers, over represented in the category of child mal-ÈreaÈmenÈ known as

neglect, have formed the largest, group of service crients in child
welfare. single mothers have been wulnerabl_e t,o chird welfare
interventions because of Èheir poverty, which makes them more visible in
the community.

These interventions are often punit,ive and ineffective. The cost,
both financially and emotionally, has been enormous Èo child welfare
agencies and to families. A knowled.ge of economic conditions for single
mother families remains at the heart of a]I our research and yet, we look
to interpersonal difficuLties as the solution to problems of poverty for
single moÈhers. Rather than examine governmental policies or societaL
at,Litudes, we blame Ehe problem of poverty on these mothers.

Society and child weLfare official-s have viewed the ideal- famS-ly as

a heterosexual- couple with children. This model of a nucl-ear family is so

pervasj-ve in our culture that it is encoded in our legislaÈion. !,fithin
Lhat norm, there are rol-es which have been ascribed to both men and. women.

The nuclear view of the family has defined women as the nurturer of
children due to their instinct and biology. This has eliminated men from

the nurturing role and has limiÈed the capaciÈy of women to deviate from

that rol-e. The idea that, there is a 'naturalness, to motherhood. has

infl-uenced how society believes mothers should behave. The nucLear family
j-s the standard by which we measure family functioning: such as

reproduction, economic functions and protective functions. Sing1e mother

famil-ies viewed as opposing societal- norms become more visible within our

culture. The results of Èhis have damaged the ]ives of single mothers by

unfair scrutiny with respect to every facet of Eheir 1ives.

In t.his thesis, I wil-L explore the phenomenon of the single mother

in society and in chil-d welfare. First, the demographic characteristics of
single mothers will be reviewed and analyzed. Next, I will examine the

nature of the family, followed by a comparison and contrast of the
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functions of the family from the perspecEive of the single mother famiJ-y

and the nucl-ear family. The next section wiLl consider how child welfare
interventions have been ut.il-ized in working with single mothers. Finally,
I form conclusions regarding what needs to be changed to be effecÈive with
single mothers in child wel-fare and what the imptications of Lhis are for
social workers.



ÐEMOGRÀPHTC CI¡ÀRå,CTERISTICS OF SINGLE MOTHERS

This section reporEs the following demographic characteristics of
single mothers: (1) growth of single parenu families ; (2) births by age

group of women,' (3) rouue to single motherhood,' (4) socioeconomic status,.

(5) housing; (6) educationì (7) child care and (8) social isolation

factors. This information exposes the reality of single mothers lives and

supports the argument that socieEy undervalues this family type.

In 1991, there were a toÈal of 953,640 single parenÈ families in

Canada. Of these, !65,245, or 1-'7.3t, were headed by a male parent and

788,395, or 82.7e", were headed by a female parent (Canadian census daÈa,

1991-). This thesis focuses on single moLhers primarily aged t8 - 49 years

of age, however, will give an overview of general demographic information

for aLl- single mothers. Of these groups, the attributes vary.

In Manitoba, the picture is similar to the national- one. Of 37,350

singJ-e parent families, 30,445 or 8l-.5? were female led and 6,905 or 18.5t

\¡¡ere male led. Manitoba is not unique in its distribution of single

parents. The growing number of femal-e l-ed single parent famil-ies is

refl-ected nationally, as listed in Tab1e 1.
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Tab1e 1

Percentaqe growth in the nunrber of sinqle parent families, LgB6 - 1991

with qender breakdown, and as a percentaqe of all- families with children

Province

Newf oundl-and

Prince Edward Isl-and

Nova Scotia
New Brunswick

Quebec

Ontario
Manitoba

Saskatchewan

Alberta
British Columbia

Percentacle
qrowth

t3.22
8.3?

9.3?

8.8?

6 .4+

L7.92

10.5?

4.L%

1,3 .92

L1.1t

19 91

Female head

t2 .92

1,5 .4+

L7 .1_z

16.3?

L7.7t
L5.08

16.8?

15.3t
L5 .62

L6.72

Male head

3.0?

3.1?

3.3?

3 .4%

3.9?

3 .92

3.5?

3.3?

3 .42

3.6t

(1-992) .Note: Statistics

Catalogue

Canada: Lone-parent families in Canada

Number 89-5228. pp. l-3-1-8.

From this tabl-e, it is easy to see that single mother families are

greater in number than single fat.her famiLies in every province. Single

mother families range from a low of 1-2.9* of al-L famil-ies in Newfoundland

to a high of L7.9t of all famil-ies in OnÈario. In Manitoba, l-6.8? of all
single parent famil-ies are headed by women whil-e 3.5? are headed by men.

A comparison of age distribution of single mothers compared with single

fathers is portrayed in Table 2.



Aqe

1"5 - 24

25-44
45-64

I
Table 2

Aqe distribution of Canadian sinql-e parents, 1981- and 1991. comparinq

femal-e and male singLe parents

Female single parents Male single parents
1981 L99L 1981 1991

7.'tz 6.4% 2.OZ 1.4%

47 .4% 54.32 38.1? 44.32

32.82 27 .4% 45.32 40.62
65 and over 1,2 .22 1l- . 9? L4 .62 L3 .7t
Statistics Canada: Lone-parent famiLies in Canada (:.992). Catalogue

Number 89-522, p. t7.

I{e can see from Èhis table that the majority of single femal-e

parents in canada are between the ages of 25 - 44. rn 1991-, they comprised

54.32 of all single mothers. The same is true for single fathers who, in
the age grouping of 25-44, represent 44.32 of al-l- single fat.hers.

The 1993 StaEistics Canada Centre for Healt.h Information
pubricaLion, Births, 1991-, reveals that 39i-,792 or 97.3"6 out of a total- of
402 ,528 live births are att.ributabl-e to women aged i-B - 49 years . This is
presented in Table 3.
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Table 3

Live Canadian births in 1991. divided into aqe qroupinq of mother from tg
- 49 only and as a percentaqe of aII live births

Age Births percentase Age Births percentage

L8 6,9L6 'L.7 Z 19 9,200 2.3 Z

20 7,1-,'767 2.9 Z 21 13,592 3.4 +

22 15,538 3.9 % 23 18,228 4.5 %

24 2L,598 5 .4 + 25 25, 586 6 .4 Z

26 29,545 7.3 "6 27 37,,892 j.9 t
28 32,287 I .0 % 29 30,624 7 .6 Z

30 29,063 7.2 ? 3L 25,395 6.3 Z

32 21-,393 5.3 3 33 17,554 4.4 t
34 14,155 3 .5 ? 35 1t t2L2 2.8 t
36 8,64L 2.t å 37 6,033 1.5 *
38 4,282 1.l_ Z 39 2,939 .73 t
40 1,858 .46 Z 4t 1,139 .28 Z

42 604 .1s ? 43 359 .og %

44 184 .05 ? 45 78 .02 t
46 4L .01 ? 47 L2 . OO3?

487.oo2z49oo%
Note: As onry a proportion of live birÈhs in canada are represented,

percentages wil-l- not amounE to l_OO?.

Statistics Canada: L991 census data. Catalogue Number 84-23.0.

Of all live births , nationally, only 2 , 407, or O . 

.6+ 
, have no

assigned age category, and only t.wo of these are found in the province of
Manit.oba. It is interesting to noÈe that the birth rate increases for
women aged 24 years compared to those of 23 years of age by almost one

percent, 5.4t to 4.5?, respectivery. From age 24, L]ne birth rate for women

increased until a high of 8.0? is reached for women aged 28. The birth
rat,e begins to decrease again after Ehat age until- by age 33, women having

children represent 4.4t of all births. From this, we can see that vromen

aged 24 - 32 years of age are responsibl-e for the majority of l-ive births
with a grand tot,al of 61 .4e" of al-l live births, nationally.
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fn Manitoba, the statist.ics reveal a pattern similar to Èhe nat.ionaL

one except, in the area of births to women under j_5 to age 1? where the
live births are 3.9% of the totaL number of births, whj-ch is nearly double

the nationar rate. of a total live birth figure of L7,282, for the age

group of women, 1"8 - 49, there were a total of l-6,601 births, representingi

96.1% of all live births. For those women aged 50 years and over, there
were no live births. For the women aged 15 years and up to 1g years, the
totar number of live births r^ras 679 , or 3 .92 , of all- live births,
provincially. This is represented in Table 4.

Table 4

Live births bv aqe qroups, 1991, comparinq Manitoba and canadian

statistics

AcÍe

under l-5 - 17

18-24
îq - to

30 - 34

35 - 39

40-44
45-49
50 and over
Age not stated
Total l-ive births

Manitoba

679

5, 001_

6 , 131_

4,096

L ,2OO

166

7

0

a¿

L7,292
Note: Manitoba births represent 4.38 of all- rive canadian births.
Statistics Canada Publication, Canadian CenÈre for Health

Inf ormation: Births, l-991 . Cata1ogue Number B4-2LO .

fn Manitoba, the majorit.y of live births are to women aged

18 - 34 with the largest group of mothers in the age group of
25 - 29. rn the group of mothers aged 18 - 24, there were 28.9? of arL

live births. For the age group 2s - 29, there were 35.5? of all live
births and the age group of 30 - 34 represented 23.72 of the province,s

Canada

g ,239

96, 839

tso ,024
107,560

33 , rO7

4,L24

t-3 I
0

2 ,407
402 ,528

3-

2.t
24.t
37.3

26 .7

8.2

1.0

.03

0

.6

3-

?q

26 .9

35.5
aa 1

6.9
1.0

.04

0

.01
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thelive births. A totar of 88.1? of all live births are attributab]e to
age group l-8 - 34.

Single motherhood is defined by many characteristics. !,Iomen arrive
at single motherhood through a series of occurrences that can be likened
to life transJ-tions, in that they reguire a resÈructuring of one,s 1ife
and one's identity within that life role, for the most part.

There are four categories {or routes} tfrat define a woman's entrance

to single motherhood. All include having a baby or caring for dependent

children. They are, as follows:

1. teenage pregnancy;

2. \¡romen who have never been married, "unmarried mothers't;

3. marital dissoluÈion, through separation or divorce, and

4. widowhood.

Single femal-e parenthood as a result of never marrying, divorce,

separaEion and widowhood is i]lustrat,ed in Table 5.

Table 5

MariÈal- historv of female sinql-e ÞarenÈs in Canada. 1981- and 1991.

presented in percentaqes

single never married*
separaÈed

divorcêd
widowed

percentage total-s
* Numbers in this category afso include teen pregnancies.

Note: Statistics Canada: Lone-parent famil-ies in Canada, (Lse2)

Catalogue Number 93-31-0, p. L7

Teenage pregrrancy

Teenage pregnancy continues to be a phenomenon widely researched,

bot.h for Èraits associated with the likelihood of teenage pregnancy and in

terms of recidivism, Those \^¡omen aged up to 18 years, in Manitoba, are

incl-uded as part of the proÈection mandate for child welfare ag:encies. As

r_98 r_

11. 0

29.3

26 .4

33.3

100.0

1991_

l-9. 5

24 .6

32 .5

23 .4

r-00.0
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such they receive services different from those del-ivered to women who are

over 18 years of age and become invol-ved with the child weLfare system.

I^Iomen over the age of 18 who are involved with child welfare authorities
would, in all- likelihood, be protection cases. This simply reflects the

fact Lhat chil-d wel-fare's mandate dictates that invol-vemenL begins with a

protective stance. It may change from that, original case opening.

Statistics indicate teenage pregnancies are not a large proportion

of al-l- births, nationally. Out of a national- total of 402,528 live births
recorded by Statistics Canada, in 1991, only 8,239 or 2.L? of these were

teenage pregnancies, that is women under the age of 15 and up to age 18

(Statistics Canada, Live Births, L99A) .

In Manitoba, the figure for that same age group was 679 live births
from a toÈaI of L7,282 Líve births, representing 3.9t of the t.otaL number

of live births which is a higher rate than Èhe national- one. fhis was

presented in Table 4. fE is an interesting trend Lo noÈe, as these \^/omen,

if not involved with the child welfare system at the time of pregnancy,

certainly have the potential to become clients of the child weLfare system

in the future. As we shal-l- see in a later section, Ehere are problems

associaÈed with women who are single mothers which may make them more

suscepÈible to scruÈiny by chiJ-d welfare auÈhorities.

Widowhood

Statistics Canada's report, indicates

that, in 1-950, widowhood was a primary cause of single parent famil-ies.

findsay (!992) states

In L99L, 2LZ of male and 23?" of female lone parenÈs were

widowed. the share of lone parents produced by widowhood,

however, has falÌen sharply in Èhe last several- decades. In

the 1950s and 1960, for example, more than 60t of al-I lone

parents were widows (p. 1,2) .

women in Canada: A Statistical Report indicates that, in 1971, in

the age group of women 45- 64 years, !L.6å were widows as compared with
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the age groups of 15 - 24 and 25 - 44 years of age, which were o.2t and

L.4'", respectively. By 1986, those same age groups relating to widows had

changed to the following percentages: 15 - 24 years: 0.0?; 25 - 44

years: 0.2t and 45 - 64 years 2.1* (p. 5).

These staÈistics are represented in Table 6.

Tabl-e 6

Canadian statistics for vears l-961, l-971, 1986 and 1991, on widowhood

resufting in sinqle mother families. as a percentage of all sinqle mothers

Aqe

L5-24
25-44
45-64
Note: Statistics

Catalogue

L96L

2.2%

4 .4?

43.02

]-971-

o .2+

L .4t
11.6?

1985 1991

0.0? .13

o .22 2.22
2.Lr" 16.9t

Marital Status , 1,99I .Canada: Age, Sex and

Number 93-310, p. 32

Separated,/divorced and never rrarríed

Sing1e female parent families are increasing, as evidenced in Table

7, which compares Canadian family composition for the years !96J., ag'l:-,

1981 and 1991.

Table 7

Comparison of Canadian familv composit,ion for vears 1961, 1971, 1981 and

19 91

Single parent famj-l-ies

Year Married Couples

1961 94 . OZ

a97L 90.5?

1981 83.1?

1991 77.2+

Note: Stat,istics Canada.

96-3O7, p. 18

Famil-ies in Canada, L99L. Catalogue Number

Common-1aw

1.0t
1.5*
s .6%

9.8t

Female

4 .3"6

5.0?

9.32

1_O.72

MaLe

l_.0?

2.Lz
2-O%

2.3t

I,that is evident from this table is how the majoriÈy of Canadians are
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stil-l- in couples, be it marriages or common-l_aw unions. As wel_l, what is
evident is the increase in the number of single mother famil-ies, with the
J-argest increase occurring between 7-97L, when as a family group, singre
mothers comprised 5.0? of the population of a1l- families and 1981, when

they comprised 9.32 of al-l family types. since 1981_, the increase in
single female parent.s has not been as dramatic as it was in earlier years,
going from 9.3å to 1-0.72 in 1991_.

Table I compares Manitoba's famil-y composition for the years J-g6I,

I97L, 1981 and l-991.

Table 8

comparison of famifv composition, in Manitoba, for the vears 1961,.1921,

1981- and L991

Single parent famil-ies
Year Married Couples Common-law Female

t96L 94.9+ n/a 4.2t
r97t 93.72 t-.9t 3 .2t
1981 82.9* 6.0? 9.1?
L99t 72.3È 7 .4t 16.8t
Note: 1961 statistics source: Dominion Bureau of stat,istics:

Households and Famil-v Status. Catalogue Number 93-52L.

other dat,a from statist,ics canada: Age, sex and Maritar status.
Catalogue Number 93-310,

What is evident is how closely ManiÈoba foll-ows the nationaL trend.
Most Manitobans are t,ogether as couples in either marriages or common-l-aw

unions , fer a total of 79 .72 of al-l family types. The most not.iceabl_e

change has been Èhe increase in single mother families - from 3.2? of all
family types in t97L to 9.Leo of all- famiry types in 1981 and almost.

doubling in 1991 to 16.8?.

Lone-parent famj_lies in Canada (L992) states "the primary path to
lone parenthood is marriage dissolution, although singte never-married
people raising children on their own make up a rapidry growing share of
all- lone parents" (p. l-0) .

Male

0.9å
1)9

a^9

3.5t

Al_1
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In l-987, almost 87,000 divorces were granÈed in Canada, aLmost three
times the number in Lhe earJ-y 1970s. In 199L, the divorce rate was 2.g per
1,000, or 422, of t.he canadian popuration compared with 1.4 per 1,ooo, or
!4+, of the population in l-971. In the case of divorce, mothers were more

1ike1y than faEhers to be awarded cust.ody of the chj-ld.ren. Of the 47,63L
chil-dren af f ected by t.he 27 ,637 divorces invol-ving custod.y in Canada in
L99L, 73.32 were awarded to mothers i L2.2? Eo fathers and 14.3? ¡o joint
cust,ody (l,indsay, ]-992, pp. lt - 1-2) . white there has been an increase in
alJ- singre parent family statistics, it is primarily in the 25 - 44 age

category that the l-argest increase is evident, both in the femal-e led and.

male led categories. As a totaL of lone parents, however, females Ìargely
surpass mal-es . 82.72 of the single parent, population is female 1ed. as

compared to L7.3t male led families.
fncreasingly, single mothers are getting older and whil-e mosÈ of

Èhem are separated or divorced, there is also an increase in the number of
vromen who have never been married, having chil_dren. ïrhire single
motherhood itsel-f is not a new phenomenon, the percentages of older \^/omen

having chil-dren on their own has increased. Table 9 demonstrates the
national age distribut,ion of single never-married mothers comparing the
years 1981- and l-99L.

Table 9

Canadian aqe dist,ribution of sinql-e never-married mothers, for the vears

1981- and 1991

Aqe

1_5 - 24

25-44

45+

1981

38.0å

54.72

7 .32

19 91

25 .62

67.0t
7 .42

Note: Statistics Canada: Lone-parent families in Canada. (Lgg2)

Catalogue Number 89-522, p. L2.

As evidenced by Ehe above table, single mothers aged

25 - 44 years were a larger group in l-991 t,han they were in 1981.
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1981, women aged 25 - 44 years accounted for 54.7"6 of al-I single never-

married mothers. fn L99l- , !,Jomen in this same agie group accor¡¡ted. for 67*

of all single never-married mothers.

Socioeconomic staÈue

Income

.Another element common Èo al-l- single mot,hers is Low socioeconomic

status. Single father families and two parent families will be used as

comparison points for single mother families. Statistics Canada

publication Basic Facts on Families in Canada: Past and Present (1993)

reports "femal-e lone-parent families had the highest incidence of low

income of al-l- families during the period from l-981 to 1991. About, 62t of
femal-e lone parent families had low incomes in 1991" (p. B) .

Single mothers are more Ìike1y, in this country/ to have a ]ower

socioeconomic staÈus compared with single fathers and two parent families.
Iri terms of poverty, single mothers and their chil-dren comprise the

l-argest group of poor in Canada. In a L994 publication, FamiLies in
Canada, Statist,ics Canada reported that the per capiÈa income in 1990 for
single mothers was $8,315. The incidence of 1ow incomes for these

famil-ies vras 57.L+ as compared to 23.6t for single fathers, whose per

capiLa income for 1990 was $14 ,L46. These comparisons are illustraEed in
Table 10.

Table 10

Economic Family Income, Canada, 1990

Fa:nf1y T1çe

Lone parenÈ
familiee,
male head, ao
addltlonal
persoae in
home

Lone parent
f a'ní1ieg,
male head,
addíÈionaI
persons in
home

Number of
f¡niliee

65,475

Àverage
famlly
lncome (S)

34,384

Per caplta Low lncome Percent Low
lncome (S) f.nillee Lnco¡re

L4 ,290 L6 ,41,O 25.5

22,035 50,L74 73 ,7L8 3,840 1-7 .8



Family type Number of
fanilÍeg

Total male 87, 5t-0
lone paren!
f.-iliee
LOrXe parent,
fa¡niIlee , 403,785
feurale head,
no additional
persons ia
home

Lone parent
fami1lee,
female head,
addlÈíona1
persong in
home

82 ,345

Average
f anily
income ($)

38 ,285

L9 ,460

33 ,727

2L,876

24 ,37 9

52 ,309

73 ,806

59 ,302

54,9r9

69 ,7 80

57,739

Per capíta
income ($)

L4 , ]-46

? ô^tr

8,135

9 ,052

r8 ,077

2T, T06

J /.b

¿ I+, !¿5 57.7

294,375 52.O

972,855 73.2

43,235 5.5

L7

Low income Percent low
fa¡rilies income

20,250 23 .6

243 ,900 61 . 0

9,263 30,135

Total fonale
lone parent 486,130
famillee
ToËa1 lone
parent 573 ,635
families
Hueband and
wlfe only L,627,2I5
Husband,
wife, no 784,670
chLldren,
addlËlonaI
pereons 1n
home

TocaI
hueband, 2,41L,890
wife, no
children
Ifusbao.d,
wife, 2,404,525
chíIdren, no
additional
persons 1n
home

Husband,
wlf e, 563,21-0
children,
additlonal
PerEona

Total
husband, wife 2,967,735
famllles with
chÍldren
Total
husband, wJ.fe 5,379,625 58,440 18,979
fa¡ni1íes
Note: Stat.ist,ics Canada: Families in Canada (1994)

96-3o7 , p. 42.

24 ,510 191,1_50 8.0

L4 ,434 259,320 10.9

14, 688 42,835 7 .7

L4 ,482 302,75s r_0.3

493,330 9.2

Catalogue Number
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Statist,ics Canada,s Families in Canada (L994) notes

The total income of an economic family is a good measure of the
purchasing power avaiLable to the family, while per capit,a income

takes into account the number of persons the family income has t.o

support. fncidence of low income indicates the proportion of
families below the low income cut-offs and therefore more 1ikely to
be in difficuLt financial circumstances (p. 41) .

lrihat we note from the above Èabl-e is the poverty affecting single
mother familíes. In total, male lone parent famil-ies had an average family
income of $38,285; a per capita income of $14,!46, and a 23.6e. incj_dence

of low income. The toEal of female lone parent families had an average

family income of $21,876¡ a per capita family income of 98,135 and a 5i.Le"

incidence of l-ow income. The total- of husband and wif e families wit.h

chil-dren had an average family income of 957,739; a per capita income of

çI4,482 and a 10.3? incidence of 1ow income. Clear1y, single mother

families, as a total group, regardless of whether they have additionaL

persons in the home, are poorer than bot.h singLe fat,her families and two

parent families with children.

The poverty rate increases when the rates for femal-e lone parent

families with chil-dren but wiÈh no additional persons residing in the home

are contrasted with comparable family composiÈion of single faÈhers and

two parent families. Lone parent families, female head, wit,h no additional
persons had an averag'e family income of $19 ,460; a per capita income of

$7,905 and 61å incidence of low income. Lone parent families, male head,

with no additional persons had an average family income of 934,284; a per

capita income of ç]-4,290 and an incidence of low income of 25.5e" per

annum. Two parenL families wiÈh no addiÈionaI persons had an average

family income of $54,9L9¡ a per capita income of $14,434 and an incidence

of low income of 10.9?.

In Families in Canada (L994), Statistics Canada sÈates "this {tfre
lower incomes of female lone parent families) is of particular corÌcern,
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since female lone parents head 82< of alt lone parent famil-ies in Canad.a.

The higher incidence of low income is but one itl-ustration of the
difficult situation facing female Ìone parent. familj-es in canada', (p. ¿¡).
Transfer Pa]¡menta

oderkirk and Lochhead (L992) report

The incidence of l-ow income is much higher among Lone mothers than

lone fattrers, regardless of the ages of their chil-dren. Duringi the

late 1980s, 56? of Lone mothers wit,h children under age 18, and 20?

of lone fathers with children that age, were living with incomes

bel-ow st,atistics canada's Lov, rncome cut-offs ii,rcos). Arso, among

Ione parenEs whose children krere all aged 18 and over, 2¡eo of
mothers and 10? of fat,hers had family incomes bel-ow the LICOs. Most,

lone mothers {elZ} and l-one fathers {eot} with Low family incomes

reported government transfer payment,s as their major income source.

!,lhat is even more sLriking is that a large number of lone-paren¡

families headed by women have Eota1 incomes far below the LICOs.

More t,han 11? of all l-one mothers {an average of 67,gso fami}ies
during the l-ate rSaOs) had incomes $1-O,OOo or more below the LICOs.

In cor¡trast, 4% of lone-parent families headed by men had incomes

$l_,000 - $9,999 bel_ow the LrcOs, compared with l_o? of t,hose headed

by men. Lone-parenÈ families headed by men are not only more likely
than those headed by women to have family income above the LICO5,

but. are also much more likely to have incomes exceeding the LICOs by

a relatively wide margin. For example, 683 of male-headed l_one-

parent families had income $L0,OOO or more above Ehe LICOs, compared

with 34? of femal-e-headed lone-parent famil-ies (pp. 18 - t-9) .

The most common form of income among single mothers are transfer
pa)¡ments in the form of social assistance. By having to rely on t.ransfer

payments as a source of income, single mothers are disadvantaged rel-ative

to single fathers. Of these single mothers, 84eo had family incomes gl-,OOO

or more below the low income cuÈ-offs set by Statist,ics Canada. By
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comparison, 527 of single fathers had family incomes 91,ooo or more below
the 1ow income cut-offs. 252 of the mothers, compared with 11? of fat,hers,
had family incomes $1O,oOO or more be]ow the low income cut-offs. 3gt of
single mothers and2IZ of single fathers had family incomes between gS,OOO

and $9,999 bel-ow the l-ow income cut-offs.
Table 11 provides information on 1993 wel-fare incomes for each

province as well as the adequacy of assistance benefits for a single
parent, with one child. It demonstraLes the adequacy of wel-fare incomes as

a measure of the poverty gap. rf they rely solely on welfare income,

single mothers are far bel-ow the poverty Ìine.
Tab1e 11

Provincial welfare incomes per annum for sinqle parent, with one chifd and

adeguacv of assistance benefiÈs as measured bv tlre povertv line. 1993

Province
NewfoundLand

Prince Edward
IsLand

Nova Scotia
New Brunswick

Quebec

Ontario *

Manitoba

Saskatchewan

ÀLberta
British
Columbia

Welfare Income

çt2 ,986

çL2 ,773

$12, 080

$10, 150

ç1_2 ,607
gl_6, 790

s11, 386

$12, 093

$11-,281

S13,345

Povertv Line

$18,398

çL7 ,973

$18,398

$18,398

ç20 ,945

ç20 ,945

ç20 ,945

$18,398

ç20 ,945

ç20 ,945

Povertv Gap

-5 ,412

-5 ,200

-6,318

-8,248
-8,338

-4, 155

-g ,559

-6,305

-g ,664

-7,6OO

Adequacv

7Lt

7tt
662

55?

602

80?

s4t
662

54eo

64+
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Note: No available figures for Northwest Territ,ories and the yukon.

$500.00 per annum is added for each additional child in the

family. !,Ielfare Incomes 1993: A ReporÈ by the National Council-

of Welfare.

As of October 1, L995, Ontario's rate will cover only 59? of the

poverty line, due to 2l-? reducEions announced by Ontario,s newly

elected government in July 1995 (as reported by CBC Radio ,July,

r_99s ) .

what is shown in Èhe tabl-e is the inadequacy of benefits for alL

provinces. Manitoba compares only with Alberta for the inadeguacy of its

benefits. Inlelfare incomes in Manitoba raise a singÌe mother's income to

only 54? of the poverty line.

Appendix A lists Ottawa's eligibility requirements for social

assistance, as a basis for cosÈ sharing guidelines wit,h provinces.

EmpJ-oyurent and Labor Force ParÈícípaEion

Tn t,erms of emplo)¡ment, the Statistics Canada report Lone-parent

familj-es in Canada (]-992) states that "single mothers were less likely

than other groups to be employed on a ful-I-time basis outside Èhe home, if

employed at all. The highest rate of unemployment belongs to single

mothers. In 1991-, just 52t of these \¡¡omen with children l-ess than age 15

worked outside the home, compared wit.h 7L% of male lone parents" (p. 21).

Further, Lone-parent families in Canada (L992) reports

Unemploynrent rates are very high among lone parents. In 1991 , 16.8t

of women heading lone parent families were unemployed, well over the

raÈe (9.6r.) for women in two-parent families with chiLdren. That

year, an average of 47,000 female lone parents were unemployed each

month ... In addition, a very high proportion of female lone parents

are not currently in the l-abor force. In I99t,166,000 of these

\^romen, 37ã of the total-, were neither employed nor actively seeking
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work. This comparedwith... 15? of mal_e loneparents (p.22). table
12 depicts the percent.age of singJ-e parents, comparing mochers to
fathers, who were employed for Ehe years 1981 to 1991.

Table 12

Percentaqe of sinqle parents emploved, 1981 - 1991-, comparinq women and

men

Year Women Men

1981 54.2t 82.72

L982 50.8? 78.0t
1983 48.7% 76.s"6

L984 50.72 73.2"6

1985 5L.72 77 .3t
r_986 5r-.8t 77.8t
L987 53.0? 82.52

1-988 54.Lt 7B.LZ

t-989 ss.l_? 76.L2

1990 s5.l_? 75.02

L99a 52.22 7L.32

Note: SÈatisÈics Canada, Lone-parent families in Canada (1-992).

Catalogue Number 89-522, p. 27

From t.his table, rrre can see that, on average, from the years 1981 to

7-99L, single mothers have consistently been unemployed, with aLmost half
being employed in any given year compared to single fathers who are

employed three-guarters of the time in any given year. In general, single

mothers are employed only half of the time.

Statistics Canada report Families in Canada (L994) staEes

Among lone parenÈ famiLies, 60.1? of femal-e lone parents and 76.6"6

of male lone parents were in the labor force in L99l-. Although there

was a small increase for femal-es from 1981 Èo L99L, the rates for

male lone parents have remained virtually unchanged since 1981. The

participation rate for femal-e lone parents whose children were



all under the age of 6 decl_ined

(p. 3e).

This is reflected in Tabl-e

part.icipation rates for lone parents

and 1991.

Table 13
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from 58.6? in 1986 to 54.B% in 1991

13 which illustrat.es labor force
in Canada for the years I9BL, 1986

Labor force participation rates for f,ejnale ]one parents, Canada. 19g1.

1986 and 1991

Year
Al_l_

Total children
l-ess than
6 years

198r_ 53 . I 54 .9

1986 57.7 58.6

1991 60. r- 54.8

Note: Statistics Canada:

96-307 , p. 35

Some All-
chil-dren chil-dren
l-ess t.han 6 years

Number of chil-dren
at home

123

52.8 s8.1 49.5

56 .2 62.3 53.3

57.8 65.7 s6.3

Catalogue Number

6 years

46 .6

51_.5

52-O

and over

54.2

58.1

6¿.L

Families in Canada (1-994)

This table illustrates that, for single mothers, whose children were

under the age of 6, the labor force participation rate declined from 58.6?

in 1986 Uo 54.8? in 1991. The increase for those who had children both

younger and older than 6 was slight.

There is some indicaÈion that single moÈhers are not in t.he l-abor

force by reason of personal and family responsibilities. This wil-L be

discussed further. Another factor in the labor force participaLion rate of

single mothers seems to be the fact that most of t.hem, when employed, are

employed on a part-Èime basis.

ParÈ-Èime workers

Female single parents are more like1y than other parents to work

part-time. They are most often employed on a part-time basis because ful-I-
time work is not available. According to Statistics Canada's report Lone-

parents in Canada (L992), most would prefer Èo work fuIl-time if that
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emplol¡ment was available. In 1991, 50% of femaLe síngle parents worked.

part-time simply because there was no ful-I-time work availabl-e. Table 14

demonstrates the reason why single mot,hers, by age of youngest child,
worked part-time for the year l-991.

Table 14

Reason sinqle mothers work part-time bv aqe of vounqest child, 1991

Reason Youngest chitd Youngest child Tota1 with
less than 6 6 - 15 chil_dren l_ess

than 6

Personal/family 27.4t L4.72 2O.O%

Own illness/
disability O .62 L.9Z 1.3?
Going to school 9.42 3.8? L.6%

Did not want
full-time 21-.I% 23.32 22.4t
Could only find
part-time 40.92 55.9? 49.62

Other reasons 0.6? O.4Z 0.6r"

? employed part-
time 25 .5t 1-6 .62 1-9 .42

Note: Statistics Canada: Lone-parent famil-ies in Canada (]-992) -

Catalogue Number 89-522, p. 31

lVhat is shown in this table is the number of single mothers who want

to work but can only find part-time employment. This is consistenL with

mothers with children in all- age groups. Tabl-e 15 compares the work

patterns of single mothers and single fathers for the years 1985 and 1990.
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Table 15

I'Iork Þatterns of sinqle mothers and sinqle fathers in Canada for the vears
1-985 and 1990

Females Males
Work pattern 1985 1990 1985 1990

worked full time 42.L 47 .7 70.5 72.2
1 - 13 weeks 3.1- 3.0 3.3 2.s
L4 - 26 weeks 3.9 4.7 S.5 5.9
27 - 39 weeks 3.0 3.4 4.5 5. O

40 - 48 weeks 4.9 5.7 9.1 9.4
49 - 52 weeks 27 .L 31. O 48 -2 49.5
l,Iorked part time L4 .4 ]-3 . 3 6 .4 5 . 1

Did not work for pay t4.4 l-3.3 6.4 5.1
Note: Statistics Canada: Familv Income in Canada. Cat.alogue

Number 96-318E, p. 38

üIhat is readily apparent from this table is that si-ngle mothers are

more likery to not work outside the home, however, this number has

decreased in t.he five year period shown. Almost half of single mothers in
the country were employed on a ful-L-t,ime basis. Single fathers overall
enjoy a higher raLe of employment..

Reaaons for unenplolmenÈ

StatisLics Canada (L994) Famil-ies in Canada staLes

Lone parents in t,he labor force must cope with both work demands and

family obligations including care-giving and househord maintenance.

Work demands can impinge on family roles, the quality of family
relationships with the well-being of family members. Conversely,

family roles can interfere with work performance and/or commitment

to one's job.Women are more than twice as like1y as men to be

absent from work because of personal or family responsibil-ities. The

presence of young chil-dren in the family is a factor cont.ributj-ng to
work abseriteeism among women. In an average week in L99L,5.93 of
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female lone parents lost time from work due to personal or family
responsibilities (p. 36) .

TabLe 16 illustrates those singte parents who became unemployed in
1,991" and reasons for leaving their last job. It al-so illustrates those

single parents who were not in t,he labor force at all- in 1991 and reasons

for leaving their last job.

Table 15

Comparison of femal-e and maLe sinql-e parents, 1991 bv reason for
unemplovment. in Last fiscal- vear and bv reason for havinq left last place

of emplovment (non-participaÈion)

Unemploved t99L Non-part,icipation 1991-

Reason

Personal/family
responsibil-ities
Own illness/
disability
Going to school
Lost job or laid
off
Other reasons

Not worked in l-ast
5 years

Never worked

? unemployed

t non-parLicipation

f emales mal-es females males

L3.7 6.6 20.7 10.7

6.7

2.0
47 .7

L7 .6

3.4

L.7

76.4

6.2 13.8

5.4 5.1

L9.2 28.8

l_0.8 5

1.5 0

l-6.8 l-5

.6 n/a

.4 27.L

l_1_ . I
.7

37.3

n/a

31_.6

0.2

15.3

Note: StatisÈics Canada: Lone-parenÈ families in Canada (L992)

Catalogue Number 89-522, pp. 28 - 29.

What can be seen from this information is that singl-e mothers are,

more often than single faLhers, persons who had not been in the labor

market at al-I. l-.5? of unemployed female single parents have never worked,

compared with no cases (0t) of mal-e single parents who had never worked.

11.8? of single mothers had never worked and were non-part.icipants as

compared with o.2Z of single fathers. Single mothers had also left

employment or noE been employed as a resul-È of personal/family
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L3.72 of women as compared to 6.62 of men vrere

unemployed because of personal/family responsibilities . ZO.7Z of women and

:.0.72 of men were non-participants in the ]abor force as a result of
personal/family responsibilities. Single mothers were twice as likely as

single fathers to have left their last job as a resul-t of personal/famity
responsibil-ities.

Housing

Single mothers, because of low income, also have the lowest standard

of accommodation in the country. Single parents are generally less likely
than other families to own their own homes. In 1986, single mothers who

maintained their own households constituted 20? of owner-households. They

also comprised 43È of al-l t,enant-occupied homes. In 1991, only about one

in three single mothers or 30? owned their own home. This j-s presented in
Tabl-e 17.

Table 17

Housinq characteristics, 1991- for sinqle mothers in Canada

Tenure:

Owned Percentage

with mortgage L8.4%

without, mort,gage 1L.l-?

total owned 29.5t

Rented 70.52

rooms per household l-.95

Note: Statistics Canada: Lone-parent families in Canada (L992).

Catalogue Number 89-522, p. 45.

This table demonsLraEes clearly that the majority of single mothers,

70.5%, rent their accommodations compared with only 29.5% who own their

house. The 29.52 of home owners incl-ude those who are with and without a

mortgage.
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In addition, Klodawsky & Mackenzie (agg7) indicate that
Coupled with t.he fact that most housing production has been geared

to either tv/o-parent families wiÈh children, or child.Less, employed

aduLts, single mothers have great difficulty finding afford.able,
appropriate housing and usually pay proportionately more for their
housing than do other Canadian families (p. L4).

Tabl-e 18 shows a distribution of family expenditures for 1990. The

comparison made in this table is between single mothers and two-parent
families with chil-dren.

Table L8

Ðistríbution of famifv expenditures, ]-gg0 (for 1z Canadian census

metropolitan areas)

Expenditure
Food

Shel-ter

Househol-d furnishing c
operation
clothing
Transportation
Health & personal care

Recreation, reading a

Singl-e mothers

16.8?

20.32

8.5?

7.Ot

11.5?

4 .92

Two-parent familv
L2 .82

1,6 . O+

7 .22

5.72

11.8?

3 .6%

6 .6"6
educat,ion 7 .4t
Tobacco and alcohol- 3.1? 2.s%

Securityr. 3.5? 4.gZ
Ot.her 4.5t 5. O?

Taxes t2.5t 23.9%

Note: *rncludes life insurance premiums, pension contribut,ions and

unemployment insurance pal.ments. Statistics Canada:

Lone-parent famil-ies in Canada (]-992) . Catalogue Number 89-522,

p. 45.

ft is clear to see from this table that single mothers spend more of
their income on shelter - 20.3? as compared with two parenÈ famil-ies, who

spend L6È. Single mothers spend more on food, l_6.8t of their income

compared to two parent, famil-ies, who spend ]-2.82 of their income on food.
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Sing1e mothers spend more of their income on househol-d. furnishings and

operation, clothing, health and personal care, tobacco and arcohor. T\,ro

parent families spend more on taxes because of home ownership (Lone-parent

families in Canada ¡ L992; p. 45) .

There are other factors which co-exist with income, transfer
payments and housing for singre mothers. These factors appear to
contribute to keeping single mothers in a lower socioeconomic stat,us than

other groups in the count,ry. They are educaÈion, employment, and chil-d

care. These factors are all inter-related.

Education

GeneralÌy, Canadian single mothers have Iess formal education,

incruding high school education, than any other group of adult women as

indj-cated in the 1991- canadian census data. This is portrayed in Tabl-e 19.

Table 19

Education of Canadian and Manitoba femal-e sinqle parents bv qrade

attained, 1991

Grade attained elementary-
secondary education onl-v

Less than grade 9 (L2)

Grades 9 tro L2 (13)

Graduation
No graduation
Non-uníversitv education on1

No certificate or diploma

With certificaÈe or diploma

Universitv education
Without degree

WiEh certificaÈe or dipJ-oma

With bachel-or's degree or
higher
fnformation missing

Canada

L3 .42

TL.9Z

8.9?

LO.7È

12 .52

LO.22

10.9?

l_0.6?

7 .32

3.6?

Manitoba

r-3.9t

i-1 . 0?

I .42

10.6t

1,2.22

10.03

L2 .9+

LO .41

7 .32

3.3?

Note: Statistics Canada: Social and Economic Characteristics,
1991-. Cat.alogue Number 93-32O, pp. 106-107, I2O-L2I
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From this tabre, we can see that the highest percentage of single
mothers have ress than a grade 9 education both nationarly and.

provincially. Although the statistics indicat,e that 11? of single mo¡hers

in Manítoba completed up to grade 12, onry 8.4"< of this group grad.uated.

from high school. rt is comparable for canada, with 11.9t of single
mothers complet,ing up to grade l-3 and onry a.9z of single mothers

graduated from high school-. I^Ihat this must mean is that women are

finishing all but one or two credits for a complet.e grade t2 or finish up

to grade l-l- and go no further.

rn Manit,oba, it appears that single mothers are trying to upgrad.e

their level of education as L2.9t of them are involved in university
education. The same trend follows wit.h respect t,o community college and

trade schooL al-though, again, L2.22 of mothers have no certificate or

diploma.

This refl-ect,s t.he Canadian picture as wel-l-. IO.9Z of Canadian single
moLhers are withouÈ a university degree but, nonetheless invoLved in the

pursuit of higher educat.ion. L2.52 of Canadian single mothers are invol-ved

in community college and trade schools although, again, without a

certificaEe or diploma.

A Statistics Canada report The Labor Force Survev, 1991 states

Lone parents generally have lower levels of formal- educational-

training than comparable spouses in two-parent families, a factor
which may partially explain some of the differences in the l-abor

force characteristics of these groups Lone parents are less

like1y than other parents to have completed high school. In 1991,

36? of femal-e and 31? of male lone parents had not graduated from

high school. IJone parents are also more likely than other parents

not to have gone to high school aL all. In 1991 , 9t of women and 10?

of men parenting alone had not gone beyond Grade 8 (p. 25).

Educational attainment has been shown to be posit,ively correJ-ated

with higher socioeconomic staEus. Single moÈhers with low educational-
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attainment have lower incomes. pool and Moore (1996) state "persons who

are better educated generally have more resources available to them when

they enter the labor market. The more privireged the point of entry, the
greater the chances of success as measured by financial rewards and job
satisfaction gained from this participation. Conception and child.bearing
and/or marriage aÈ young ages may minimise (sic) noE only ed.ucationat

achievement, but also the capacity to enter and continue in the labor
force in a reasonably rewarding way,' (p. 33).

Child care and iÈe effecÈ on labor market acÈivÍty
The avail-abil-ity and accessibiliLy of day care is a concern for

single mothers. The 1990 resul-ts of the National Child Care Studv (i-988)

showed that in the fal-l of l-988, 2.6 mil-l-ion children under 1-3 years of
age were in need of some form of child care in order to accommodate the

work or study sched.ul-es of their parents yeÈ, ',the number of day care

spaces reserved for pre-schoolers (ages 3 - 5), represented 5g? of the

total- all-ocated in day care cenEres, which is sufficient to care for only
23"< and 24t of children in this age group" (p. ii).

$Ihen in the l-abor market, single mothers generally l-ose more work

place time as a result of chil-d care needs or personal ill-ness. Statistics
Canada's publication Families in Canada (l-994) states

An estimated 2.7 million children needed child care white their
parenLs worked. Just over 40? of these children were under 6 years

of age, while the remainder were 6 Èo 12 . 57.5t of children under

the age of 13 were in at least one non-parental chil-d care

arrangement in a given week. The balance vrere cared for by their
parents only. Most of the children were in informal chil-d-care

arrangements, such as care by relatives or unl-icensed day-care

providers (p. 37).
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Statistics Canada publication Lone-parents in Canada (L992) states

" in L99O , 82e" of f emal-e l-one parents regularly receiving care used

servíces ouLside their homes, while 33? had in home care {totafs exceed

l-OO? because respondents could report. using more than one tlæe of carei.

During an average week in J-993-t approximately 9Z of both female lone

parents and women in Ewo-parent families wit.h children were absent from

work either because they were ilI or because of personal or family

responsibilities. The comparable figures \¡¡ere only 6È for male lone

parents" (pp. 25 - 6) .

Socíal igoLation

Statistics Canada report Lone-parent families in Canada (1,992)

indicates

In 1986, female lone parent,s who were not employed outside the home

spent a total of only about six hours per day in sociaL contact with

people such as friends, co-workers, or family members other than

their chil-dren. This figure was several hours per day below those

for most other groups of women. While these femal-e lone parents did

spend relativel-y large amounts of time wiEh their children - about

six hours per day on average - they also spent a lot of time alone.

In 1986, female lone parents who kept house averaged just over five

hours per day by themsel-ves, excluding time spent al-one on personal

care activities such as sleeping. Employed female lone parenÈs spent

about Lhree hours more a day in social interaction wit,h people other

than their children Ehan female lone parents who worked at home. The

amount of time these women spent in contact with others, however,

was sgil-I generally below Èhat of women with spouses, especially

those who were employed. Fema1e lone parents wiLh jobs outside Lhe

home also spent about four hours per day alone (p. 43).
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Tabl-e 20 iLlustrates time singl-e mothers spent with social- contacts
for the year 1986.

Table 20

Time sinqfe mothers spent wiEh social contacts, compared with time married
women spent with sociaf contact, 1986, represenÈed in hours per dav

Total with
social
contacts * Alone

Sinqle mothers

Employed 9.4 3 .4 10.6 3.9
Working at 6.2 6.0 9.6 S.1
home

Married
mothers

Employed l-l-.4 4.L tL.2 3 .6

Working at 8.8 6.3 10.3 4.3
home

Note: Figures averaged over a seven-day week. *Time spent wiÈh

chíldren and ot,hers is double counted.

Statistics Canada: Lone-parent famiLies in Canada (L992)

Catalogue Number 89-522, p. 46

Single mothers, as a group, spend less time with other adult,s than

do married mothers. This increases their social isolaÈion and adds to
l-evels of stress, as they then spend less time with other adul-ts and more

with children. In addition, time spent vrith chil-dren and others is doubl-e

counted, therefore, the time spent in social contacLs is actual-Iy less

than shown in the tabLe.

The correlaEion between stress and single mothering has been

documented by Hao (l-994). In addition, it has been found that single

mothers who are under stress have a greater tendency to react t.o this by

becoming depressed. There appears to be some correlation between single
mothering, and maternal depression. This has been documented by Polansky

(1985) who stated that, rta variety of indirect evidences - such as using

their children as buffers against lonel-iness and clinging to unrewarding

wirh wirh
people children
other than of
children household*

Personal
Care

8.9

9.0

8.8

9.1
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and abusive relationships with men - imptied that l-oneliness was

widespread as a problem among the women, {which red to depression}',
(p. 2) .

Surunary and analyeie

Statistics Canada information tells us that, for the year end.ing

L997., Ehe majority of l-ive Canadian births occurred to women between the

ages of 24 - 32 years: 6L.5t of alL Canadian tive birÈhs are attributable
to this age group. Most singJ-e mothers are in t.he 25 - 44 year age group.

The overwhelming majority of single parent families are female Led.

This is supporÈed both nat.ionally and provincially. rn t9gL, widows

comprised 23.4t of all single mothers. Separated and divorced women mad.e

up 57.1? of all singre mot,her families ¡ t9.5t were never married.

Single mother families are poorer than other family groups in the

counÈry. staÈistics canada estimated t,hat in 1991 , s7.1? of all single
mothers had low incomes as compared with 23.6? for male single parent

famil-ies. The average income of male single parent families was $38,285

compared with $21-,787 for single mother famil-ies. It is obvious that there

is a gender issue invol-ved in this financial inequality. The mosÈ

financial-ly st,able group of aLl- families was Èhe tv¡o parent family, whose

averag'e income was $57,739 with an incidence of row income at l-0.3?. rt is
evident that socioeconomic sLatus is weighed in favour of the nuclear

f amíly.

The low incomes of single mothers are also refLected in the number

of single mothers who rely on government transfer payments such as social
assj-st.ance for their income. In aII provinces, there is no welfare income

that matches the poverty leveL. This is aptly demonstrated in Manitoba,

where the provincial- poverty line is ç20,945 and the welfare income for a

singl-e parenu with one child is gt-l,386. The difference is 99,559 below

the poverty 1ine, reflecting the cul-tural belief that poverty is a

personal deficiency and not a responsibility of society. Clearly, welfare
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income ensures that a single mother family wil-I l_ive in poverty.

Of all groups studied in census data for 1-99!, single mothers had

the lowest level of formal education. The highest percentage of single
mothers have l-ess than a grade 9 education both national-ly and

provincially with L3.42 and 13.9t respectively. Increasing one,s years of
formal educaÈion is one method of improving socioeconomic status. pool and

Moore (1986) staLe EhaÈ "persons with better education generally have more

resources available Èo them when they enter the labor market. The more

privileged the point of entry, the gireater the chances of success as

measured by the fj-nancia] rewards and job satisfaction gained from this
participation" (p. 33). Single mothers, clear1y, have less financial
solvency as a function of low educationaL levels. Because of their low

educational- IeveLs, single mothers have fewer marketable job skills
compared with women in other groups, who have more education. Fewer

marketable skills ensure that these women remain in low paying jobs

requiring less skills and wil-I be unable to compete in an increasingly
skil-Ied labor market. Incomes bel-ow the poverty l-ine and leveL of

education are positiveJ-y correLat,ed. Clearly, single mothers are not in a

position to compete in the marketplace as a result of low educational

Ievels and fewer marketabl-e skil-Is.

Sing1e mothers are less likely than other groups to be employed ful1

time. This is not because of a resistance to employment but rather a lack

of avail-ab1e fuI1 Eime work. As a group, single mothers form the highest

cohort of the unemployed. In :-.991,52.2+ of all- single moEhers were

employed, as compared with 7L.32 of al-I single fathers who were employed.

I,Ihen single mothers are unemployed or have made a decision to leave the

labor force, they most often cite personal,/family responsibilities as the

reasons for their non-participation.

Unemployed single mothers represenE 37.32 of t.he unemployed

population, as compared with 1-5.3? of single fathers who were unemployed.

1.5? of unemployed female single parent,s had never worked, compared with
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O? of male single parents who had never worked.. 11.8? of single mothers

had never worked or were non-participants in the labor force as compared

with 0 .2% of singJ_e fathers.

Single mothers, as mentioned earlier, had aLso left emplo]¡ment or
had not been employed as a result of personal/famity responsibiLities
1-3.72 of women as compared to 6.6eo of men \¡rere unemployed. because of
personal/family responsibil-ities. Non-participation in the labor force as

a result of personal/family responsibilities accounted for 20.7% of women

and 10.7? of men. This indicates that single mothers are twice as likely
as single faÈhers to have left their last source of employmenE as a result
of personar or family responsibilities. personal and famiry
responsibiLities also resulE in single mothers being absent, from the work

place 9e" of the time in a year while single fathers are absent from their
work place 6? of the time for the same reason.

Ðay care availability provides another problem for aII family groups

in the country. Statistics Canada (t994) staEes that, an estimated. 2.7

million chil-dren needed chil-d care while their parent,s worked. Day care

spaces are availabl-e for only approximateJ-y 24t of a]L pre-school

children, aged 3 - 5 years, needing day care. clearry, day care spaces are

not availabl-e for aII children, not just those in singl-e mother families.
In total, employed single mot.hers spend the least amount of time

with social contacts, compared with other family types. As a Stroup, single
mothers spend less time with social contacus, which results in social
isolaEion. Social isolation can creaEe a climate of wulnerability which

serves to reinforce society's characterization of a single mother family
as deviant. Lack of social or peer support makes these women vulnerabl-e to
depression as their level of sEress increases. Polansky (1985) has

indicated in his research that these women, because of their l-evels of
Ioneliness and depression, would be more apt to use their children as

social- buffers or to cling to relationships with abusive men.
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The lack of peer support or the existence of an abusive relationship
reinforces the mother's feelings of inadeguacy, trapping her in a

lifestyle from which she may be unable to extricate hersel-f. As her sense

of self-reliance diminishes, she begins to depend on these relaÈionships
for reinforcement. Her lack of sufficient income, education and work may

make her more vuLnerabl-e to the cyclical nature of these manipulative,

abusive relationships and she woul-d be l-ess and less in a position to
provide care for her chil-dren. It is at thís time when she may be found. to
be more at risk of maltreating or neglecting her children. The realit.y of
their situation makes these women r¡ulnerabl-e to the scrutiny and

interventions of the child wel-fare sysLem. These interventions are not

al-ways inappropriate, as there are times when children are being neglected

as a result of these family situations. However, it would be fair to say

that singl-e mothers are more apt to be investigated for neglect by child
welfare workers than are other family groups. This has been documented by

swift, (1991, L995) , Gordon (1992) and CampbetÌ (1991) .

It is cl-ear that poverty, unemployment, 1ow educational- attainment,

poor housing, lack of child care and social isol-aEion are al-l- important

factors characterizing the lives of single mothers. These factors add t.o

single moEhers' stigmatizat.ion within society, by making them visibl-e and

deviant from the norm. Poverty is a deciding factor in social class and

hence status. The poverty of single mothers ensures that their class

status, a function fu1filled by the famil-y, wilJ- be Iow. When a group has

been relegated to a low status within society, the conditions are ripe for
Lhat group to feel al-ienat,ed from the general populat.ion of the cul-ture.

The combinaLion of poverty and socia] isolation for single mothers is
partly responsible for the circumstances Ieading to neglect of their

children or failure Èo protect them from maltreatment.
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THE NÀTI'RE Àì¡D FI'NCTIONS OF THE F.à¡{TLY

Arr analysís of the nature of the faarily

In order to understand single mother families in society, it is
necessary to explore the naÈure of the family and its functions. The

differentiation of functions can lead singLe mothers to be seen as deviant

from the norm in society. The fulfillmenÈ of functions in nucLear families
will be contrasted with those in single mother families. In exploring the

functions of the family, I wil-] also examine the roles of men and women

within a family. Finally r will focus on motherhood itself and its meaning

for women.

Prior to the nineteenth century, the notion of a nucl-ear family as

we conceptualize it today by father, mother and children, was unknown. The

industrial- revolution and the emergence of capitalism changed the nature

and functions of the family by moving the cott.age and home based

indusLries Lo factories and magnifying the role of wage earning employment

outside the home. In this wây, domestic and industrial spheres became

separaLe and parental roles became differentiated by changing economic

rol-es (Fox c Luxton, l-993) .

fn every social- syst,em there is a reLat.ionship between the way

people produce the goods and services necessary to their survival,
property and Lhe manner in which the human population is produced. The

type of work people do Èo sustain life creates condit,ions for certaj-n

patterns of chil-d bearing and rearing. fn a simil-ar way, certain pracÈices

of child bearing and rearing both require and make possible other tlpes of
work (Margolis, 1993) .

The bioLogical functions of women and men began to be identified
with various roles and all-owed for the division of labor by gender. Women,

by virtue of their ability to lactate and nourish chil-dren, were seen by

social- scientists and others, as the natural- care givers of
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chirdren and their domain was defined as being within the home (MargoJ-is,

1993 ) .

Fox & LuxEon (1993) state

aside from the reLationship between the organization of prod.uction

and reproduction, the nature of wealth and the reguirements of
production have al-so been retated systematically to the form,

composition, and strucÈure of households. Thus, the subseguent

separations of place of residence and site of production of good an¿

services for the market, on the other - occurring as capitalism
developed - generated a major transformation in households and.

famil-ies. Among other things, the separation destroyed the ease wiÈh

which parents had previously been able to coordinate child. care and

their other work. From the nineÈeenth century, middle-c1ass European

households increasingly became centers exclusively for raising
children and doing domestic l_abor (Davidoff & Hall, L?BT) (p. 27).

When one begins an examination into the family, iÈ is important to
look at the context in which Ehe definition of family is expl-ored..

Discussions of the family al-ways reflect the ideoLogy of t,he culture in
which one lj-ves. North American culture impl-ies thaÈ the definition of
family enjoyed and encoded into our laws and l-ives, for the mosÈ part, is
one to which we alL ascribe. It, is assumed that the experience of the

family is the same for everyone and that, individual-s strive for the ideal
family

notion

defined by the dominant ideology. It is aLso assumed that the

family as we experience it now, has always been with us rather
than a sociaL construct, designed to refl-ect the various needs, in
different historical periods, of societal groups.

Fox & Luxton (1993) st,ate

Perhaps the most important of these issues is that because almost

everyone is a member of a family and l-ives for significant periods

of time in a family, people tend to assume that they know very well

what 'rfamily" means. At the same time, getting married, having

AS

of
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children in the context of marriage, and living as a nucl-ear family
are so widely accepted in Canadian society as the way people should
live that these patterns often seem natural. The pattern of marriage
and nucl-ear famil-ies is so taken for granted, it is difficuLt to
question. The fact t,haÈ the majority of women and men marry and. live
as couples, for exampre, reinforces for many people the idea that
families should be based on heterosexual- monogamous couples.

Moreover, it is commonly assumed that other family patterns cause

problems, especially for chil_dren (p. 20) .

Our belief in a generic understanding of family is important because

it embodies a set of cultural assumpt.ions. The concept of family informs

legislation, policies and practices that govern our 1ives. rt shapes

decisions we make as individuaLs about how to live our l-ives. It limits or
expands our imaginations as we think about the future. Under the guise of
"family valuesr', policies are promoted.

Kitchen (1990) states "Today, many still see the family only in
terms of a couple and their children (Quebec, Minist,er of Social Affairs,
1-984:. 16) . This heEerosexual, nucl-ear uniu biologically and legarly
defined is seen as consisÈent with its universal- funcEion, the raising of
children. The function has been translated. into a normat,ive i-mperative

thaL elevated the couple and their children as Ehe only natural and

legitimate family form. It is the only family model- that is validated and

sanctioned by both the state and the church and given unreserved socia]
support" (p. 3l-3).

As variant family forms increase, the definition of famil_y as

heterosexual and nuclear is seen as narrow. More groups are disagreeing

with the st.andard definition of family presented in our cu1Èure. Yet,

EichLer (1986) sÈates

we are presently witnessing the parallel march of two opposing

social forces: a movement that tries to impose one family form on

Èhe entire society and another movement thaL is currently
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revolutionizing our reproductive processes. However, these two

movements have so far not col]ided in a serious man¡.er. This seems

incomprehensible until we realize that bot,h movements do share some

simil-ar ideas about. the structure of the famíIy. Whil-e utterly
altering the relationship between parents and their chi]dren and.

between the couple as a procreative unit, the ne\¡¡ reprod.uctive

technologies and arrang'ements neverthel-ess are oriented towards a

monolithic vision of the family in terms of its structure and

composition (p. 423).

Col1ier, Rosal-do c Yanagisako (1993) state "Èhe real importance of
The Family {emphasis theirs} in contemporary social- l-ife and bel-ief has

bl-inded us to iLs dlmamics. confusing ideal wiLh reality, we fail to
appreciate the deep significance of what are, cross-culturally, various

ideologies of intimate relationships, and at the same time we fail to
reckon with the complex human bonds and experiences all too comfortably

shelt,ered by a fait.h in the ,natural , source of a ,nurt,ure, we think is
found in the home'r (p. 9) .

What is family? I¡ihen we use the term family, to what are vre

referring? what has it come to mean to our understandS-ng of the

functioning of people wiÈhin society? There are various definitions.
Historically, in order to quarify as Èhe foundational family

relationship, a heterosexuaÌ union had to be legarry privileged t.hrough

marriage. Fineman (rggs) staEes

I want to elaborate on some of the core assumptions inherent in our

current, social and cultural- narratives about the family as an

instituÈj-on. These assumptions have tremendous significance in the

political and 1egal definition of the family and, hence, for the

faÈe of mothers. The legal story is thaÈ Lhe family has a ,'naÈural"

form based on the sexual affiliation of a man and woman. The

assumption that there is a sexual-natural family is complexly and

intricately implicated in discourses other than Iaw, of course. The
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natural family populates professional and religious texts and

defines what is to be consídered both ideaL and sacred. The shared

assumption is that the appropriate family is founded on the

heterosexuaL coupre - a reproductive, biological pairing that is
designated as divinely ordained in religion, crucial- in social
policy, and a normative imperative in ideology (p. 145).

Statistics Canada, in 199L census data, defines the family as

"constituted by a husband and a wife, with or without never-married

chil-dren (including adopÈed chil-dren and step chil-dren) regardless of
their age, or by either parent with one or more never-married children
Iiving in the same dwelling. Persons Ìiving in common-Iaw unions are

considered to be married and t.o form a husband-wife family" (Postcensal-

data, L99L, p. 10) . This is distinguished from an ',economic family" which

is 'ra'group of two or more persons who are related Lo each other by bIood,

marriage, or adoption, and who live in the same dwelling" (postcensal

daEa, 1-99L, p. 10). Legal definitions of the famil-y incorporate notions of
who is and is not part of a family unit for the purposes of inheritance,

legitimacy of births and for making decisions regarding distribution of
goods within a given unit.

Col1ier, Rosaldo & Yanagisako (1993), quoting the anthropologist

Bronislaw Malinowski (1948), stat,e t,hat Malinowski felt, the family v/as a

universal human instituLion, and his theories convinced social scientists
that Èhis was, indeed, the case. Malinowski separated guestions of sexual

behavior from questions of the family's universal exist.ence. He argued

thaÈ because of the conjugal relationship, the family has Lo be universal

as it ful-filled the universal human need of sexuality. Sexual promiscuiEy

was irrelevant, he fel-t, for deciding whether families existed. He

described three aspects of the family tshat he believed flowed from t.he

family's universal function of raising and nurt.uring children. These

aspects are: (1) the family has Lo have clear boundaries. The family, as

a social- unit responsible for Èhe care of children, has to be abl-e to
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disEinguish between members of its social unit and those who are

outsiders,' (2) families need a central location to be together so that the

daily tasks associated wit.h the rearing of children can be accomplished,

and (3) the family is a group where strong affectionate ties are present,

one being love between parenLs and children and another, love between

spouses (Col-lier, Rosaldo & Yanagisako, L993, p. L2)

Later anthropologists have argued that the basic social unit is not

the nuclear family including father but consists of a mother and her

children. They state that whether or not a maEe becomes attached to the

mother on some more or less permanent basis is a variable maÈter (Fox c

LuxLon, 1993). Collier, Rosaldo & Yanagisako (1993) point. out, that modern

anthropologists "may have removed father from The FamiJ-y, {emphasis

theirs) fut they did not modify the basic social science concepÈ of The

Family in which the function of child rearing is mapped onÈo a bounded set

of people who share a space and who 'love' one another'r (p. 10).

A definition of family that has been widely used was offered in 1949

by the anthropologisÈ, ceorge Murdock. Murdock stated that "the family is

a social group characterized by common residence, economic co-operation

and reproduction. ft includes adulEs of both sexes, at least two of whom

maintain a socially approved sexual relationship, and one or more

children, own or adopted, of the sexually cohabiting adults" (as quoÈed in

Fox & Luxtort, t993, p. 2L) .

Historical sociologist MarÈine Segalen fel-t that a family consistingt

of mother, father and children was often unknown to our ancestors. She

felt that a definition of family was difficult as "a]1 domesÈic groups are

in transition, are processes not permanencies, and to seek to understand

Lhem by means of censuses fix their image as a particular kind of

household, whereas in facÈ their organization at any one time may be only

temporary,, (p. 27). Segalen studied other family forms such as collectives

and found that family forms vary as economic and reproductive necessities

dictaÈe.
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Another important anthropologist who shaped our attitudes to Ehe

family was Cl-aude Lévi-Strauss. In 7-956, Lévi-Scrauss published. a work

that described famiJ-y formation and the rol-e of the universal- taboo

against incest. In discussing the taboo, Lévi-Strauss likened it to the
sexual division of labor, a device to "make the sexes mutuatly dependent

on social and economic grounds, thus esÈablishing clearly t.hat marriage is
better than cel-ibacy', .(Fineman, 1995, p. L46) .

MaLe and femal-e are thus complements of one another; their
relationship is symbiotic in nature due to their differentiat.ed. roLe

specializations in society and these complement.ary rol-es constit,ute a

whoIe. Generally, men are the hunters and women are the nurturers. Lévi-
Strauss fel-t LhaÈ the institution of marriage \4ras an aspect of economic

exchange. Simply put, women because of their lactat,ing function with
respect to children, were relegated to the position of caregiver of
chil-dren. The presence of chil-dren 1ed Lo a sexua] division of labor and

an interdependency between the genders. rn exchange for care of the

children and sexual functions, the man provided economic support for the

woman and her offspring.

¡\nthropofogical research has incLuded studies of many groups other
t.han North American ones and the import.ance of kinship groups and variable
family forms cannot be overLooked. They have proved t,o be interesting
studies, from which North American culEure has looked at other societ,ies

and compared them, favourably or unfavourably with our owrr cul-ture.

ItnÈhropofogists see the nuclear family buil-t monogamy as a natural form

and common in societies where people must move to earn a tiving.
Anthropologists have studied and reported on various family forms

such as clans and village societies which are dissimilar to the family
form predominant in our culture. Àlthough different studies of family
forms have been advanced by anthropologists, North American cul-ture still
demarcates Èhe nuclear, heterosexual famil-y as the norm and ideal (Hutter,

1981).
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Evol-utionary theorists from Lhe nineteenth century d.id. not believe
the family to be universal but they believed that women tdere defined by

their nurturant, connective and reproductive roLes t.hat do not change over

time. Men were viewed as the agents of all- social processes. In this way,

evolutionary theorists r¡rere concerned more with the roles that are

engendered within a family as opposed to the definition of family itself.
They also felt that the family was a unit bounded biologically and.

Iega]1y, associated wit,h property; setf-sufficient; with affective ties
between members and distinct by inclusion only in the home and as such,

was something ÈhaÈ emerged in complex state governed social forms

(Collier, Rosaldo & Yanagisako, L993, p. 13).

Col1ier, Rosaldo & Yanagisako (1993) state that, rtthe structural
functional-ists see the family as a way of organizing and thinking about

human reLationships in a world in which the domestic is perceived Lo be in
opposition to a politics shaped out,side the home, and individuals find
themsel-ves dependenL on a seÈ of relatively noncontingent tíes in order to
survive the dictates of an impersonal- market and externaÌ political orderl
(p. L4). From this, they fee] that the famil-y has come to be romanticized

as a haven from the cruelties of societ.y and the marketplace.

Theorists such as Herbert Spence, J.J. Bachofen, Henry Sumner Maine

and Lewis Henry Morg'an, were alL nineteenth-century evolutionary

theorists, known as Social- Darwinist.s. Social Darwinist.s dealt with the

historical developmenÈ and the origins of the family. Underlying their
theories v¡ere implications about the roles of women and men within
families which had some repercussions for people in the nineteenth

century. HuÈter (198L) feels that the posit,ion of the evolutionary

theorists on the evolution of the family has not changed in the l-ast

century,

Their basic argument was Ehat. since biological evoLution could be

foll-owed through a series of stages, the same would hold true for
cul-tures. They then subscribed to the beLief in 'unilinear' evolution,
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which Hut.t,er (1981) defines as "the idea that al_1 civilizations passed

through the same stages of development in the same orderr' (p. 1g). "Their
primary concern was with the explanatj-on, from an evolutionary
perspective, of marriage and family systems. Therefore, they bel-ieved that
Èhe nuclear family could be seen as having evorved from a polygamous,

family group in primitive man to the nuclear, monogamous family of modern

manrr (Hutt.er, 1981-, p. 19) .

Within this discipline, Èhere was dissension as to whether society
evol-ved from matriarchal or patríarchal- civil-izations. Bachofen argued

that matriarchal societies were a stage in the evoLution of the race while
Sumner Maine argued that a matriarcha] society had never existed. Hutter
(1981) states t'the argumenÈ among evolutionists on the existence of a

matriarchal stage of deveLopment wenÈ beyond academic hist.orical interest.
U]timately, it cenLered on the nature of women's roles in nineteenth-

century western European and American societies. The different positions
espoused by evolutionists reflected different beliefs on sex-role
rel-ationships and the different,iation of labor. These differenÈ theories
had sociar and politicar implicat.ions for contemporary society'r (p. 19).

Karl Marx and Friedrich Enge1s shared and borrowed some of the

evolutionary ideas of the Social ÐarwinisLs. However, they developed their
own theory of the historical development of the famil-y. They believed that
structural- d.ifferences among societ,ies were present because they had

existed at different stages of the human civilizat,ion. They placed primary

emphasis on economics as a causal factor in the struceural- differences.

Friedrich Engels , in particular, \¡ras instrument.al in developing

further theory on Ehe origin of the family. He believed Èhat, overall,
there had been a matriarchal society that had espoused group marriage.

Moving to pair marriage t,hrough Èhe Renaissance period in history,
patriarchy became dominant, based on reproduction, production and the

division of labor (Hutter, 1981) . SocieÈy itself, evoJ-ved from t.he first
stage, known as savaçlery, where people were nomads who adapted to naLure.
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The second stage of evolution, known as barbarism involved. peopl-e becoming

Lillers of the soil-. There was an increasing prod.uctivity on the par¡ of
naEure through human intervention, most notably with the cult.ivation of
l-and and the domestication of animals. rÈ was in this sÈage that
patriarchy became the dominant ideology because of men, s control of
economic resources and the pair marriage. The third stage, known as

civilization evolved from t\,ro groups: the aristocracy, which was present

in ancient feudal times and the Lower class, who were themselves

commodities, known as serfs and sl-aves.

From this, the industrial revolution introduced another class, that
of t.he bourgeoisie. Society \,tas then structured into the following groups:

the arist.ocracy, the bourgeoisie, the capitalj-sts of the industrial_
revolution and the proletariat, who were the wage laborers. The underclass

was clearly identified as resulting from the industriaL revolution an¿ an

increase in wealth and power for certain groups.

They argued that, in pre-industrial society, whole families had. a

rol-e to play in the economics of the family. The índustrial revolut.ion
separated work from home. As a consequence, smaLl businesses $rere l-osÈ and

men became wage earners. As men became dependent on their employers, women

and chil-dren became dependent on men who earned the wage. Thus women,s

economic importance was losÈ. This led to an increased division in labor
and Èo the subservience of women to men. Family became a private role for
women, where before, their participation in the economics of the famiLy

had made women public figures. Engels clearly delineated the impJ-ications

of private family for women by stating

her being confined to domesÈic work, noÌ¡r assured supremacy in
t.he house for the man; the woman's housework lost it.s signif icance

compared with the man's work in obt.aining a livelihood; the latter
\¡¡as everything, the former an insignificant contribution the

emancipation of women and their equality with men are impossible and

must remain so rong as r¡¿omen are excluded from socially productive
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work and restricted to housework, which is private. The emancipation

of women becomes possible onÌy when r,romen are enabled to take part

in production on a large, social scaLe, and when domestic dut.íes

require their attention only to a minor degree (p. 52) .

Marx and Engels felt that it was necessary to overthrow the

capitalist-based industrial system in order to establish eguality between

groups. They bel-ieved that Èhe decl-ine in the importance of kinship and

community involvements and the changes in the makeup of the nuclear family
were more important areas of study than that of the evolutionary

transformations of the family. Engels, more so than Marx, tied family

history to economic hisÈory in a linear, causal rel-ation when he wroEe

Oriqin of the Familv, Private Propertv and t.he State in l-884.

- Poster (1978, as quoted in HuEt,er, 1981) states that rrMarx, like

Fourier before him, denounced bourgeois marriage as a form of

prostitution. The importants conclusion reached by Marx and Engels {in this

passage) \^¡as that the family is epiphenomenal compared to the mode of
production. fn general their writings relegated the family to the

backwaters of the superstructuretr (p. ¿S) . The insightful analysis of Marx

and Engels has been influential in understanding Later twentieth-century

family dynamics.

Another evolutionist branch of sociology had as a spokesperson a

French engineer and social- reformer known as Le Play. Le Play placed great

stress on the famíl-iaÌ form and felt that the major outlines of any

society are seÈ by its underlying type of family. Three dominant family

forms were del-ineated by Le Play. The first was the patriarchal or

extended family, which is auÈhoritarian and based on tradition and

Iineage. He felÈ iL was common among pastoral people where the father had

extensive authority over alL his unmarried sons and daughters and was the

sol-e owner of the family property. HutÈer (1981) states that "the

patriarchal authority of the family occurs where there is a minimal of

extended political and social authoriÈy. Such a family system is seen as
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incompatible with political and modern systems,' (p. 29).

The second family is the unstabLe family which, it was theorized,
prevailed among working poputations who tived under the factory system of
the West. This family was seen to be naturaÌJ-y disorganized and was the
prime causal variable in sociaL disorganization. It \¡ras strongly
individualistic, mobiJ-e and secular. The unstabl-e family showed littl-e
attachment to family lineage and had no roots in property and was unstable
from generation to generation. Le play associat.ed it v/ith the
pauperization of working class populations under Èhe new manufacturing

regime in the lVest,.

The third family was seen as the stem famiry and it was a happy

compromi-se between the other uwo t)æes of families. rt was free of
authoritarianism but it was sLil1 rooted in Èradit,ional values. It was

seen as stable and committed toperpetuaÈing the family J-ineage. IE formed

itsel-f under the influence of individually owned property. Le pl-ay then

did an analysis of the family which was intertwined with an analysis of
Ehe community in which the family finds itself. Hutter (l_98l_, quoting

Nisbet, 1966) compares the works of Marx and Le play. He stat,es

Bot.h Le Play and Marx were sensitive to the insuitutional component

in history, but beyond this generíc likeness there is only stark
contrast. For Marx the key institution j-s social- class. For Le play

it is kinship: the strucEure of society varies with the type of
family that underlies it. Marx detested private property, Le play

decl-ared it the indJ-spensable basis of social order and freedom.

Marx treated religion as something superfl-uous to an understanding

of human behavior and, in its effect, an opiate. For Le play

religion is as essential to men's mental- and moral- life as the

family is to his social organization. For Marx, the whole rural
scheme of things is tantamounE to idiocy as far as its impact. on

human thought is concerned. Le Play, for all his conscious

acceptance of industry, plainly reveres ruraL society, seeing in it.
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the haven of security that urban 1ife, by its very nature, must

destroy. Marx was socialist; Le play put socialism, arong with mass

democracy, secuJ-arism, and equalitarianism, among the major evi]s of
his time - aIl of them unmistakable signs of social degeneration (p.

31) .

Hutter (1981) states

fn a later work Smel-ser (L973) explains structural differentiat.ion
as the manner in which, after industrialization, family functions
lose some of their former importance in maÈt.ers of training and

economic production and schools and economic organization begin to
fill- t,hese functions. As the family ceases to be an economic unit of
product,ion, family members may leave the household to seek

employment in the ouLside labor market. I^Tit.h the decl-ine of the

family's function in the economic sphere, the family l_oses its
economic training functions, which further leads to a decLine in
general- paternal authority. The family's activities become more

concentrated on emotional gratificaLion and socialization, wit.h the

mother developing more intense rel-ationships with chil-dren because

of the absence of the father in the job market (p. 46) .

Fox & Luxton (1993) feel thaÈ "many socioJ-ogists today concl-ude that
there is no such thing as the family. It is a short sÈep from the

concLusion Èhat "the family" does not exist, to Èhe argument that'tthe
family" is essentially only a symbol system or ideology (Barrett and

Mclntosh 1-982, Gitt,ins l-985). In short, for some writers, "the family" is

a set of ideas, and in this society we are all subject to a hegemonic {or
dominant) ideology about families. Specifically, "familismrr, which sees

the nuclear family as universal- and necessary, constitutes an ideology

that characterizes vrestern capiUalist societies (Barrett and Mclntosh

1-982) " (p. 22) .

Many feminist theorists do not belj-eve that the family is

necessarily a nuclear one in design and a 1ot of their work is refLective
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of thinking about single mothers as a different family form. McDaniel

(l-989) says

Most research on families has been done with traditional families,
or with the assumption that non-traditional- families are deviant., or
in the process of becoming traditional-. A single parent family is
often seen as either just emerged from being a "regular family", or

is in the process of becoming 'rregular', again in the future (p. 17).

McDaniel says that the family, as a social institution has four
inter-rel-ated purposes. They are: service to the economic system,

socialization of children, social- control and reproduction. She sees the

family as public as opposed to private and thus, the family has

responsibilities not only to the individual- but to society. She identifies
t,he functions of the family and Ehe roles which \^/omen perform within t,hose

functions. The functions of the family are socialization, reproduction,

readiness for the Labor force and sexual functions.

Popay, Rimmer & Rossiter (l-983) feeL Ehat the concept of family
evokes a constel-Lation of social, moral and religious values concerned

with the sLructure and guality of family life and its relationship to
outside institutions and individuals. Assumptions about 'normal, family
life, about what is good and bad, based on these values, implicitly and

explicitly underlie behavior and policy in many different fiel-ds. The

implicit, assumpÈion is that the nuclear, heterosexual family is the

'normal-' one and this is staLed explicitly in family policies. One parenE

families represent an obvious and visible challenge to many of Èhese

values and formal- and informal attitudes Lowards such families, reflecting

this, are often ambiguous and sometimes actually unsympathetic (p. 18).

Schorr (as quoted in Popay, Rimmer & RossiLer, l-983) states that

"the problems of one parent. families derive directly from the problems of

women if women had equaÌ access to work and reasonable social

definition of their roles at home and on Èhe job, lone parents would have

much l-ess difficult,y. The implication of this analysis is Èhat there must
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be continued progress toward the aim of providing equal choice to men and

women in the domestic world and the worlds of employment" (p. g6).

Kate Mill-ett {as referred to in Renvoize, 1985} saw t.he family in a

different manner, believing that in a patriarchal society the chief
function of the family is Èo socialize the young so that they fit in with
prevailing mores according to patriarchal- needs, and that schools, other
chil-dren and the media would compleÈe the socialization process.

Patriarchy obviously insists upon Ìegitimacy and since the family
relies on the father for its social status and finances, his position is
exÈremely powerful. Although from a biological poinÈ of view, sbe

continues, there is no reason why "the two central functions of the family

isocialization and reproducÈion) need be inseparable from or even take

place wit.hin it, revolut.ionary or utopian efforts to remove these

functions from the family have been so frustrated, so beset. by

difficul-ties, that most experiments so far have involved a gradual return
to tradition" (p. t46) .

Much theory and discussion center on the nuclear family and by its
pervasiveness, it is assumed we alL know what constitutes a family. Women

and men parent for a variety of reasons. Most aduLts who parent begin this
role in a nucLear family. ff circumstances a1ter, the nucl-ear family
becomes a single parent family, most often, a single mot,her family. As

such, single mother famil-ies are not a new development,. Several theories

have be proffered on the waxing and waning of single mother famil-ies in
history. fn our society those families who are not nuclear are sometimes

labelled dysfunctional- or deviant.

In the early L970s, the new science of sociobiology offered an

expansion of Darwin's view on sex differences in reproductive and

parenting behavior. The original explanation by biologisÈ Robert Trivers

was not particularly concerned with humans but rather with birds. Trivers

referred to aLL species in which one sex {usually but not universally the

female) makes a much greater investment in reproduction than the other.
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Trivers was mainly concerned with nature's purposes of survival_ and.

reproduction.

Burns & Scott (1994) state rras Trivers explained, sociobiology, and

more generally, evolutionary biology puts the ultimâte rwhyrr of behavior

at the level- of genes carried by the individual The evolutionary process

is such that the genes rrwalltrr to reproduce themselves in a new generation,

and the instincts and behaviors - courting, matj-ng, parenting - that wil-l-

best achieve this result get built into indíviduals through natural
seLection. Trivers proposed that in those species in which one sex invests

a great deal of Èime and energy in bearing and rearing the young, the

reproductive strategies of the mal-es and femal-es wil-l differ" (p. t_43).

One of the main ideas in Trivers, work was what is known as

'maximizing inclusive fitness'. IVhen mammals maximize incÌusive fitness,
femal-es seLect mates who wil-l- be able to produce and rear healÈhy

offspring to adul-thood. Because lhe only physical commitment, of the male

woul-d be to provide sperm, it would be in his best interests to maintain

a sexuall-y promiscuous lifesÈyle, in the hopes that some of his offspring
would be reared to adulthood by the mother.

Intense competit,ion then arises between mal-es and aggressive

tendencies are displayed in the hopes of st.aving off the advances of other

males for the females. A successful- male would have several sources of
potential offsprJ-ng by being the most aggressive, the most promiscuous and.

the most. physically strong. This is an extension of Darwin's theory of the

survival of the fiÈtesÈ, which Trivers ]abel-l-ed 'differential parenting

investment' as evidenced by 'maximizing inclusive fitness'. Trivers'

research concerned the behavior of birds and he was not, overly concerned

with human behavior. OLhers have ext,ended Èhe concept of differential
parenting investmenE to humans.

Hinde (1984) proposed

that in the human environmenÈ of evolut,ionary adeptedness,

relatively long-lasting bonds between a man and one or two \¡romen
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would have emerged as the species pattern, with the bonds

strengthened by the evolution of a non-estrus pattern of sexuali¡y,
such that mating became possibJ-e at al-l times. The bond was

advantageous to females {read: gene-derived female instincts}
because it brought a protecÈor and helpmeet to the task of infant
rearing. It was aLso advantageous to men {read: gene-derived male

instincts), as human infants required much tending, and. íf the task

was left to the mother alone many infant,s would succumb, reducing

the man's reproductive success" (as quot,ed in Burns & scott., LggL,

p. L44') .

Hinde then argued that philandering would be to men's advantage as

it would increase the chances of his reproductive success and. woul-d not

detract from his caring functions for the offspring of his mat.e.

Philandering for the female would be dangerous, as sexual promiscuity on

the part of women would make them unattractive to men. With promiscuous

mothers, it would be impossible to cl-aim the children as his own whereas

men would be aEtracted to r,romen who they perceived as faithful-, fert,ile
and receptj-ve. Women, in turn, wouLd have a part,ner and a prot.ector.

Burns & Scott (L994) state

Human sociobiology holds that these functionally evolved

characteristics have noL changed much over the intervenj-ng

mill-ennia. Their expression varies across cul-tures, but the same

evolutionally defined themes manifest. in such diverse practices as

polygamy and haremage, chaperonage, claustration, chastiLy belÈs,

and infibulation, and male contempt for "unvirtuous,' women and even

for the victims of rape. Hinde argued that they manifest. also in the

attitudes of contemporary tertiary students. He cited a range of

surveys that have found t.hat t.hese young people, who could be

expecÈed to be mosÈ freed from "traditiona]" attitudes, could more

accurately be described as having modernized them. Virginity might

no longer be reguired of women, but both mal-es and females surveyed
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considered that women's sexual activities should. occur within a

loving relationship, whereas promiscuity v/as acceptable and. even

admirable in men. The men's ideal- was for an attractive woman who

was easy to get for him, but hard to get for al_l 0ther men (Hinde,

1e84) (p. 14s) .

This argument put forth but Hinde would justify, in evoLutionary
terms, '¡¡hy women who would parent without the benef it of a man wouLd

deserve to be treated shabbily. No man would \¡¡anL Eo be with a woman whose

reput.ation for fidelity had been tainted.
As expected, feminists take st,rong issue wit,h Hinde,s theory on the

grounds that it is a pseudoscientific justifying of the sexual- double

standard and that iÈ presents women in an impotenÈ position, needing to
cling to a man in order to survive and acquire prestige. Another serious
accusation is that this theory has disregarded al-1 t,he hisÈoricaÌ,
economic, religious and social- forces that shape human behavior. Not all
women are rrfaithful and fertile" and not al-l- men are promiscuous creatures
who choose to not care for any offspring buÈ their own. Burns & Scott
(L994) state "there is often a lurking biological metaphor behind the
justification of many gender arrangements - in the rast resort, they are

justified as ',being natural" (p. 143) .

The primat,ologists, a smal1 group of scientists, developed their
theory of parenting behavior in regards to primate groups. They espoused

that if survival of the fit.test was at the hearL of reproductive behavior,

we shoul-d be able to see this in the species closesÈ to man - monkeys. The

groups Ehey studied indicated that the femal-es in the groups \¡¡ere coy and

did litt1e other than mothering funcÈions, while the males were locked in
fierce compet.it.ion with one another for the sexual attentions of the

females.

Hrdy (l-986) surmised that the original behaviors described by other
primatologists vtere not the dlmamics that were occurring within the

groups. Hrdy found that, in a system where females and offspring were
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particularly vulnerabl-e, the females attempted to form aLliances with
males who could provide some security for them and their offspring.
Natural selection would favour those who took measures to safeguard

themselves and their offspring against fierce mal-es who were a threat to
all- the females and the children. She call-ed this the ,manipulation

hypothesis' by which females manipulated male behavior to safeguard

themsel-ves and their children. Now, the evolutionary model- of parental
behavior shifted from maLe dominated Lo sexual_ poliÈics.

Burns & Scott (L994) state

Hrdy's picture continues to be one in which male and female nature
are very different, , for evolutionary reasons. However, the

theoretical "universal- female" has been restored from victimhood to
agency. This is a critical achievement, as it underscore the messagte

that what is I'natural-" in gender relations is adapt,ability, rather
than any fixed set of behaviors (p. 148) .

The sexual division of labor, a sociobiological theory, is
restricted to the sÈudy of human beings. Some writers in this area such as

Lancaster & Lancaster (tggl) describe the sexual division of labor as one

of the major strategies responsible for the reproductive success of
mankind. Burns & ScoÈt (L994) state

As they see it, the human reproduction pattern, with its very

extended juvenile period was, in evolut,ionary Lerms, a gamble. But

it was a gamble t,hat paid off, and one of the very important reasons

for this was the evol-ution of "the mosL unusuaL behavioral pattern'
of continuing to feed t,he young after weaning. To do this, early
humans evolved a sysÈem whereby the mal-es specialized in hunting and

the females in gathering. This allowed for a varied diet for
children and adults, and aLso instigat.ed reciprocal food sharing,

and subsequently, oÈher forms of sharing and exchange

(p. 148-e).
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Although having different roles, a mutual- caring for chil-dren

allowed homo sapi-ens to achieve a reproduction rate of up to five times

Ehat of other species and thus, humans event.ual-ly Eook over the worl_d.

Reproduction occurred boÈh monog'amously and polygamously and parenting was

a shared and social enterprise, Èhus groups of peopte wouLd care for the
young h¡ithin the community. Sociobiological theories attempt to define
biological natural-ness in human reproductive behavior but, some of the

theories ask for a level- of credulity that is difficult. to achieve. Some

theories fail to account for what we do know about the socialization and

acculturation of people as part of the preparation for parenting roLes.

fn a further post,ul_ation, Lancaster & Lancaster (j.997 ) argued that
to understand human social Iife we need to understand the crucial-
difference between rife in l-ow and high density populations. rn low

density populations, the material- resources necessary for Iife and

reproduction are free. Anyone who reaches adutthood can obtain the

necessities of life. Because of migration, there is littLe in the way of
material wealth for chiLdren to inherit and Eherefore, children who are

born out of wedlock are noÈ considered illegitimate or disinherited.
Groups are small and adult fatal_ities are common, so, generally, any

adutt who is fit is a valuabLe asseL Eo Èhe group, and will replace a same

sex relative when it is necessary. Marriage is universal- and virginity for
\Á/omen is not highly prized so women are allowed a certain degree of sexual

freedom. Status and role differences between members of the group remain

Iow, and the child who loses a parent will quickly be re-absorbed by the

group and cared for in a communal fashion.

According to Lancaster & Lancaster ,]-997 ) etre low density patterns

can be maintained in village life as among migratory groups, as long as

the land avail-abl-e is greater than the capacity of the population to make

use of it. As long as this remains the case, prosperity and power accrue

to those famil-ies who are most fertile.
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Burns & Scott (L994) state

The criticaÌ change in famity life comes when the availab1e land has

all been claimed, and weaLth and power are measured primaríly in
terms of the family estate, rather than by the number of family
members. Keeping the famiry estate intact, and if possible

increasing it, now becomes an overriding concern. Because it is the

women who bear babies who may or may not. be wanted by the family,
control of female sexuality becomes crucial. Bridal virginity and

wífely fidelity become central to Èhe honour of the family, and a

variety of maintenance strategies are developed. Marriage may be

postponed until some kind of resource base is available, and some

people never marry, either because they are not permitted to, or

because they are so poor that even two parents wiLl be unable to
provide for children (p. 151-) .

In high density societies, family alliances forged through marriage

are important, and sharp staÈus differences emerge. In high density
cul-Èures, Ìegitimate and illegitimate chil-dren are sharply differentiated
one from the other. Illegitimate children l-ack inheriEance rights and the

mother of an illegitimate child loses her market value. QuoÈing Lancaster

& Lancaster, Burns & Scott (L994) staÈe

Irlhatever the parÈicular cultural- or historical set up, the women as

wel-l- as the men wil-Ì attempt to use it to Èheir own disadvantage. If
families are nucLear in form, and only men have access to economic

resources, then women will try to get husbands able and wiJ-J-ing to

support them. In a different kinship arrangement, they will seek to

embed themselves wit,hin an exEended group of rel-atives. Where

virginity is socially demanded, women will generally be just as

active as men in discriminating against "dishonoured" r¡romen and

illegitimaÈe children, and if aÈ all possible, t,hey will- make use of

the ideology of female purity to their own advantagie. Thus, the way

in which femal-e rtnaturet' is expressed will vary quite a bit with
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circumstances. What is common is the use of strategies that
compensate for the fact that their reproductive makeup rend.ers them

generally less physically powerful and aggressive than men (p. 152) .

Lancaster & Lancaster envisioned a further stage in human

reproduction st,rategies that emerged when industry replace agriculture as

a means of support, for the populaÈion. when this occurred, property
inheritance lost its importance and what became prominenÈ were education

and t.he skills needed for good employment. They posit that ,,a whole new

"parental investment calculus" has to be evolved, and this is being worked

out in j-ndustrial countries today" (as guoted in Burns & scott , L9g4, p.
I Fa \

The distinction bec\.teen low and high density populat,ions spotlights
the importance of the family estate as a factor that d.iscourages family
forms other than t.he nuclear ones. Burns & ScoEt (L994) state "the density
hy¡lothesis implies that once the famil-y estate loses imporLance in favour
of personally earned income, unhusbanded mothers became less of a t.hreat

to their lineages, and their incidence should therefore increase - as they

have. The density h¡lothesis also sees values - in t,his case the values of
virginity, purity, and honour - as derived from material causes. rt thus

predicts that t,hese val-ues will- snuff out rather quickly once the mat.erial

cause disappears. This cert.ainly f it.s with the remarkabJ-y swif t
deval-uat.ion of sexual- purity in WesÈern cu]Èures af ter the L95 0s " (p .

1s3).

Malthus in his 1798 publ-ication Essav on Population postulated that
the ability of humans t,o reproduce Lhemserves geomeLricarty ii.". many

children for each two parents, many chil-dren from each of these childreni
meant that any increase in wealt.h would easily be negat.ed by the

encouragement it gave to earl-ier marriage and reproduction. Under these

conditions, he felt, populations would expand until- they were naturally
controlled by "checks of misery" such as war, famine, and disease. He also

saw that, in Europe, other populaÈion checks were in existence. There was
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a check provided by "vice' such as contraception and infanticid.e and a

"preventive check" which was provided by late marriage and selective
nonmarriage. He saw the tatter as a desirable check to human population
control-.

Basing his views on his native England, where there was a socially
accepted bias against early marriage, and large famil-ies, he wondered why

other countries, who were much poorer than England, couId. not be

introduced to the same norms. He concLuded that England. had four social_

factors which encourag'ed delaying or abandoning marriage. Burns & Scott
(1994) state "the first and most important fact,or was an acguisitive ethic
that encouraged and rewarded the pursuit of gain. The second was a

strat,ified but open sociaL structure that motivated people to attempt to
cl-imb to higher leve1s, and to avoid falling bel-ow their present. one. The

t,hird v/as the institution of private property, protected. by a strong
g'overnment and strong laws, that, enabled people to keep their gains. The

fourth was a rerativery high st.andard of riving, which gave peopre a t,aste

for comforts and disinclined them to sacrifice these in favour of a hasty
marriage. rn a word, the Englishman saw the possibirity of a good life
only if he were prudent" (p. 154).

Macfarl-ane (1986) a neo Malthusian theorisÈ, {as quoCed in Burns &

scott, Lgg|) gave consideration that some other aspect of English

attitudes to marriage and children were also crucial. The first was

the doctrine that mutual- consent of husband and wife is the heart. of
marriage, and the wishes of other family members less important. The

second feature was Christianity's downgrading of marriage to second

best to celibacy, which undercut any betief that marriage shoul-d be

universal, artd conseç¡-rently made for a relatively 1ow identification
of personaL worth with success in fathering or bearing children. The

third was the belief that husband-wife loyalt,ies overrode

obligations to kin, and the marriages should therefore be

companionable, and between partners simil-ar in age. The fourth was
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a bel-ief in married love. Macfarlane pointed out t.hat celebrations
of marital love are found in much Aaglo-Saxon and Cel-tic poetry. A

fifth feaÈure was the 1egaI position of children, who had protected
rights Lo their own property and earnings, including against their
parents. A fina] feature was the dil-ution of parent-child loyalt,ies
that resulted from the English habit of sending children away early
to live wit.h another family as servant, apprentice, page or maid,

depending on sex and social- cl-ass (p. 155-6) .

Macfarlane took these factors as well as Mal-thus' ideas and saw a

special concept of family that included independence, self-he1p,
individual responsibility and made chiLdren a luxury item who in turn did
litt1e for their parents. The facÈ that this was exhibit,ed most in England

was considered an historical accident by Macfarlane. Neo Malthusian theory

afford some valuabLe insights into family structure and the values that
influence family forms. It introduces the notions of romantic love and

muLual agreement as Lhe basis for marriage and subsequently, for
parenthood. This is an important concept and one that is firmly ingrained

in our society. However, it is a theory that is basically historical and

limited in iÈs applicability to the present.

Guttentag & Secord's (1983) hy¡lothesis about sex ratios and Èheir

effect on female-male relationships is an interesting one. They argued

that when men exceed women in the population, a condition they ca1led

"high masculinity ratio'r, women become valued as a scarce resource. Men

make efforts Èo secure and keep a wife within a monogamous, long term

relationship. These ideas become the norm of the culture and the

philandering of either partner is not, socially acceptable because then a

woman would have no reason Èo align herself with a man.

IrÌhen women exceed men in Èhe population, a condition they called

'rlow masculinity ratior', Èhe reverse occurs. Because women are no longer

in high demand, men's options are limitless and many mighE decide to not

make commitments to long term, monogamous relationships. This pJ-aces a lot
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of power within the male domain. women might be in a position where Èhey

must subscribe to the roles that. men set out for them. Guttent.ag & Secord
(1983) fel-t that, if power structures within society are placed. in such a

fashion that women have access to pov/er elements such as voting right,s or
access to gainful employment, they will begin to feel t.hat, they are not
interested in playing the roles allotted .to them by men.

Burns & Scott (1994) staÈe

in a large international survey, South and Trent (1987) found

significant relationships between the sex ratio and rates of female

marriage, fertility, divorce, illegitimacy, and literacy. rn a later
study using data from 111 countries, South (1988) included measures

of national socioeconomic development and \.romen, s labor force
participation in his analysis. He found Ehat the most powerful

influence of all was national development leve], which brought Later
marriage, lower fertilit,y, and greater lit,eracy for women. Ho\,rever,

when developmental l-eveI was cont,roll-ed for, the sex ratio
hypothesis v¡as to some extent supported in that countries with a

relative undersupply of \¡¡omen r^/ere more likely to be literate, and.

more like1y to marry young and to have large families. These effects
were less marked when women were gainfully employed. Divorce is
common when the staLus of women is low, because men initiate it; but

it is al-so common when the status of women is high, because then

many l¡/omen initiate it. This, of course, suggests that divorce and

mother-headed families wil-l continue high in western countries,
regardless of changes in Lhe sex ration (p. t-60).

Bulatao (L979) explored childbearing moÈives in a cross-natj-onal-

study carried out in nine counÈries. The measures used appraised a variety
of merits and demerits to having and rearing children, and how this
affected childbearing decisions. rrResearchers found that, as fertility
transition theory woul-d predict, families were smaller in countries and

sociaL groups where parents had come to see children as costly. There did
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not seem to be a linear rel-ationship between the values and disval-ues of
chiLdren and decisions about family size. The researchers proposed Èhat
perhaps there may tr^/o fertility transitions, first from high to mod.erate

fertility, and Lat,er from moderat.e to low fertility, caused. by different
economics obtaining at different stages of modernizationr, (Bulatao, 1-g7g,

as quoted in Burns & Scott , 1-994, p. 1"62) .

cal-dwelI (1982) criticized Bulatao's theory and suggested that high
fertility does not. necessarily make families poorer but can enrich them.

He suggesÈed that the imporÈant factor was the direction of Lhe flow of
resources. When the flow of goods and services is from the child to t.he

parenE, then the value of children is augmented and larger famiLies
produce greater weaLt,h. Where the ownership is not individual- buÈ

communit.y owned, the more children in a communar group, the more that
group will- have povter and wealth. The economically rational- choice becomes

to bear large numbers of children and to encourage one,s kin to do the

same. When the situation is reversed and the flow of goods and services is
from parenu to child, it would be economically advant,ageous for the family
to restrict the number of births. The economically rational choice becomes

to limit. the size of one's family.

Caldwell feIL that what wou1d tip the balance in favour of one

posit,ion as opposed to the oLher v/as mass education of children. "Children
become costry - they need fees, books, and eguipment - and their
psychological position also changes. Chil-dren attending school take on a

ne\¡r status. They know things their parents may not, their futures look

bright.er, aspirations rise, plans need to be made. They become more eguar,

and it no longer seems so reasonable that they should live more frugally
than their parents, eat cheaper food, and not expect the same consumption

rights as their elders, fathers in particular. As aspirations for children
rise, the parents begin to tshink in terms of spending money on all sorts
of enhancing experiences. The result is t.hat children become a cost and

are perceived. as a cosE,, (Cafdwell, L987, as guoted in Burns & Scott,
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L994, p. 163).

fn Caldwell's view, more education woul-d lead. to higher d.emand for
more specialized skills in industry and in effect, technology would

provide the means of effectively limiting famity size. Ca]dwell commenÈed.

that from the viewpoint of economic rationality there are only two types
of societies - those where rat.ionality dictates unl-imiÈed reproduct.ion and

those where it l-eads to chil_dlessness.

Gí11igan (!982) states

This line of thinking suggests t.hat the fertility transition may be

somewhat different for men and women. Fathering in particular is
like]y to l-ose appeal, because it is very cosÈly, has lost much of
its prestige, patriarchar, and religious val-ue, and is easiry
avoided. The emotional value remains, but as affectional values are

generally found to be important for women, this may be insufficient
to keep fathers involved (as quoted in Burns & Scott , L994, p. L64) .

zeLízet (1985) took a some$rhat different approach to the value of
chiLdren hy¡lothesis. She traced the evoLution of the economically viable
chiLd to one t,hat is a priceless emotional- asset through the rise of chitd
labor laws; studies of changing parental att,itudes to the accid.ental death

of children, child l-ife insurance, and the selling of babies for adoption
(as referred to in Burns & Scott, L994, p. 166).

ZeLizer demonst.rated how seeing children as economic assets came to
be seen as something profane and suggested that the separation of value

and monetary worth was a del-iberate attempt to keep market operation out

of the domestic sphere and resul-ted in what she refers to as the

"sacralization of chíldren" (as guoted in Burns & Scott, L994, p. 163).

she attribuÈes this new role of children to the rise of the famiry.
ChiLdhood was re-discovered as t.he family became of emotional importance,

and as its instrumental value decl-ined. Degler (1980), an anthropologist,

feLt thaÈ the idea of chiLdren as precious al-so served lvomen's interests
because it infl-ated the status of the domestic reaIm, to that of equal to
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but different from their husband's worl-d. of work (p. 165).

The val-ue of children hypotheses and the neo MaLthusian theory see

children as costly to the family. The neo Malthusian theory sees chil-dren
as luxury items in the family system while the val-ue of children
hy¡lotheses see the value of children as being a recent phenomenon.

Burns & Scott (L994) state

The tv/o approaches thus appear guite comprementary. Both suggest

that the modern western father is expected to invest a great d.eal in
his children, for mainLy affectional rewards. If the affectional-
rewards he receives from the other dwindl-e, or lose value, those

available from the children may appear hardly wort,h the outlay.
Cost-benefit analysis woul-d therefore predict that both ouÈ-of-

wedLock faÈhering, \,¡ith its Lesser commitment than marriage, and.

separation/divorce, would become increasingly att,ractive options for
men. Zelizer's approach makes fathering appear particularly onerous,

if pot,entially more emotionally enriching. Thus, the varue-of-
children Èheory suggests that by somewhat reversing the position of
father and children, modern western societies have Lended to cast,

men as tributaries to their children, a role EhaÈ many are willing
to f orego (p. 1,66) .

A critical analysis of the family and the roles inherent. in it. have

been central Èo feminist writings. Feminist schol-ars have poinE.ed out that
the gender roles within family tend t.o favour men and over look women or
place women in a subservient role to men. It has made explicit the fact
that what has been described by many people as the traditional family is
just one of many variants that, human societies have developed.

The essentials of feminist crit.ique of family and parenÈhood can be

summarized as follows: (1) western marriage and famil-y life involve an

assumption of mal-e authority and supremacy,. (2) family life involves a set

of cultural assumptions and a sexual division of labor under which

housework and chil-d care are relegated to t,he wife,/mother, classed as non
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work and accordingly devalued and unwaged; (3) Ehe fami]y work done free
by women makes it possible for men to pursue careers and. interests
unencumbered by the need to provide care for their chird.ren; (4) because

of this organizaLion of work around men,s life cycles, the processes of
reproduction and the existence of children are noÈ recognized in work

force arrangements; (5) it conÈinues to be the case that when the
wife/mother is in the paid work force, she will continue to perform her
norma] unpaid labor at home, whereas the husband wil-L make a modest

contribution to help her out; (6) there is an early assumption by many

girls growing up within famil-ies that for them, Èoo, the family rather
than the work force wiLl be the major life commitment; (7) taken together
with other social conditions, Ehese arrang'ements give men much more power

Èhan women,' (8) if a marriage is dissolved, a woman witl reap the benefits
of her domestic role through poverty, and (9) even if she is poor, she may

be better off (adapted from Burns & Scott, L9g4; pp. 170-3) .

One feminist theorist, Lerner, believes that the key to
understanding this patriarchal system comes from looking at hist,ory.
Accordingly, she studied such authors as Lévi-Strauss, Engels and. others.
Lerner fel-t thaE the first step in a patriarchal system came about as a
resul-t of women being viewed as part of the property of a man and thus

able to be traded or sold as commodit,ies on t.he open markeÈ. The manner in
whj-ch women were used as commodities was specified by social cl-ass

stratificaLion within a given society (as quoted in Burns & scott, Lgg4,

p. L67).

Lerner felt that women were accomplices in the system of patriarchy,
historically, through several meÈhods : gender socialization; educational-

deprivation; definition of women as respectable or noÈ and by hindering

the development of women's solidarity and group cohesiveness. Lerner felt
that most. significant of al-l has been the male dominance over cultural
tradit.ion where only the works and writings of men are important and women

are relegated to non staEus. Lerner felt. that a vast, cultural revolution
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was necessary for the pattern to be al-tered.

Duck (1986) described the differences in reproductive behavior as

beginning from t.he wel-1 documented fact that from preschool- onward., \^romen

spend more Eime on personal relationships than men do. From this point of
view, women would spend more time attempting Èo amel-iorate relationship
problems than men woul-d and this wouLd include efforts with chil-dren.
Parent.hood, then, becomes an unequal partnership no matter who is incLuded.

in the group because of women's and men's different affectionate pat,terns

with others and the imporuance they attach to them (as quoted in Burns &

Scott, L984, p. L68).

Other feminist authors feel- Èhat the industrial revolution with its
unforming of the family led to the furt.her stigmatization of \¡¡omen in
families. The insistence of a gendered division of l-abor forced women into
a domestic role they were powerless to cont,rol. The writings of such

auLhors as Rousseau, Freud and Bowrby pathologized one half of the

parental functions untiL mothering came to be seen as somet.hing both

sacred and dist,astefuL, yeu necessary, to society. consequentry, no serf-
respect.ing man would consent to this work and women were Left with iÈ

(Lott, 1981) . Simone de Beauvoir (1953) stated that because only women can

bear chil-dren, men, who are excluded from this creativity, create

everything el-se and deny women access to their worrd and thereby, the

sexes are separated (p. 287) .

Levine (1983) states that the ideology of romantic l-ove within
marriage as a prerequisite to parenthood, a powerful and poJ-itical

supersLructure, mainÈains an unequal disLribuÈj-on of power between the

sexes. Romantic love, whether of men or of children, creates a fal-se

consciousness which masks the reality of women's lives. She feel-s that the

necessary conditions for diverting girls and women away from their own

vital seLf importance, individually and collecÈively, is created by the

romanticization of family Ij-fe (p. 30) .
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Feminist. t,heorists have been critigued for t.heir lack of interest in
the motivation of men in family formation and dissol-ution. Nonetheless,

they provide an excellent analysis of some of E.he dynamics of families for
vromen and look at these t.hrough an historical- l-ens. Many explanations of
changes in the rol-es of women and men within families have highlighted the

i-mportance of increased work force participation. The economic

independence of women is often seen as the central cause of the move avray

from the t,raditional family roles, and the increase in divorce, out-of-
wedlock births, and mother-headed families (Burns & Scott, L994, p. Lg2).

Burns & Scott have coined a new phrase to describe parentingi

behavior and why the functj-on of parent,ing within a nuclear family is
decreasing. They have combined those theories which do not fit under the

umbrella of any particuJ-ar ideology. They caII Èhis theory

'decomplementary theory' because "it emphasizes how the interests of women

and men have lost much of their complementary nature" (p. 170).

An interesting feaÈure is the fact that, this type of explanat,ion has

been advanced by writers from across the political specErum, oft.en with

little or no reference to one another. "HistoricaL and cross-cultural
writings have shown us that the interests of men and women often diverge,

and that different societies stit.ch Èhem together in various ways,

generally not universally to the benefit of men,, (p. 182-3).

Decomplementary theory is really a coll-ection of Èheories that espouse

aLmost the same ideas but have not been labelled under a rubic as yeÈ. The

theorists come from different fields but have not identified sÈrongly with

Èhe theories advanced by their scientific branch.

Decomplementary theories have certain elements in them thaÈ

correspond Eo one anot,her. They feel in essence thaÈ marriage, and thus

parenthood, has become deregulated by t,he atÈractive possibilities of

other lifestyles as being able to meet an individual-'s need for

fulfillment and happiness. They feel that the crucial shift from

parenLhood to individual ful-fillment can be found in the change of society
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finance and marketing economy. They

seen as t,he best security for adult
associated with high costs to bot,h

traditional- family required theHarris (l-980) states "Èhe

cooperation of both sexes, but, postindustrial- relaÈionships do not. As

women nevertheless, do often have children, their chances of being left to
rear them al-one, and in poverty, are high, especially among working-c1ass

\¡/omen, whose menfolk's economic position has declined. The men are likely
to find family commitments t,oo burdensome, and the women are likely to
find the men and their reguirements a burden" (as quoÈed in Burns & ScoÈt,

L994, p. l-85). Bernard (1981) argued that male and female roLes are always

in fl-ux. She has guoted historical and cross cuLturaL studies which

demonstrate that women have often been the main providers while men have

been the nurturers and that. the rol-es reverse as the needs of the

community or group dictate.

Burns & Scott (1994) state that
male rol-es have become feminized and female roles masculinized.

Thus, decomplementarity creaÈes the context for more ind.ividual,
rather than family constrained choices. This, in its turn, brings

more rational-ist eval-uations of relationships and more Lermination

of unsatisfactory ones. It al-so predicts that relationship
dissolutions will be highest when the state provides adeguate

support for women and children, because the benefit t,o be gained

from "keeping t.he family Cogether,' will be reduced (pp. LBB-g) .

They also state that "the decomplementary approach differs from many

feminist writings by emphasizing that these categories are likely to be

attractive t,o men as wel-l as to womenrr (p. 189) .
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rL can be argued that, although oÈher family forms exist and. are

sometimes acknowledged, the nuclear family as determined by man, woman and.

child is still a rel-atively new family form in our society. Because it is
so prevalent, it is seen as a normal form for all families. Because of the

division of the family into a nuclear form, it has come to be seen as

natural- that the nature of the famí}y woul-d be distinguished by che roLes

that people play within this grouping.

The biological funct,ions of women and. men further identified., at the

onseÈ of the industrial revolution, provided the basis for a sexual

division of }abor. women were seen as nurturers and gatherers because of
their ability to lactate and bear chil-dren. Men were seen as economic

heads of households. This changed the nature of the family to one which

separated Ehe domestic and industrial spheres and al-Iocated gender-based

roles to family members.

Fox & Luxton (l-993) have demonstrated that because the majority of
men and \^lomen li-ve in couples, this reinforces the idea that famil-ies

shoul-d be based on heterosexual monog:amous couples. They aver, moreover,

"that it is commonly assumed that other family patterns cause problems,

especially for children,' (p. 20). Eichler states that although there is a

movement toward a broader definition of family through imposing one family
form on another and through new reproductive technologies, nevertheless,

these socia] forces are "oriented t.owards a monolithic version of the

family in terms of its structure and composition" (p. 423) .

Fineman (l-995) states that the definit,ion of the nuclear family is
encoded in our legislat,ion. She states "Èhe shared assumption is that the

appropriate family is founded on the heterosexual couple - a reproducEive,

biological pairing that is designated as divinely ordained in religion,
crucial- in social- policy, and a normative imperative in ideology" (p.

145). Much of t.he research conducted on famiLies has been done with the

nuclear family or with the assumption that non-nucl-ear families are
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deviant or in the process of reverting to a nuclear form. McDaniel (1989)

sLates "a single parent family is often seen as either just emerged from

being a "regular family", or is in the process of becoming',regular" ag'ain

in the future" (p. A7) .

North American culture implies that the definiLion of family encoded

into our l-aws and ]ives is one to which we al-L subscribe. ft is assumed

that knowledge of the family is Ehe same for everyone and that,
individual-s strive for Èhe ideal- family as defined by the dominant

ideology. It is al-so assumed that the notion of family as we experience

it, now, has always been with us rather than being seen as a social
construct, capable of changing to suit the needs of dominant giroups. Our

belief in a generic understanding of the family is important because iÈ

embodies a set of cultural assumptions. The concept of family informs

legislation, policies and. practices that govern our Iives. It also shapes

Lhe decisions we make as individuals about how to live our Lives. Under

the guise of "family valuesrt, policies are promoted.

There is a relationship between family structure and social
structure. That. t.he nature of the family is best defined in our culture by

the nuclear or tradiÈional family is not an accident. ft reflects the

division that was necessary when the industrial revolution privatized the

funcÈions of the famiJ-y. Social structures are capable of exerting

enormous pressures on persons to conform within accepLed norms and'mores

as defined by Èhe larger society. Such norms are touted as being

producÈive for socíety, sometimes even seen as 'morally good' or 'morally
bad' . For instance, the belief in our society that Lhe heLerosexual

monog'amous rel-ationship is the besL one in which to raise children is so

firmly entrenched t.hat we have encoded it inLo our legislation (Fineman,

1995) . Other family forms may be recognized but, it is often asserted that

they are harmful for tshe development of chj-1dren or that they are at

eLevated risk for antisocj-al developments.

Merton (1968) states that
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among the several- elements of social- and cultural structures, two

are of immediate importance. The first consists of culturally
defined goa1s, purposes and interests, held out as Iegit,imate

objectives for all or for diversely located members of the society.
The goals are more or l-ess integrated and roughly ordered in
some hierarchy of val-ue, involving various degrees of sentiment and

significance, the prevailing goals comprise a frame of aspirational
reference. They are the things "worÈh striving forr. A second

el-ement of t.he cultural- sÈructure defines, regulates and controls

the acceptable modes of reaching out for these goals. Every social
group j-nvariably couples its cultural objectives with regulations,

rooted in the mores and institutions, of allowable procedures for
moving toward these objectives (p. 187).

Merton further states "the sacrifices occasionally entailed by conformity

to institutional- norms must be compensated by social-ized rewards. The

distribution of statuses through competition must be so organized t.hat

positive incentives for adherence to status obligations are provided for
every position within Ehe distributive order'r (p. 188) .

Through the social-ization process women come to understand that
marriage and childbearing are normal- processes for women. They are goals

to which \^/omen shoul-d aspire, Èhey are goals worth att.aining for women.

They define women as a separate category of people and assign status to

them. The idealization of motherhood has further allowed it to be seen as

an enviable status for al-I women however, it is within the context of a

nuclear family that motherhood is seen to be at its besÈ. That Lhe

idealization of motherhood conforms to the historical period when the

reverbations of the indust.rial revolution were being felL is not an

accident. It is indicative of how social structure comes to be buil-t.

When the industrial revol-ution privatized the famil-y and created a

further sexual division of labor, through economic argument, theorists

were beginning to speak to women about their funcÈions as mothers. Prior
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to this, motherhood and the notion of it as a sacred trust had. waxed and.

waned however, its distil-lation to the ideal v/e recognize today, gained

momenEum again with the industrial revolution and social scientists
working in tandem.

The placement of motherhood as an ideal has, over the centuries,
come t.o be seen as a norm in our society. The nucLear family has been

touted as such an ideal that it has become a norm for our cul-ture. This

has been further 'normalized' through cert.ain charact.eristics assigned to
family members based on gender. Single mother families are not able to
reach the goals of ideal family composition and motherhood as defined

wiÈhin a traditional family seÈEing. Not only are they lacking Uhe element

of a maLe provider, which is a role that has been legitimized by society

within the family, they are also \¡romen who are unabl-e to devote themselves

to the functions of the family and motherhood, as they have been defined.

This woul-d result in their being seen as deviant within socieÈy.

Durkheim (as guoted in Ðegler, L99l-, p. 83) asserted that deviancy

has its place wit.hin society and that Ehe labe1 of deviant serves the

function of defining for society what is normative behavior. In this way,

single mothers provide a necessary function wit.hin society. Because of

Lheir deviancy, they allow us to look at what we consider 'normal, and

allow us to define what is 'not normal' Single mothers are not always

abl-e to fulfill the funct,ions reguired of the family.

Historically and currently, orrr society has agreed that the nature

of the family is best consLructed by a heterosexual couple with children

based on biological and economic argumenÈs. Consequently, this traditional-

view of the nature of the family has prejudiced our views on variant

family forms, the most notable of which are single moÈher families. One of

the Limitations of Èhe traditional- view sÈate is thaÈ iÈ circumscribes the

roles of both women and men within the family. Women are forced to be in

an inferior position, dependent on men for financial support and social

status and whose prescribed work as a moÈher is undervalued and unpaid.
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Single mothers refl-ect the deviant stat,us accorded to variant family forms

by the traditional view of the family since Ehey are not economically
dependent on men, l-ack financial support and socíal_ stat.us.

.An analyeie of lhe functions of the faarily

This section will anal-yze the functions of the family using the

framework of social sÈructure and anomie (Merton, 1968) . Rol_es wit.hin

nuclear famiLies and single mother famiLies will be compared and

contrasted. This analysis demonstrates that the differences in the roles
and funcÈions of these two famil-y forms are magnified due to poverty and

social status.

For sociological purposes, the family is defined as a kinship
grouping which provides for the rearing of children and for meeting

certain human needs. Sociologists distinguish between the conjugal famíly
which is comprised of the husband, wife, their children and occasionally,

an extra rel-ative and the consanguine family which is founded upon the

bl-ood relationship of a number of kin persons. The consanguine family is
also called the joínt of extended family (Horton & Hunt, L972, p. 2OO).

Sociologists, generally, see the family as the principal institution
through which societies organize and regulate certain funct,ions. The first
function is t.he regulation and satisfacÈion of sexual desire. The second

function of the family is the reproductive function, where a set of norms

is provid.ed for including child.ren as part of a family. The third function

of the family is the socialization function where children are taught

about the norms of their culture. The fourth function of the family is an

affectional function where, in many societies, the family is heavily

relied on for most of the affectionate ties human beings need. The fifth

function is t.he staÈus function, where age, birth order and social class

are ascribed to children. rrln any society with a class system, the class

status of a child's family largely determines the opportunities and

rewards open to him, {the child} and the expectations through which oLhers
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may inspire or discourage him. But each chil-d, starts out {emphasis theirs}
with the cl-ass status of his family, and. this initial- placement probably
has greater effect upon achievement and reward than any ot.her single
factor'f (Horton & Hunt, !972, p. 2Og) .

The sixth function of Èhe family is a protective function. The

family is expected to offer some degree of physical, economic and

psychological protection to its members. rn our socieEy, this is an

important function, as it, is often hypothesized thaÈ few people ou¡sid.e of
one's family care what happens to family members. The last an¿ sevenÈh

function of the family is an economic function. The family is the basic
economic unit. It is the basic unit for working and. sharing although this
has been changing as the st.ructure of t.he family changes.

Horton & Hunt (a972), in analyzing the functions of the family feel
Èhese funct,ions have changed in recene decades. They state that "the
sexual regulation function probabry shows no great change,. the

reproduction function is litt.l-e changed,. Ehe socialization function claims
increased at,tention by society's members; the affectiona] and

companionship functions have gained {they suggest t,hat this has increased.

as a result of less dependency on kin and extended groups); the status
definition funct,ion cont,inues; the protective functions have declined, as

many of the traditional family protective functions have been shifted to
other institutions, and the economic functions have changed most greatly
because the family is mainly a unit of economic consumption, united. by

companionship, affection, and recreation" (pp. 2A2-S).

They state that the functions of the famil-y remain the same in al-l-

family forms but that t.he increasing potent.ial for variant family forms

needs to be considered in mat.ters of policy and culÈure. rn general,

though, sociologists have studied the nuclear family form as the basic

unit. of society, and this mighc have been to its detriment,. Walsh (L982)

states that "the tendency of the family to shelter its members from other
social- institutions {besides the education and wel-fare systems} fras
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\,/eakened its ability to af f ect the structure of or to inf l-uence the
program and legisl-ation that public agencies have directed. at the family.
Alternative forms of family organization were misinterpreted as ,'family

disorganization'r because of a lack of underst,andíng of diversity and

because they did not conform to the official stereot)æe,' (p. 46L-2) .

How we have come to judge normalcy within a cuLtural context is
infLuenced by the manner in which certain groups are stereot)æed. and

characterized according to social- mores and norms. According to Niemann &

Secord (1995) 'tLhe idea is thaL it takes much less effort to jud.ge an

entire category of persons than Èo judge each individual member. The

degree of stereot,)æing depends on Lhe ease of fitting att,ributes to an

avaiLable category (Fiske & Pavel-chak, L986,. Fiske and Neuberr, 1990) " (p.

1) .

Cole (L982) staEes "cultura1 relativism means that an act can only
be understood within the conÈext in which it occurs. l.Ihat may be

meaningful, acceptable, or necessary in a specific culEural situation may

not be so in another. The derivation of the word rrnormal-" includes the

concept of sociaL norms - informal rul-es or behavioral- standards which

have been accepted. by a social group. The ,'normal-' person then acts in
accordance with the group proscriptions for normal behavior', (pp. 9-10).

vthen we examine the functions of the family, we can compare and

conErast the roles that family members play in nuclear and single mother

famil-ies. The first function, regulaÈion and satisfaction of sexual desire

is a function that, can be ful-filled wit.hin a nucl-ear family. The conjugal

relationship incl-udes a sexual- function for the adults and the incest

taboo is ingrained in our society. Although the incest taboo and the

sexual satisfaction functions sometimes go awry in nuclear families, the

functions are presenÈ.

In a single mother family, t.he incest taboo is present however the

sexual satisfaction element is missing because there is no other adult
present. In order for Èhat function to be ful-f il-l-ed for the adult woman,
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we must inc]ude another eLement. The inclusion of that ot.her element

places the incest taboo in a precarious position, as there is no longer a
biologicaL bond beÈween adul-ts and children, without the presence of the

mother. Therefore, the risk to children increases and has been documented

in studies done in Hamilton and London (GelLes & IJancaster, 19gZ).

The second funcEion, the reproductive one, is not met at all in
single mother families, where the purpose of reproduction woul-d have been

arrested by the lack of a nuclear family form. This is not to say that it
does not occur aL al-I. Births in single mother famil-ies occur and this
leads them t,o a further deviant staÈus wj-thin society, as the reproductive

function cannot have been fulfil-l-ed without the sexual element. The sexual

function is sanctioned. ït is a socially approved relationship. In a

single mother home, there is no complementary adulÈ and therefore, the

sexual function is thwarted. For a singJ-e mother to have her sexual- needs

met, she must go outside the family and this violates a norm - the norm of
a socially approved sexual relationship. Her 'promiscuity' then is a

further badge in her deviant status.

The t.hird function, the socializat,ion function, is one of the most

import,ant. MerÈon (l-958) states "iE is Ehe family, of course, which is a

major transmission bel-t for t.he diffusion of cul-tural standards to the

oncoming generation. It is a mechanism for disciplining the child in

terms of Ehe cultural goals and mores characLeristic of this narrow range

of groups {cu1tural groups}. ffre child is exposed to social prototypes in

the witnessed daily behavior and casual- conversations of parent.s. Not

infreguently, chiTdren detect and incorporate cuTturaT unifozmities even

when these remain inplicit and have not been reduced Eo ru-7.e,s" {italics
Merton's) (p. 2L2).

The role of socialization of children within Èhe family cannot be

over sÈressed. The difference between a nuclear family and a single parent

family would, of course, be the lack of one aduft, who would provide the

chil-d with modeling behavior on a daily basis. The problem than can be
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encountered in a single mother family is, that. while attempting to fuIfil1
certain functions for herself , the single mot.her wil-l- also be fulfilling
a socialization function for the chi1d. The socialization functions are as

well transmitted in a singre mother fami)-y as in a nucrear family.
Socialization functions transmit the value of having a partner in

our socieEy and to what, lengths an adult will go to attain that goal. It
indirect.l-y telIs t,he chil-d the value of being independent. Dichotomously,
people are expected to be financially independent in our socíety whj-le at
the same time, being emotional-Iy dependent on others. The purpose of this
double message has been to keep t,he economic and domestic spheres,

separaÈe one f rom the ot,her.

In this way, iÈ is reinforced that certain gender specifications
make good sense. Mothers are more attentive Èo the emotional funcÈions of
the famiLy and fathers, to the economic functions of the family. These are

roles which comprement one another and are not only natural, they are

normal-. The chiJ-d gets a clear message that the nuclear family is one

which is supposed to meet our needs for l-ove and affection. The st.ory

ends: I'and they lived happily ever afLer". sometimes, the goals are

incompaÈible although this is most often attribut.ed to a personal

deficiency raÈher than an ideology which has been created surround.ing the

functions a family and its mernbers can ful-filI. The roLe of socialization
for women and men allows these traditions to endure.

The affectional Èie of t.he famity, the fourth function, f have

alluded to in the social-ization roLe. A family is expected to meet our

primary needs for affiliation and acceptance. l,ihil-e some families excel at
this, others are not able to meet these needs at al-l-. A nucLear family
does not perform this function beEter than a single mother family.
However, in a nuclear family, someÈimes the other member of the conjugal

dyad can have their affiliation and acceptance needs met by their partners

and thus, can give more to the children. !ùhen a moÈher is al-one, she needs

a strong ego {sense of self} to be able to meet all her children's needs
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for affection and affiliation. By extension, hers would go unmet Eo a
degree.

The protective function of the family can be filled by both family
forms although r will argue further that the family is not arways a

psychologtical and physical haven, especially for children. The family is
expected to Love and nurture, yeÈ physically discipline its members. I,Iith
physical discipJ-ine of chil-dren within families, sanctioned by society,
Ehe peer group may take on a protective function for famil-y members. In
addition, social insÈitutions have been put in prace to ful-fi11 a

protective function for family members, as evidenced by the Chil-d and

Family Services agencies.

Further the family is often not able to provide the protective
function that has been attributed to it in an economic sense. This can be

changed through economic trends and marriage patterns and dissolutions.
When nuclear families dissolve and become single mother families, some of
the protective funct,ions are no longer met for the woman and her chil-dren.

Psychologically, there is no one there for the mother and sometimes the

change in her status/ can impede the mother,s ability to meet her

children's needs for psychological succour.

The fifth function, Lhe status function, refers to two ]evels of

societal- operation. On the one hand, there is age and birth order of the

child and these would remain Èhe same no mat,Èer which family grouping we

l-ook at. Children are as old as they are and born in the order which they

v/ere born. This can't be changed. The social class funct.ion is an

important one to look at, for as HorÈon & Hr¡nt (]-972) assert "each child

starts out with t,he class sÈatus of his family, and this initial placement

probably has greater effect upon achievement and reward than any other

single factor" (p. zOe) . McDaniel- (L989) has al-so stressed t,he importance

of social class in the life chances of children. The social class function

is closely linked to the economic funcEion of the family.
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In general-, single mother families are poorer than other family
groups. Nuclear families are the most economicaÌIy sol-vent of all families
in the country. In addition to social status, the economic function of the

family would be disrupted in a single mother family as it wouLd no¡ be in
a nuclear family.

It is at this junct,ure, especial-l-y, Èhat the difference bet,ween

single mother famil-ies and nucLear families can be discerned. This comes

to be judged at the leve1 of the child's chances in l-ife. The social-

status of a child, aL birth, determines thaL child's life chances more

than other facEors. The myth in this country that vre can all rise to Ehe

status of kings is we]l- documented by Merton (1958). He surmises that it
is the discrepancy bet\^reen prescribed goals and their attainment which is
the root cause of anomie.

Merton states

Anomie has been defined as the sociological concept of anomie

presupposes that the salient environment of individuals can be

usefully thought of as involving Ehe culÈural- structure, on the one

hand, and the social structure, oû the other. Änomie is then

conceived as a breakdo\.rn in the cul-tural- strucÈure, occurring

particularly when there is an acute disjunction beLween the cul-tural-

norms and goals and Ehe socially structured capacities of members of

Lhe group Eo act in accord with them. In this conception, cultural

values may help to produce behavior which is aE odds with Ehe

mandates of the vaLues themselves (p. 21"6) .

He states 'rwhen poverty and associated disadvantages in competing

for the culture values approved for aJ,l, members of Èhe society are linked

with a cultural- emphasis on pecuniary success as a dominanE goal, high

raLes of criminaÌ behavior are Èhe normaL outcome. It is when a system of

cul-tural values extol-s, virtually above a]] el-se, certain comnon success-

goals for the population at Large while the social structure rigorously

restricts or completely closes access to approved modes of reaching Ehese
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goals for a considerabJe part of the same popuTation, that deviant

behavior ensues on a large scale" {italics Merton,s} (pp. 2OO-1).

Merton (1968) saw how imporÈant money is in North Àmerican culture
as a symbol of prestige. He staÈes

Contemporary American culture appears to approximate the polar t.ype

in which great emphasis upon cerÈain success-goals occurs without

eguivalent emphasis upon institut.ional means In some large

measure, money has been consecrated as a value in itself, over and

above its expenditure for articles of consumption or its use for the

enhancement of po\¡rer. rrMoneyrr is peculiarly well adapted to become

a symbol of prestige The measure of "monetary successr is

convenienLly indefinite and reLaLive In t,his flux of shifting
standards, there is no stable resting point, or rather, it. is the

point which manages always to be "just ahead" (p. 1-90).

Merton analyzes a document known as "Nation's Business, voJ-ume 27,

Number 8, page 7" and looks at the sociological implications of some of
the statements found within it. He states

these men are living testimony that, the social structure is such as

to permit these aspirations to be achieved, it one js worthy.

{italics Merton's}. nna correLatively, failure to reach Lhese goals

testifies only Uo one's own personal shortcomings. Aggression

provoked by fail-ure should therefore be directed inward and not

outward, against onesel-f and not against a social strucUure whj-ch

provides free and equal access to opportunity (p. l-91-).

Merton further states

The culEural- manifesto is clear: one must not guit,, must not cease

striving, must noÈ lessen his goals, for "not failure, but low aim,

is crime". Thus the culture enjoins the accepEance of t,hree cu1tsural

axioms: firsÈ, all should strive for Ehe same lofty goals since

these are open to all,'second, present seeming failure is but a \¡/ay-

station to uIÈimaÈe success; and third, genuine fail-ure consisEs
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only in the l-essening or withdrawal- of ambítion ... American cuLture

continues Èo be characterized by a heawy emphasis on wealth as a

basic symbol of success, without a corresponding emphasis upon the

legitimate avenue on which to match this goal (p. l_83) .

Single mother famil-ies have the same aspirations as nucl-ear famities
however the means to achieve them are severely J-imited. Although we know

that single parent families are increasingr and Lhat divorce and separation

are commonpl-ace, we still see single mot,hers as deviant from the norm of
a nuclear family. Is t.he heart of the matter that Èhey are simply unable,

by poverty and social class, to meet societal expectations and thereby are

labeLled as deviant, accept that staEus, and lower Èheir expectations? Or

is it that it is easier for the culÈure to blame single moÈhers for their
poverty, while restricting access to the means necessary to pursue

pecuniary success? Subsequent failures Èo meet the cultural- standard are

then blamed on personal- deficiency. Mertor¡ (1968) states that individuals
when faced with t,hese conEradictory messages and without means t.o achieve

them, musL find adaptive behaviors. They can do Lhis in the foJ-lowing

ways: through conformity, irrnovation, ritualism, retreatism or rebel-lion.
When using conformity as an adapLive mechanism, single mothers would

attempt to meet the goals and standards of our culture through socially
approved meLhods. Since so many singJ-e mothers do try to emuLate the

nuclear family in many ways, we can see thaL conformit.y is a popular

method of adaptation. We can generalize this statement and state that,
since so many adults live wiuhin heterosexual monogamous relationships,
society in general is shaped by conformity to norms and mores.

The second form of adaptation is innovation. Merton states "this
response occurs when the individual- has assimilated the cul-tural- emphasis

upon the goal without equally internalizing the institutional norms

governing ways and means for its attainment" (p. 195). This particuLar

conundrum is strucÈured by the pursuit and accumulation of wealth, which

is seen as an attainable goal by all members of the culture. Merton
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suggests that to find a higher rate of crime and deviancy in the l_ower

echel-ons of society serves a purpose as these groups are arready
disenfranchised because of their ability to reap the benefits of the
reward - financiaL success - that we attribute Èo aII people irrespective
of social class. Single mothers are among the poorest family groups in the
country, as Hao (L994) asserts "no matter howpoverty is measured.r' (p. 5).
we can see ho\,/ the survival stance of adaptaÈion woul-d be mosL crucial_ for
them.

MerÈon states

Several researchers have shown thaÈ special-ized areas of vice and

crime constitute a "normal" response to a situation where the

cultural emphasis upon pecuniary success has been absorbed, but
where there is l-ittl-e access to conventional- and Ìegitimate means

for becoming successful rt is the com.bination of the cultural-
emphasis and the social structure which produces intense pressure

for deviation Despite our persistent open-cl-ass-ideology,

advance toward the success-goa1 is relatively rare and notably
difficul-t. for those armed with littLe formal education and few

economic resources (pp. L99-200).

He suggests LhaE when these two goars, which are incompat.ible,

frusLrate certain groups they inherit the label of deviant. The groups

unable to meet the societal standards wiII try their best Èo adapt to the

situation, through legit,imate or illegit.imate means. Fail-ure to achieve

pecuniary success will- be attributed to mystical entities such as luck.
Merton's analysis of this is correct when we examine our present day

cul-ture. How many people wish for luck in winning the lottery or spend

most of their income on gambling in order to achieve the weal-th that. it is
said is open to every person in our culture, regardless of social
standing? Our societal- standards set a priority on people being

financial-Iy self-sufficient. and our accumul-at,ion of the rewards of wealth
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are seen as normaEive behavior. Everyone stitl- wants to'keep up with the

,Jones' fn many rvays v¡e worship wealth and the pursuit, of it.
When people become weal-thy, we attribute this to luck rather than to

efforts aimed aE increasing one's wealth. while we extoL Èhe virtues of
hard work to achieve one's goals, it is al-so not seen as quite LegitimaÈe

that people shoul-d folIow this route. Rather luck becomes the deciding

factor. single mothers Ehen have 'bad luck' in terms of their poverty.

Rather Èhan seeing poverty as a result of exist,ing social st,ructures and

their incompatible goals, single mothers are studied for deviancy and ghe

propensity of their children for delinquent behaviors such as crime and

teenage pregnancy. After a1l, the famil-y as a major social-ization agent

for children, would have defined these behaviors as acceptable by the

family's invol-vement in them. All this when we are well- aware that ]ittle
formal education and few economic resources are determinant factors in
someone ' s ' luck' quotienL ,

So ingrained is the belief that anyone can rise to the position of
king in our societ,y that people are not aware that the discrepancy is
already determined largely by socj-al class and the economic functions that
one's family of origin fulfilled. Rather, people are taught t.o be1ieve

that there is l-ittl-e relation between worÈh and consequences. Difficulties
in achieving the pinnacle of success Lhat is so important in our cuLture

are turned inward to a study of the deficiencies of these groups rather
than a study of the social structure and prevalent ideology.

l.Ihat of those who cannot fulf i11 the goals of society and yet

subscribe to the institutional norms? They develop a behavioral-

adaptation which Merton labels 'ritual-ism' . He suggests Èhat one method

for "allaying these anxieÈies {incompatibility of goals and means to

achieve themi) is to lower one's level of aspiration - permanently. Fear

produces inaction, or more accurately, routinized action" (p. 2o4) . In

this mode of adaptation, people find solace in the safe and routine

behavior of every day. They are often characterized by their inability to
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take any risks or their fear of situations which vary from the norms they
cherish. A standard form of this wouLd be found in the family where

members are routinely advised to 'not expect anything and that way, you

won't be disappointed' .

Single mother families wouLd find great comfort in this form of
adapt,ation. It would be safer to submit to inquiries by various agencies

in order to retain an economic position in society. Tt is safer to submit

Lo a study inÈo deviant characÈeristics and family structure than Èo

refuse to participate in a study. Refusal wil-I be seen as a form of
deviancy in and of itself. In particular, because women have been situat,ed.

in domestic roles, hist.orically, and because of their social-izaÈion to be

caregivers, women are more likety to set their standards l-ower and at,t,empt

to adapt Eo a situation. Niemann and Secord (fggS) stat.e'rthe almosL

universal situating of women in domest,ic ro1es, excluding them from

business, grovernment, the legar system, the political system, and. in
general from posiÈions of power, status, and influence has generated and

sustained a stereot)æe of t,he traditional \,roman as rrunassertive,

nurturanE, and domesLic; devious, manipulaÈive, emotional-, and irrational"
(p. e) .

fn a fourth form of adaptation, known as 'retreatism' , Mert,on sta¿es

in this cat.egory fall some of the adapÈive act,ivities of psychotics,

autists, pariahs, outcasts, vagrants, vagabonds, Eramps, chronic

drunkards and drug addicts. They have relinquished culturally
prescribed goals and their behavior does not accord with
institutional- norms ... this mode of adaptation is most l-ike1y Uo

occur when both the cuLture goals and the inst,itutional practices

have been thoroughly assimilated by the individual and imbued with
affect and high value, but accessible institutionaÌ avenues are not

productive of success (p. 207).

This ty¡le of adaptaEion is most, easily condemned by conventional-

representaÈives of the culture because these people are seen as a non-
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productive liability. The parallel here with the condemnaEion of single
mothers on social- assistance cannot be ignored. Single mothers, assumingt

a ful-L time homemaker ro1e, are seen as having made a decision to not

participate in the labor force. Although motherhood is praised as a career

choice for women, unless this is conducted within the confines of a

nucl-ear family, it is not seen as valuab1e. It is of limited value in our

culture, at any rate, although caring for chil-dren should be seen as

extremely valuable. $le are after all caring for those who witl eventually

care for us in our old age. Women are accul-turating citizens for society.

Single mothers who are unabl-e to participate in the labor force

because of a lack of educational and market,able skil-Is, are often seen as

non-productive members of our cul-ture. There then abounds poJ-itical

promises made to ensure thaL 'welfare mothers' are put back to work and

programs such as workfares are touÈed as being a sound method of effecting

change. The popularity of the recently elected Ontario provincial

g'overnment attesLs to society's belief that welfare recipients are non-

productive. One of the platforms of this government, while campaigning,

was Lo institute 'workfare' for single mothers on social- assistance.

It aLso reflects the strong belief that we hold, as a culEure, on

the nature of the self-refianÈ family. Rarely, from these pundits, is

there an analysis of Lhe economic conditions in society and the means by

which to achieve economic ends. These discussions are amazingly short-

sighted in their approach to society's il1s although Èhey reflect an

historical Èradition in our cul-ture. Poverty is the result of one's

personal failings and is not reflective of the social sEructure, as

everyone knows that anyone can rise tso anoÈher social class through a

combination of hard work {buu never breaking a sweat} and luck.

The final adapEive pattern available to people in confl-ict wit.h the

dominanE ideology and social- strucÈure is labelled by Merton as

'rebel-lion'. Merton states "in our society, organized movements for

rebellion apparentl-y aim to introduce a social sEructure in which the
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cultural standards of success would be sharply modified and provision
would be made for a cLoser correspondence between meriÈ, effort and

reward" (p. 209) . He further gualifies this by sÈating "it is typically
members of a rising class rather than the most depressed strata who

organize the resentful and the rebellious into a revol-utionary group" (p.

21,L) .

we can seen that rebellion has been used in the past in order to
have socieÈy's members believe that change was occurring for the poor. The

'\^rars on poverty' that were discussed and analyzed so thoroughly in the

1960s, L970s and stil1 espoused under different titles these days, are an

excellent example of how rebel]ion efforts have been used. That Èhere has

been no 'winning' of these \^rars on poverty, can only be atÈributed to the

fact, that, povert,y musÈ be a reflection of poor people's own unwillingness

Lo alter their 1ives.

Rebellion is not an adapt.ive pattern that woul-d be largely used by

single mothers. However, single moEhers may go from one adaptive form t.o
anoÈher, as needs dictate and their circumstances change. The important

factor to remember is t,he importance of the family in transmitting to its
members Èhe values of the cul-ture and the means by which to achieve them.

wiÈhin the family, men and women are socialized differently and these

patterns come to be reflected in the rol-es of fatherhood and motherhood.

The roles and funcÈions withín nuclear families and single mother

fami-lies are su-bstantially different, due Èo single mothers being unable to

fulfi11 Ehe proscripEion by society for self-rel-iance. Self-reLiance

ensures status and privilege. Single mother families are unfairly expected

to ful-fill the same criteria for success as the nucl-ear family however,

are unable Eo do so because of low educational- attainment, poverty and

social isolation.

Su.utnary on the nature and functions of t,he f.'nily

Sing1e parenE famil-ies and nucl-ear famil-ies differ in both nature

and function. It is possible to trace how the nature of the family was
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changed by the industrial revol-ut.ion and how the nucLear fami1y,
represented traditionally by a man and a woman in a socially approved.

sexual relat.ion, with children, came to be understood as the norm for our
society.

This traditional family has been so pervasive that it. has formed. the

basis for our legislat,ion with respect to the family and. a d.irect result
of this has been the division of labor within both the private and. public
spheres of society, based on gender. fn fact, iÈ has privatj-zed the family
to such an extent thaÈ it has become the main nurturer and transmitter of
culture to children. The family in our culture is an importanÈ social
construct, narrowry defined and not seen as a force which changes

according to political, social- and economic needs.

The privatization of the fâmily has forced social- agencies uo

proceed cautiously when int.ervening with the traditional- or nuclear
family. The prot,ective funct,ion of a family is one which buffers the

family member from psychological and economic hardships. Because of the

dichotomous function of the family, to be both a haven for its members an¿

a source of physical discipline for its members, the protective function
is sometimes not fulfilled within Ehe famiLy. This becomes an ox)¡moron -

'you have to be cruel-, sometimes, to be kind'. Societ,al- institutions have

come Lo fulfil-l- some of the protective functions of the family because of
these conflicLing roles within the family - nurturance and discipline.
This is evidenced by institutions such as child protection agencies.

Single mother families are unable to meet. all- the funct,ions of the family
particularly the economic and protective functions. Since single mothers

are Lacking in this protective ability, they are more vul-nerable to child
welfare interventions.

The economic function of the family is one which the single mother

would most be unabLe to fulfil-l-. The myth created in society is that
anyone can rise from their social position and better themseLves. Rather

than being angered at an economic system which keeps them poor and unable
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to meet set standards, single mothers are encouraged to internal_ize these
difficulties and admonished to try harder. Povert.y is considered t,o be a
personal deficiency.

There are adaptive patterns which people can adopt in order Èo

attempt to live within Èhese cultural standards, according to Merton. They

can conform, innovate, rituarize, retreat or reber. The most common

adaptations are conformity, innovation and ritualism. rn conformity,
peopJ-e attempt to meet the standards regardless of whether t,he condiÈions
for meeting the st.andards are present or not. Because of the pervasiveness

of conformity, society is able t.o maintain its equilibrium. If conformity
were not the norm, society woul_d truly be disorganized.

In innovation, people att.empt to meet the sÈand.ards given t.o society
although they lack the means to do so. The resulting confusion over the
wish to attain the standards and the possibility of attainment can create
deviant behavíor. When legitimate means t.o reach the goals are limited,
frustrated people Èhen are blamed for their own delinquency from Èhe

societal norm. rn ritualism, people, realizing that they cannot meet the
goals as outlined wirl- lower, permanently, their standards. rn t.his way,

Lhey will also limit. family members by admonishing them when they think
above their station in life.

The role of the family in transmitting social structures must be

emphasized. The family is of paramour.t importance in shaping the attitud.es
and conformity of its members Èo t,he prevalent. ideologies and thus the

continuat,ion of culturaL norms. ft is considered Ehe first and most

powerful transmitter of cul-ture. The social structure and family s¡ructure
are intimately connect,ed.

The labelling of single moÈher groups as deviant has al-lowed. the

dominant cultural norms to remain intact while pathologizing single
mothers. This leaves the originat economic structure of the cul-ture

intact. Deviant groups are criticaL in providing a standard. against which

normative groups are measured. The nature and funcÈions of single parent
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famil-ies clearly demonstrate that a rel_at.ionship

structure and family structure.
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FATHERHOOD À}IÐ MOTHERHOOD

Introduction

In order to fulIy comprehend family and social structure, parenting

and, in particular, the roles of fat.hers and mothers must, be examíned. The

role of the faÈher is generally considered to be a peripheral ro1e,

secondary to that of the mother wit,h a strong focus on economic provision.
The emotionaL contribution of the father t.o the family's functioning is
unknown and often considered ambiguous. The emotional work of the father
in the family has not been researched. Based on the research, it is
difficuLt to come up with a conclusive image of an ideal father. In

contrast to the view of fatherhood, an image of motherhood has been

clearly defined and idealized by selfl-ess devotion to children. Motherhood

is considered the epitome of being a woman and consequent,ly, provides

socia] status. This section explores psychological and sociological
attitudes toward parenting and their impact on the roles of fathers and

mothers.

Certain components combine to form the basis of parenthood. Levine

(L974, l-988) proposed that across I'cultura1 groups, there are common,

general goals that parents share for their children. These basic goals

are: (a) ensuring the child's heal-th and survival; (b) teaching the chil-d

skills that will later provide economic securit,y for the chiLd, and (c)

developing within the child traits thaE are consisÈent with "locally
defined virtue" (as guoted in Okagaki & 'Johnson Divecha, L993, p. 36).

Hoffman's (1988) theory suggests that general- cuLtural values {i.e.,
the way a cultural group views children) will- infl-uence parents' attitudes

toward and goals for their children. Hess (1980) and his colleagues

hl4gothesized that Èhese differences in general cultural values would be

reflected in parental beliefs and children's behaviors. The research on

cultural values and parental beliefs indicaÈes Èhat cul-tural context does

influence the way parenEs think about children, their parenting goals and
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val-ues but, the studies were limit.ed to maternal beliefs as opposed. to a

study on paternal beliefs.
Lamb & col-dberg (L992) fett that parental behavior, along wit.h

sexuaL behavior, surely rank as the two most important social activities
in any species (p. 55). Accordingly, they argue that,

t.he belief that l¡¡omen are innately more nurturant and better suj-ted

for childrearing than men are is supported by two kinds of evidence.

First, women typically assume primary responsibility for child care;

ergo, this is how men and women are rmeantr to behave. Second,

maÈernal behavior wíthin most nonhuman species is presumed to be

mediated byrrfemal-e'r hormones - esErogen, progesterone, and

prolactin - and the same hormones are thought to dictate maternal

behavior in humans. Both of t.hese arguments are questionable. There

is no reason to presume that social- practices are innaÈeIy

determined simply because they are widespread, and there is lit,tle
reason to bel-ieve a priori t.hat homologous mechanisms exist in
species as different from one anot,her as rattus {Ehe most-studied

genus) and homo sapiens. There is,in any event, no scientific basis

for the belief that behavior patterns are inviolable just because

biological predispositions exist (p. 56) .

Frodi, Lamb, Leavitt & Donovan (1978) and Frodi & Lamb, (1978)

conducted studies on Ehe physiologicaÌ responses to infants on the part of

mothers and fathers. Both studies reported no sex differences in
responsiveness to infants although on self-reports, mothers reporÈed more

extreme emoÈions. One wouLd wonder if this came as a response to feeling

that they must self-report more interest in infants whether or not this is
true. Berman, abplanalp, Cooper, Mansfield c Shields (1-975) found that men

and women reported more attraction to babies when in same sex groups than

in mixed sex groups and that public disclosure of ratings led women to

express greater attraction, and men less attraction, Loward infants (as

reported in Lamb & Goldberg, L982, p. 65).
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Lamb ç Goldberg (L982) state that.

the absence of innate differences in responsiveness Èo infants
suggests that mothers and fathers are equivalent.ly capable of
assuming formatively significant rol-es in their infants, social
development. Of course we know that in most species, men leave women

to assume primary child care responsibil_ities. It appears,

furthermore, that this pattern is unlikely Eo change much in the

forseeable future. Despite the publicity accorded to role-reversing
families, Èheir numbers are few and their circumsLances unique.

Closer inspection, furthermore, reveals that Èhey usually involved

reversed roLes in the rearing of school-aged children. Infant care,

even in these famil-ies, ty¡lically remains the province of mothers.

The "modified traditional- patternt' - to use Komarovsky, s term

probably represents as great a deviation from traditional practices

as r¡¡e can expect to occur in t,he f orseeable future. Most of the mal-e

college students interviewed by Komarovsky (L976, t979) endorsed

such a pattern, which involves vromen pausing in the career

traject.ory in order to bear and rear chil-dren before returning to

work (p. 66).

Fatherhood

Fatherhood has been viewed in a variety of ways. Freud saw fathers

as playing an important part in the sex-role socializations of their

chiLdren, especially of their sons. Well-don (tggz) states 'rin a parallel

way fathers play a more important role in boys' early years of development

than in girls'. Indeed, from t,he very start men are provided with a rich

and unigue experience denied Èo vromen. As infants their first object-

relationship is with the opposite sex. This early situation might enable

them later on in life to develop a sense of familiariLy and ease in their

relationships with \¡romen. Certainly this does not mean that boys

automatically have an easier life; it all depends on the guality of that

early relationship with motherrr (p. 45). Freud did noÈ elucidate on how
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fathers could care for their infants or their responsibility for the
social-ization of chj-ldren other t.han through sex-role identification - the
behavior of the adul-t chil-d always reverted to the type of maternal- care

that had been provided. What of paternal care? What would happen with the
fathers who were unabl-e to teach their sons, specifically, the rites of
male passage? This was not addressed.

Even vtith daughters, fathers are seen in a different light. Wel-Ld.on

(1992) says "the way a father responds to a daughter's difficulties with
her incipienÈ sexuality is important. If he is dismissive and inattentive,
the adolescent girl will feeL undermined and disparaged,. if he is critical_
and denigrating, she will feel- devastated. such feerings can find
expression in the ty¡rica1 adol-escent rebelliousness, including a

compulsive and indiscriminate'sexual' search, in which the girrs, aim is
to win recognition of herself and her body. This behavior has a wide range

of mental representaEions. the girl feel-s reject,ed first by mother and

then by father" (p. 47).

Fathers are porErayed as either stern, rejecting or an impartial-

sort of judge who had limited inf luence in re]ation to al-l- Lhe rol-es

moLher fulfiLls in the family. This, in iLserf, limited early the

psychological experience of fatherhood. Were fathers never worried about

their role wiÈh their chil-dren, wishing to bond with their children, feel
a shift in their hearts when a chil-d was in pain or have an emotional-

investment in the wel-fare of their children? On these maEters, Freud is
deafeningly silent. And it is no wonder as his basic premise is on the

biological- funct,ions of the species as it is refl-ected in the sexual- drive
and its funct,ions.

The neo-Freudians such as Karen Horney, disagreed wiLh the emphasis

that Freud placed on sex and modified a number of the concepts and

formulations originally put forth by Freud. They posit that if sex is not

central-, then neither are the stages of psychosexual development. They

stressed a developmental- sequence but de-emphasized the sexual aspects.
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Most neo-Freudians challenge the universality of the oedipus complex,

preferring to limit it to parent-child relations in very specific kinds of
families, for exampJ-e, the family dominated by an authoritarian, or

"Victorian" father.

Vondra & Belsky (1993) demonstrate that.

data linking psychological factors with parenting encompass both the

normal and clinical range. There is a lack of consistency across

studies, however, about specific aspect,s of personality or even

specific psychological disorders associated with individual

differences in parenting. It is at the broader Level of

psychological maturity, integration, and adjustment, which begin to

resemble such clinical concepEs as the sel,f (KohuÈ, L97L, L977) and

seTf-differentiation (Bower, L978) , that results converg'e in finding
predictable individual differences. Among fathers, personality

integration, emotional- stability, and the absence of anxiety or

depression characterize those individuals who are more likely to

demonstrate physical and emot,ional- involvement in child care (Heath,

1-976). Archival data, furLhermore, indicate that irritability/

explosiveness and hostility are associated with arbitrary disciplíne

of children by fathers (E1der, Liker & Cross, L984) (pp. 3-6) .

They demonstraÈe that most of the research conducÈed on parenEing

has excluded men and their behaviors. It is possible to see how fathers

became peripheral to uhe functioning of the family when we examine Ehe

family through an historical lens, provided by the industriaf revolution.

Prior to this, when the cottage industry was the base of economj-c

production, faLhers and mothers worked together to raise children, as part

of the economic production of the family. The industrial revofution

changed that and emphasized the division of labor according to gender.

Margolis (1993) states that "not until the nineteenth century, for

example, did a chil-d's development and we]]-being come to be viewed as the

major, if noÈ the sole responsibility of his or her moÈher, who was then
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urged to devote herself ful1-time to her parental dut.ies. In contrast,
during the eighteenth century chil-d rearing was neither a dj-screte not an

exclusively female task. There was litt1e emphasis on motherhood per se

and both parents were simply advised to trraise up" their children
together" (p. L2L).

Margolis goes on to staÈe that "during colonial- times when men,

women, and children all worked together in or near the household, there

were no firm distinctions in parental responsibiLities. A distinct
maternal- role wouLd have been incompatible with the realities of tife
during colonial times. It vras Èhe duty of both parents to rear their
children, and fathers were Èhought to be especially important to a proper

religious education. BuÈ when a man's work began to take him away from the

home for most of the day - an arrangement. that began with the onset of

industrialization nearly 200 years ago - chil-d-rearing responsibil-ities
felI heavily on the mother" (p. l2L).

Badinter (1980) also reflects on Lhe diminishment of the father's
role beginning in the eighteenth cenLury. She states that first,, !^romen

were placed into the home and the role of motherhood was accl-aimed as an

honorable one. Next, the father was placed away from Lhe home and the

state began to function in his role as head of the family. She states

Since the mother and the state had usurped, each in their own vray,

the essentials of the father's ro1e, one may wonder what part

remained to be played by the fat,her. His qualities as a father were

measured more by his abil-ity to support his family than by any other

criterion. This image of the good father as provider of the family's

comfort has surviveduntil- the present. The more he kills himself at

the job, taking care to bring his paycheck home, the more vaLue is

recognized. The children and the home are for him only an indirect

concern. Once he hands over what is needed to make the l1tt1e

factory run, he can peacefully put on his slippers and wait for

dinner to be served. For decades this father was lefL al-one in
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peace, sure of having met. his obligations. And how could he not have

been satisfied, since all- that was asked of him was to be a good

worker and return home l-ike a good boy every evening? At most he was

expected to raise his voice at his chil-d's show of temper or to

congratulate the sÈudious pupil (p. 258) .

Margaret Mead in a 1-928 publication concl-uded that it was the

social-izaÈion of human developmenÈ that shaped its form, rather than any

biologically determíned universals. She argued that people could not be

studied in a vacuum and that Èhe conLexL of community needed to be

included in any theory on human behavior for either men or women. It is

the culture, than, which set,s the social- norm, she argued. In this way,

men within this cufture have been sociafized to be passive in their roLes

as fathers within families - passive in terms of not interfering in the

mothering functions or attempting Eo be part of them.

Sociologists have examined gender roles in terms of Eheir functions

as welI as their structure in society. Socialization of children consists

of introducing them to these rules or norms of behavior, the social

expectations by which they can make sense of how others act toward them

and how they should, in turn, behave. The extent to which women and men

conform, even paruially, to the stereotlpes of gender-appropriaÈe behavior

depends in part upon their successful social-ization, the degree to which

they have internalized the cultural pressures to conform.

Rubin (1975) states "gender is a sociatly imposed division of the

sexes. It is a producÈ of the social- relations of sexuality. Kinship

systems resL upon marriage. They therefore transform mal-es and femal-es

into Irmenrr and 'rwomenrr, each an incompleLe half which can only f ind

wholeness when united with the other. Far from being an expression of

natural differences, excl-usive gender identiEy is the suppression of

natural similarities. IÈ requires repression: in men, of whatever is the

loca1 version of "feminine" traits; in women, of the l-ocal definitions of

nmasculine" traits. The division of the sexes has the effect of repressing
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some of the personality characteristics of virtually everyone, men and

womenr' (p. l-77\ .

Morgan (1990) in "rssues in critical sociological theory: Men in

families" states that

family theory has pointed in two rather contradictory direcÈions

regarding men in families. One kind of tradition sa\¡¡ a built-in

marginaliÈy of men, especially fathers, within the family.

Fatherhood, it was argued, was doubly a social institution. In Ehe

first place, it was a social institution in more or less exactly the

same ways as other family rol-es were social institutions, that is,

a patÈerned structure of rights, duties, and expectations defining

the activiLies of incumbents. In the second place, it was a social

institution in that Ehere \^ras an instability or uncertainty in the

actual nature of biological fatherhood and hence, the identity of

'tgenitor" was as much a social convention as the identity of

"pater.rr However, a traditional nexus of values Èhat linked themes

of paLernity, poverty, family identity, and gender identity became

weakened with the development of an industrial and urban society,

especially with the separation of work i"" paid employment) and

home. Hence, in a variety of cumulating ways, fatherhood could be

seen as an increasingly marginal identity within the family (pp - 67-

8).

Losh-Hesselbart (1987) notes Ehe scarcity of research dealing with

the mal-e roIe, especially in relatsion Eo the family. The functionalist

t,radition, she feefs, especially that part of it identified by Parsons,

appeared Lo give more positive recognition to the rofe of men in the

family. Morgan (1990) agrees and. states "the analysis {in reference to

parsons), in terms of expressive and instrumental roles and Èhe focus on

the systematic involvement of both parents in the socialization process

saw the position of fathers in famil-ies as different but equally central.

perhaps one of the paradoxes of the critique of functionalism, in the
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1970s and 1980s, especially that part of the critique that came from the
feminist movement, is that it "feminized" the famity, necessarily focusing
attention on the problems of mothers and wives within the household but,
again, indirectly marginalizing the posit,ions of men,' (p. 66) .

NeverLheless, Parsons fel-t that the'emotional' function of the woman in
marriage and the'instrumental' function of men in marriage made their
roles complementary to one another.

Morgan further feels that in developing a discussion on some of the
theoretical issues involved in the study of men in families, Èhere are

three major consideraÈions. He stat,es

There is a need to be aware of the whole range of statuses and

posit,ions that men may have in families. Much of the discussion
tends to focus on fathers and fatherhood. However, even the idenEity
of I'fatherrrmay conLain a variety of themes and issues. But there
are a variety of other identit.ies that men may have in famiries such

as husbands, grandfathers, brothers, sons and uncLes. we aLso need

to be avrare of the range of meanings and undersÈandings attached t.o
the word faniTy. There may indeed, as Bernades has forcefuÌ}y
argued, be real dangers in the continual use of the word famiJy
(Bernades, 1985, 1987, l-988), dangers of confusing ideology with
real-ity; of reification,' and of undury prioritizing an inst.itution
aE the expense of other issues and considerations. At the very reast
we need to be clear about the distinct,ions between househol.d and

famiTy and the more complex differentiaÈions bet,ween family and

kinship. ft ís important. not to confine the analysis to the

"familytt, however this term might be conceived. One of Èhe

dif ficulties of the recent col-l-ectj-ons on men in families (e.g.,

Lewis & SaLt, ]-986) and on fatherhood is the rat.her artificial focus

on domestic rel-ations. It is as if, in the desire to break away from

stereot]æes of the "mal-e breadwinnerr', they have played down

consideratj-ons of work, employment, and the pubJ-ic sphere to give a
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some\¡¡hat ske\,¡ed model of men in families (p. 70) .

Morgan states that there has been an exclusion of men as agents of
change within the family from the discussions of sociological thought.
I'IhiIe \¡romen in f amil-ies have been studied in rel-aLion to motherhood,

hisLory, economics, religion, and other environmental- factors, men have

not been studied as rigorously.
Badinter (1980) woul_d concur with Morgan, as she states
In all fairness it must be admitted that the man was stripped of his
fatherhood. In grant.ing him {and him alone} an economic role only,
society was gradually removing him, literatly and figurat,j-veJ-y, from

his chiÌd. Physically absenÈ the whole d"y, tired out in the

evenings, the father did not have any great opportunity to d.evelop

a relationship with the child. Al-l- Lhe evidence would indicate,
however, thaÈ this privation in a society run by men was greet,ed

with more than a little complacency on their part; they seemed t.o

have been willing victims. trlhat father would have wanted, after all,
to change places with the mother? I^Ihat man would have dared to
question Èhe family division of l-abor and Èhe acquired distinction
bet\,¡een paternal and maternal roles? Perhaps, in the end, during the

tens of generations that succeeded one another, a few fathers
secret,ly suffered from the arrangement (p. 258).

Recent research has focused on how men feel- about their rol-es as

fathers and this is a beginning into some thought. on fathers. Morgan

agrees that most of the research directed at changing men, s roles in
famil-ies has been pursued by the feminist,s or as a rebuttal of feminist
theorists. But, he also states Èhat there is, in some recent, writings on

men in families a romanticization, of sorts, of the roles of fathers

rather than a det.ermination of flesh and bl-ood men.

Morgan states "perhaps part of the problem is thaE v/e seem to have

very litÈl-e systematic knowledge of what men do in famil-ies and

househol-ds. We know, or vre think we know, about their functions in
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rel-ation to households, and we seem to know an increasing amount about how

men feel about some aspects of family life, especial-Iy about being married.

and being a father. But while we know much about the details of motheringr

and housework as it is identified with women, the picture stil1 tends to
become a rittle bl-urred when it comes Lo men. what, for example, is the

nature of men's 'remotional work" within the family setting? rs it Ehe same

as t¡romen's emotional work or does it have its own special features? For

the time being, we may have to rely upon imaginative autobiographical
accounts (Harrison, 1985) " (pp. 74-S) .

Morgan analyzes current socioJ-ogical thought on men in famil-ies and

comes to the concl-usion that rrover a wide spectrum Ehere wou1d seem Eo be

much to gfain from rel-atively little change and for those who might welcome

or desire change, the practical- realities might be costly. rt woul{ be

wrong' to be overoptimistic about shifts in the gender order. As we have

seen, the famil-y and domestic life have been more resist.ant to changes in
gender relations than many areas of employment and the public sphere. The

evidence of domestic violence should warn us against an easy optimism,

al-though even here it coul-d be argued t.hat some men, at least, are coming

to guestion Lheir involvement in violence and that the whole issue of
domestic violence has been put on the agenda as a result of feminist
pressure. However, it would stil-l- seem important that sociological theory

should begin to explore, more syst,ematical-l-y, those sources of change and

renegotiation within t.he gender ro1e,t (p. l-03).

It would be worth pursuing in research whether men are well- served

by being excluded from maternal pleasures. Most research about fathers in
psychological and sociological thought, other than seeing the role of

father as'dominant'or peripheral to the maternal function, have not

looked at men as primary nurturers of children nor what characteristics
are helpful or harmful to men in that roLe. A mother is studied as it
rel-ates to her role of wife, moÈher and her rol-e in chil-d deveJ-opment and

care. A father is studied as it, rel-at.es to his role as husband and father
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but at the exclusion of his role in child development and. care. And. yet,
both are parents of chj-l-dren and have a function in children, s lives. Some

men are beginning to feel- this exclusion and pursuing research on paternaÌ

characteristics that lead to heaLth or pathology in children. Their
participaEion is not only long overdue, it is highly welcomed.

Fathers are considered to be primarily economic providers peripheral
to the role of the mother in the family. Due to his role as provid.er of
the family's economic standard, men gain status as the head of the

household and conseguentry, societal- respecÈ. rL is obvious that, the

father is not expected to play a nurturing role \,¡iÈhin the family an¿ will
remain peripheral- to the emotional- work done by the mother. This is in
sharp contrast to the role of the mother.

MoË,herhood

Motherhood has been t.outed as the greatest profession to which a

woman can aspire. rt is a societar assumption that when a girl grows up,

she wil-1 become a mot.her. It is expected that a woman's definition of self
is derived from her rol-e as mother. In order to understand this view of
motherhood, societal attitudes, political and economic theories, and the

notion of romanEic ]ove must be examined.

In her l-980 Book, The Mvth of Mot.herhood, Badinter looks at the

historícaÌ development of the notion of mot,herhood. She states Ehat, the

notion of motherhood as an ideal state for women, is an invention she

traces t.o Western Europe in t.he late sevenLeenth cent.ury. It had been

prevalenL in other times in other places but, was not formal_ly a large

part of life for women in Western Europe rlntil Èhe l-atter half of the

seventeenth century.

Tt was romanticized, touted as selfless and driven into women's

heads wit.h propaganda until- by the late nineteenËh century, the picture of
a woman's devotion to her chil-dren, at the expense of herself, was seen as

'natural' for \¡¡omen. This ideaLizaLion of motherhood al-so allowed society

to differentiate beLween 'good' and 'bad' women, based on the fulfiLlment
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of a biological imperative. Ì,Iomen who refused the prevailing ideology were

seen as deviant from the norm.

In the early half of the seventeenth cenÈury, chil-d.ren \^rere seen as

economic assets for parents, and in particular, for mothers, who, denied

their own source of income, in the event of death of the father and

provider, would need to be cared for by her erdest son. Therefore, the
position, in the family, of t,he erdest son was carefurry guarded. and he

was treaLed much better than his siblings, who were oft,en not even kept in
the bosom of the family. The practice was to send the ot,her children to
rrret nurses in the country where they would be raised until- such time as

the biological parenÈs fel-t t,hat the child was prepared to ret.urn to Ehe

family. Needless to sây, some chiLdren vJere never returned. and many

children died.

Badinter (1980) states "these mothers cannot be glossed over in the
hisLory of motherhood. They are not its most gl-orious representatives, but

they serve to reveal a harsh picÈure that cannot be ignored. This is
certainly not the only picture, but it is one that must be accorded. egual

weight, with t,he others. But aII of this is not suf f icient Lo explain t,his
t14>e of behavior {mother's differential behavior in regard.s to children} .

We must not forget the warnings of Èhe theologians of the sixteenÈh

century, who reproached mothers for their blameworthy affection for their
children. At. the end of Èhe eighteenth cenÈury, however, the entire
inteLligentsia wouLd reproach Èhem for t.he opposite reason and criticize
their harshness ,, (p . 67 ) .

She claims that childhood, as a status on its own, was not important

in early history and that, not untiL t.he role of mother as exclusive

servant to the child's needs was touted, did the notion of childhood come

to the forefronÈ. A]l- of t.his had a furtrher expression in the industrial
revolution and subsequent child labor Laws. Badinter posits ,'oddly enough,

it was at the very time when this new appreciation of childhood emerged

that women stepped away from the duties of moEherhood. The facts are
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contradictory only if we try to restrict the definition of woman to her

role as motherr' (p. '12) .

Badinter states that "to understand the rejection of motherhood, {fu.
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries) we must remember that at this
period the mother's work received no attention and was not valued. by

society. At best, it was considered normal; at h¡orst, wulgar. ulomen gained.

no credit for being mothers, and that was their main function. They

understood thaÈ to have the right to some esteem, they had Eo choose a

path other than motherhood" (p. 73).

Badinter, of course, is speaking onry of those women who had the

economic means to choose such a path. Women who were poor had no choice in
terms of motherhood. They would have been ridiculed for aspiring to the

same dreams as their affluent. sisters. Many poor women harbored them,

nonetheless, which is in keeping with our earl-ier anarysis from the

perspective of Merton.

Even this choice {of choosing a path other than motherhood} was

amazingly difficult, as women r,Iere often not educated or their education

was so lacking in essential-s as to make it worthless. The goal was "always
the same: to turn the girls into religious wives, good seamstresses, and

efficient mistresses of their homes" (BadinEer, L980, p. g2). Badint,er

further staLes that, when looking at the history of motherhood, the

twentieth century is shocked by the l-ack of caring for children by

mothers. She sLates "closer to the trut,h,there vJas no doubt, a complicit.y

between father and moEher, husband and wife, to adopt the forms of

behavior that prevailed. Simply stated, we are less shocked by the male's

behavior because no one has ever, even up to the present date, claimed

that a father's love constitutes a universal law of nature. It became

necessary, at the end of the eighteenth century, to enlist many arguments

Eo urge mothers back to their "instinctive" activities - appealing to

their sense of duty, making them feel guilty, and even threatening them in

order to convince them Èo resume Èheir so-cal-l-ed natural and spontaneous
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functions of mother and nurse" (p. 114)

BadinÈer (1980) says

It was in the last third of the eighteenth century that a radical
change in thinking took p1ace. The image of the moÈher, of her role,
and of her significance changed radically, although actual behavior
lagged behind. After 1760 publications abounded advising mothers to
take care of their children personally and "orderingl them Eo

breast-feed. They created ar¡ at,mosphere of obligat,ion in which women

were told to be mothers first and foremost, engendering a myth that
is sti1l tenaciously supported two hundred years ]ater: maternal

instinct, or the spontaneous love of aLI mot,hers for their chil-d.ren.

AE the end of the eighteenth century the idea of mother love
resurged with the force and appeaL of a brand-new concept. I¡Ihat was

new, by comparison with the two preceding centuries, h¡as the

elevation of the idea of mother love to a natural and social good,

favorabl-e to the species and to socieLy. Equarry new was Ehe

association of the two words rrl-oveI and "motherrr, which ind.icated.

the increased significance not, only of the feeling itself but. al-so

of the woman considered as mother. The ideological spotlight,
shifting in a barely detectabl-e manner from aut.hority to love, shone

increasingly on the moEher, to the detriment. of the faÈher, who

gradually ret.ired to the sidel-ines. The most, important thing was no

longer Ehe second period of chil-dhood {after weaning} lut the very

first stage of life - habitual-ly a time of parental neglect,
characterized by Èhe highest mortal-ity rate. To effect this rescue,

mothers had to be convinced to harness themsel-ves to formerly

neglecEed duties (pp. 117-8) .

Feminine nature became defined as synon)¡mous with all the

characteristics of an ideal mother, as further promoted by Rousseau and

then, in a strikingly simiLar argument, by Freud. Badint.er (1980) states

"although a hundred and fifty years separated them in time iRousseau and
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Freud), they both emphasized the sense of devotion and sacrifice Ehat

characLerized, in Eheir view, the,normal,woman. Trapped in this
definition by authoritative sources, how could women escape from what was

agreed to be their nature? Either they could stick to the prescribed model

as cl-osely as possible, or they could try to stand apart from it, in which

case there was he1I to pay. Accused of selfisluress, of spitefulness, of
being unbalanced, the woman who challenged the dominanÈ ideology could

only try to learn to accept, to one degree or anot.her, her ,'abnormal-ity.,'

And abnormality, like any difference from the norm, is hard to live with.
So vtomen submitted silently, some pacified and calm, others frustrat.ed and

unhappy" (pp. 206-7) .

Margolis (l-993) states that t'the cult of motherhood is usually
associated with the middle and late nineteenth century, but we can see its
roots in the prescriptive l-iterature of the very late eighteenth century

and the first decades of the nineteenth century. It is significant. that
these years also witnessed the beginnings of the industrial revolut.ion.

Both the gradual redefinition of women's role and the redefinit,ion of

chil-dhood were linked to larger societal changes affecting middle-cl-ass

life" (pp. ]-24-5).

BaLes et a}., (1983) state "in the eighteenEh cent.ury, art began to

portray the "happy mother" in scenes of domest.ic bliss. This theme

coincided with the beginnings of modern bourgeois culture, wit.h its
emphasis on t,he warm and happy home in conErasE Èo the harsh workplace"

(p. 316) .

A French philosopher and social reformer in Èhe eighteenth century,

Rousseau had much to say abouÈ Èhe role of women as moÈhers in society.

Rousseau asserted "the true mother, far from being a woman of the world is

as much a recluse in her home as the nun in her cloister. She wiII do this

because she will want to, not out of moral- obligaÈion (Rousseau, Emile, p.

697, as guoted in Badinter, 1980, p. 2l-3) .

'rOne hundred and fifty years before Freud, Rousseau defined t.he
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masochistic component as specifically femaÌe. rnd.eed, motherhood., as it
was conceived in the nineteenth century, in close harmony with Rousseart,
t¡/as understood as a holy office, a happy experience that necessarily
broughE with it pain and suffering, a literal sacrifice of oneself on Ehe

al-tar of devotion. If this aspect of motherhood was emphasized., with a

certain self-satisfaction, the aim was always to show that women, s nature
was perfectly adapted to the rol-e of mot.her" (Badinter, 1980, pp. 213-5) .

so, along with other educated men of the Èime, Rousseau,s ideas
became the norm for women: a woman can never be a mother and. anything
el-se at the same Èime. Motherhood is a fulL time profession.

Badint.er (1980) staÈes

This profound change in thinking had two consequences. rt allowed a
large number of women to experience their motherhood as a source of
joy and pride and to find fulfil-lment in a universally honored. and

acknowledged activit.y. Not only did women have a seÈ ro1e, but each

and every \Á/oman was irrepraceable. rn this way, motherhood aÌl-owed

women to exterioríze an essent,iar aspect of their personality and

beyond that to enjoy a respect that mothers had previousry never

known. on the ot,her hand, such definitive and authoritarian
statement.s on the maternal- condition created in t,he minds of ot.her

\¡/omen a kind of uncommon anxiety. The ideological- pressure was such

thaÈ they felt obrigated Eo be mothers regardless of their true
feelings. Experiencing motherhood under a cl_oud of gui1t, and

frustration, they perhaps did Eheir best to imitate the good mother

but, not finding it in t,heir own sat,isfaction, may have ruined their
lives and Èhose of their chil-dren. Herein may J-ie the most common

origin of the mutual unhappiness and later, neuroses of many

children and their mothers. But nineteenth-cenÈury thinkers, too

much the victims of their assumpÈions, did not concern themserves

with these considerations. TwentieÈh-century thinkers have hardry

been more perceptive (p. 22L).
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Some twentieth-cenEury thinkers who have been influent.ial in the

assessment of the function of mothering will be examined now. We will
begin with sigmund Freud, the father of modern psychoanatysis. The

psychoanalytic perspect.ive assumes that u/e are arr born with an

instinctuaL drive, knowrr as the id. I^Ie acquire an ego which acts as a

rational control mechanism and a superego, which is our conscience as we

grow and develop as human beings.

As we grow, we learn the things in life that we can and cannot do,.

the why and the when of these life experiences. AII of this learning is
subjective. we interpret personally the rewards and punishments of our

life experiences, and this guides us t.o behave in certain ways in similar
situations. Because we begin our learning at birth, it is aur earty
childhood experience that determines much of the context of our conscious

thoughts throughout our lives. Because much of our Iearning occurs in an

unconscious way, elements are inferred from behavior and memories. Freud

believed that neurotic patients manifest problems that we al-I have but in
a much more pronounced fashion. Freud also had much to say about

motherhood and mothers in general although he refused to give advice on

the raising of chil-dren.

Badinter (t-980) states

whether it was intentional or not, psychoanal-ysis has for many years

intimated that an emotionally unhappy child is the son or daughter

of a bad mother, although the term 'bad' in this context does not

carry a moral connotation. Indeed, for a mother to be the "good

mother" of psychoanalytic studies, her own childhood would have to

have been characterized by a saÈisfactory sexual and psychological

development wiEh a mother who was herseLf relat.ively stabJ-e. But if

that woman was raised by a disturbed mother, chances are good that
her own feminine and maternal roles will be fraughÈ with difficulty.
Psychoanalysis has therefore not only increased the significance
accorded to the mother buL has also "medicalized" the problem of the
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bad mother, without, however, having succeeded in quashing the

moralizing attitude inherit.ed from the preceding century. It has not

been able to convince people of the distinction between psychic

sickness and moral evil (p. 261-) .

What were the necessary conditions for a girl to develop j-nto a

stable woman and hence into a good mother? According to Freud, there are

two major periods during which the girl is transformed into a woman. The

successful compJ-etion of these stages wou1d allow the girl to develop into
a normal \,roman, and a good mother. The first stage is common to both girls
and boys and it falls under the Eheme of bisexuality. Badinter states

"beginning with the anatomical- evidence that cert,ain parts of the male

sexual- apparatus were also found in the female, and vice versa, Freud came

to Lhe conclusion that a dual sexuality {bisexuality} existed. He also

described the existence of a psychic bisexual-ity t.o explain the fact that
a certain feminine component {passivityi was found in the mal-e and a

masculine component {activityi in the female', (p. 263).

In advancing through the psychosexual stages, a gir1s, progress is
more fraught with difficulties than that of a boy. rn the pre-oedipar

stages, she feel-s the conflicting emotions of affection for and hostility
toward her mother, who can never give her what she needs. The father is
not much of a player at this stage. The girÌ identifies with her mother at.

this stage and discovers her 'castration.' After the discovery of
castrat.ion, in the second sLage of change, the normal lit.tl-e girl will

undergo a threefold psychological and sexual change. She wiLl- be hostile
to the mother; she wil-1 abandon the clitoris, in favor of the penis and in

the hopes that her father will give her a penis, she will attach closely

to him. The girls' distancing from her mother and attachment to her father
provide an import.ant stsep in her development toward adulthood. By

realigning her attachment, she j-s not passive and ready to change her love

object from moÈher to father Eo men. fn the adult stage of development,

the longing for a penis is replaced with the desire to have a chil-d.
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Badinter (1980) states

rn 1931 ' Freud drew the following conclusion, with tragic
consequ.ences for vromen: "The fact that women must be regarded as

having 1it,t]e sense of justice is no doubt rel-ated to the
predominance of enwy in their psychological makeup...We also regard

women as having fewer social interests than men and a reduced.

capacity for sublimating their instinct. . . I cannot help mentioning

an impression constantJ-y received through analytic practice. A woman

of Ehe age {of about thirty} often frightens us by her psychic

rigidity and unchangeability...There are no paths open Èo further
development; iE is as though. . . the difficult development to
femininity has exhausted the possibilities of t.he person concerned. r'

One coul-d not express more clearly t,he curse placed on t.he female

sex: The women exhausts herseLf in realizing her feminit.y...so that,

there is no energy 1efÈ for future creativity (p. 268).

Where Freud left off, his disciple, Helene Deutsch continued.

Deutsch defined a normal- woman by three essential characteristics:
passivity, masochism and narcissism. Passivity is related to the female

sexual instincts. Masochism is repressed aggressiveness, that is turned to

one's own ego and will be transformed into a need to be loved. The el-ement

of narcissism has a twofold function. One, iL serves as compensation for
the humiliation of genital inferiority and two, it Limits those

masochistic tendencies that may threaÈen a woman's ego. Deutsch found that,

the first, condition for successful mothering lies in the mother's eapacity

to adapt to the needs of the infant with delicacy and sensitivity, and aE

the exclusion of any other interest.

Badinter (1980) sÈaÈes rrwe know that Freud on several- occasions

refused to give advice to parents, arguing that al-L forms of child-rearing
met vrith failure. In the postv/ar period a number of his disciples forgot

the warning and moved from the descriptive to the normative.

Psychoanalysts have acguired fame and fortune by sketching the porLraiE of
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the good mother and by giving advice to women through the mass media or ín
books written specially for them {for example, Drs. spock, Dol-Eo lon the
France inter-radio networkl and Winnicott [over Èhe BBC] ]. tfre success of
these first polarizations of psychoanalytic theory was and is sufficient
proof of the confusion felt by mothers and their belief in an id.eal-

contradictions of the idea that maternal- behavior is instinctive. The

mother's every move was subject to corrective prescriptions" (p. 274).

Ðinnerstein (L977), a psychoanalytic feminist/ sav¡ heterosexual
relationships as shaped in infancy. Not, only did she feel that women were

biologicall-y suited to motherhood but, she felt that women monopolized.

chil-drearing and this critical factor led men to hoLd images of Eheir
mothers as powerful, domineering but also infantiLe. Being íntrod.uced to
men at a later age the boy constructs a mascul-ine identit,y for himself and.

in adulthood, feels Èhe need to conEroL the threatening fantasy figure of
his mother from chil-dhood. Therefore, in his adult relationships he wj-II
seek t.o dominaEe women and exclude them from the areas of life outside the
family. The women agrees to this because her own identity formaÈion has

1ed her to become the mother who nurtures, applauds and holds the d.evotion

of the man.

Chodorow (a978) al-so saw women as monopolizing childrearing. She

wondered why women cont.inued to do the mothering when contraception was so

readiJ-y available and men can mot,her as we]l- as women. Her answer was

that, as children, mothers treat girrs and boys differently. Boys are

encouraged Lo see themselves as independenL and encouraged to seek outside
experiences. Girrs, on the other hand, are more rikely to be seen to be at

one wit.h the mother and their period of close attachment, will be

prolonged. As a result "g'rowing girls come to define and experience

themseLves as continuous with others; their experience of sel-f contains
more flexible and permeable ego boundaries. Boys come to define themselves

as more separate and distinct, with a greater sense of rigid ego

boundaries and differentiation. The basic feminine sense of self is
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connected to the wor1d, the basic mascuLine sense of sel-f as separater (p.

169) . A woman's sense of definition comes from relationships and

therefore, motherhood al1ows her to recapture the intense experience from

childhood. This wouLd contj-nue from one generat,ion to the next.

In a critigue of t.he psychoanalytic discourses, Fineman (1995)

states "the psychoanalytic discourses all- are based on a family that is
self-contained, nuclear in form. The psychic drama takes place in this
triangular unit and each player has his or her role. The drama is drawn in
terms of the chil-d's experience. Mother as obstacLe is taken for granted,

and it is the search of the child for identification with father that is
the center of the story. As that which is l-eft behind, Mother is
constituted as a derivative form of masculinity, in the psychoanal-ytic

paradigm - she does not see, she is seen,. she does not write, she is
written" (p . 15 ) .

After years of consistently attempting to apply Freud's theories to

her patients, Karen Horney publicly articulated her points of disagreement

with Freud. Horney rejecÈs Freud's insist.ence on the central-it.y of the

sexual drive in determining personality. She st,ates I'when we relinquish
this one-sided emphasis on genesis, \¡/e recognize that, the connection

between 1atser peculiarities and earl-ier experiences is more complicated

than Freud assumes; there is no such t.hing as an isolated repetition of

isolated experiences,' buL the entirety of infantiLe experiences combines

to form a certain character structure. . . " (p. 324) .

For Horney, the character structure which determines human

personality is not the inevitabl-e outcome of instinctual- impulses,

modifíed to the environment but the activity of the ego in response to all

experiences. Horney (L937) states I'in reviewing these trends, it is

obvious thaÈ Ehey are characteristics of neurotic men as well as neurotic

women. Tendencies toward dictatorial power, toward egocentric ambition,

toward enwying and berating others are never-failing elements in preser¡t-

day neuroses through the role they assume in a neurotic st,ructure varies.
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Furthermore, observation of neurotic women shovrs t.hat, all the trend.s in
question appear toward other women or toward children as well as toward

men. ft appears dogmatic to assume that their expression in relation to
others is merely a radiation from their relat,ion to men'r (p. 32e).

In Horney's opinion, one had to look not only for biological reasons

for differences but also to cult.ural ones. The question then becomes

whether there are cultural factors which are instrumental- in developing

fundamental attitudes towards life. Horney statesrrBut since he has a

primarily biological orientation Freud does not, and on Èhe basis of his
premises cannot, see the whole significance of these factors {cultura}
factors). tt. cannot see to what extent. they mold wishes and. att.itudes, nor

can he evaluate the complexity of interrelaLions between cultural-
conditions and feminine psychology. There are no biological reasons buÈ

there are significant cul-tural fact,ors which lead women to over evalua¡e

love and thus to dread Ìosing it" (p. 335). Horney,s theory of the

overevaluation of love, which she observed in both neurotic and normal

women of her time mighL have been a consequence of r¡¡omen's economic and

social dependency, which limited their direct access to security and

prestige. In this \{EI}, Horney surmised that women would need to feel
esteem though the const,ruct of love.

Horney's theory makes sense when we l-ook at, the social-ization of
v/omert for the rol-es of motherhood and marriage. It is the norm in our

society that women and men come together in marriage for reasons of love

first and foremost. That the love in marriage is someÈimes enhanced by

economic considerations is not vocal-ized. The norm for women is: someday

my prince will come and love wilJ- conquer al-l-. fn this way, women aspire

to social- sÈatus through marriage and are led Èo believe that their
prestige can be affected by the choice of a marriage partner. A more

realistic analysis would show Èhat social- class limits t,he choices of
partners and hence, one's love ineerests. Nonetheless, the ideal is stil-l
held to be true for women.
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In a 1951 publication for the l,iorl-d Healeh Organization entitled
Maternal- Care and Menta] Healt.h ,fohn Bowlby stat.es

the quality of the parental care which a chitd receives in his
earliest years is of vital importance for his future mental- health.
What is beLieved to be essential for mental healt.h is that the
infant and young child shoul-d experience a vrarm, intimate, and

continuous relationship wit.h his mother {or permanent mother-

substituÈe). A state of affairs in which the chil-d. does not have

this relationship is termed 'maternal deprivation., Thus, a chi1¿ is
deprived even though living at home if his mother {or permanent

substitute-motheri is unable to give him the loving care that smal1

children need. Again, a child is deprived if for any reason he is
removed from his mother's care. This deprivation will bring in its
train acute anxiety, excessive need for love, powerfuÌ feelings of
reveng'e, and, arising from these last, guiJ-t and depression

...deprived children are often sick and many are born of unstabl-e or
defective parenEs. Family relat,ionships while they last leave much

to be desired and the home is commonly broken, because

of destitution, negrect, ot death. Many of the chil-dren are

illegitimate and unwanted (pp. LL-1,2) .

BowJ-by created a standard for motherhood which lingers in t,he ]ives
of women today. The standard is: whaÈ is believed to be essential- for
mental- health is that the infant and the young child should experience a

warm, intimat.e, and conÈinuous relaÈionship with his mother {or mother-

substitute), in which both find saÈisfaction and enjoyment (Bowlby, 1951,

p. 67).

Bowlby qualified this sEatement further by asserting: rsuch

enjoyment and cl-ose identification of feeling is only possible for either
party if the relationship is continuous. Much emphasis has already been

laid on Ehe necessit.y of continuity for the growth of the child,s
personality. It shoul-d be remembered that. continuit,y is necessary for the
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growth of a mother. ,fust as the baby needs to feel that he belongs to hÍs
mother, the moLher needs to feel that she belongs to the chil-d and it is
only when she has the satisfaction of this feeling that it is easy for her

to devote herself to him. The provision of constant attention day and

night seven days a week and 365 in the year, is possible only for a \^roman

who derives profound saÈisfaction from seeing her chil-d grow from

babyhood, through the many phases of childhood, to become an independent

man or woman, and knows that it is her care which has made this possible,'
(p. 68).

The implicit threat ís that a woman who does not 'rderive profound

satisfacÈion" from being a slave to her child will be risking the mental-

healt,h of thaÈ child, dooming him to a form of 'maternal deprivation, and

a l-ife fraught with its conseçl-lences. It also assumes thaÈ a woman has no

other function than to care for her child.

Sluckin, Herbert ç Sluckin (1983) in quoting Bowtby state
,Joh¡ Bowlby whose views have been so influential in the areas of
aLtachment theory and maternal- deprivation, emphasizes that the

baby's signals of {intra aTia} dist.ress, elicit Èhe mother,s

comforting response. The crying and maternal response are thought to

have a biological function; they serve as constituents of a sysÈem

of behavior binding child and mother closely Logether. Bowlby

stresses the way in which Ehe behavior that aÈÈaches mother and

child resembles that of intra-human primates,. he points to the

survival value of systems that ensure close proximity and contact

between infant and mother during the long period of immaturity of

al-I the apes, and indeed, humans. Bowlby sees the young baby,s

crying as one of the five in-bui7Ë signals, (crying, smiling,

sucking, following and clinging) which, given the appropriate

reaction of the mother, ensure physical closeness. His notion of the

sensitive mother assumes a neat fit between the needs of the baby

and the performance of the mother. Not only is the baby's behavior
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'built-in', but the mother is seen as genetically programmed to
respond to the signals. She is 'biologically attuned., as a member of
her species to them. This maternal sensitivity is thought to be

critical for the development. of stabre and happy rerationships (p.

"" ì

Bow1by's theory has been used as justification for the condemning of
\¡romen who seem incapable of meeting this , ideal_. , No human being carr

possibly fulfil-l- atl the expectations as set ouE by Bowlby, s theories.
Yet, Èhe concepts of maternal bonding and maternal attachment are so

strong in our culÈure, that sociaL workers in child welfare look for it in
maternal interactions with children. Social workers and public healt,h

nurses watch mothers' interactions with their infants in neo-natal
assessments to determine whether the bond is present.

Vühat is this elusi-ve bond, without which a child will- be maternaÌIy
d.eprived? S1uckin, Herbert & Sluckin (1983) state

the cul-tura1 stereot)æe of motherhood is somet,hing natural and

instinctive. The concept of maternal bonding has the somewhat

mystical overtones of maternal insÈinct, and btood bond.. One might.

argue that this is also apparent in what looks like an attempt to
extend the symbiotic rel-ationship of mother and offspring inherent
in intra-uterine 1ife, by prescribing a physical- and. psychological

cLoseness between them for a substantia] period. of time after
severing t.he umbilical cord. Perhaps an archeÈ1pe relationship like
that between mother and chiLd, and the kind of "bond.ing contract,'
between them is capable of last,ing a lifetime, requires an

explanatory theory {or metaphor} that matches it in dramatic impact.

Add to these specifications Ehe scientific respectabiliÈy of Ehe

claim that maternal bonding is an imprinting-like phenomenon, and we

have a concept that is well-nigh irresistible (p. 22).

Sluckin, Herbert ç S]uckin (1983 ) sÈate t.hat what we consider
outward signs of maternal bonding such as faciaL gestures, touching and
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responding to infants are not attributable only to mothers but also to
strangers. They state 'rour assumptions about what const.itutes the outward

and visible signs of 'good maÈernaL attachment' is likely to bias what we

see and select from a mass of observations. The problem of specification
of maternal bonding is like the proverbial elephant: difficult to define,

but we like to think thaÈ v¡e know one when we see one" (p. 27).

Ross (1995) critiques a book caLled Mother-rnfant Bondinq and she

states "Diana Eyer's wel-I-knovn Mother-Infant Bonding is a crj-tigue of a

concept that has had remarkable infLuence on neonatal care in the United

States and of the concept of attachment on which it is based. Both, Eyers

shows, are posited on several- wrong assumptions: Èhe rigid pairing of
mother and baby into a closed dyad; an image of babies as ,'putty in our

hands" rather Lhan as complex and wildly different beings; a refusaL to

acknowledge the significance of siblings, friends, teachers, communities,

and material- circumstances to a child's emotional life. Both concepts

bonding and attachment - are based on little credible evidence, Eyers

shows, but have been sl-ow Èo die" (p. 408) .

When we examine the economic conditions of his day and the

historical defining of certain roles according to gender, iC is no

surprise that Bowlby's theories on mat.ernaL-infanÈ bonding and attachment,

came after the Second l,lorld War when the factories needed to have women

return to Èhe home in order for jobs to go to men. Once again, economics

played a rol-e in the ideaLizat.ion of motherhood.

Bowlby's theories might be less criticized is they were not so

gender biased in nature, confining women to the home and placing the blame

for any mental- heal-th disorders on the mother's shoulders. TÈ does not

deLve into the child's relationships with other family members or the role

of the extended family in a child's development. It does not look at the

rol-e of communit.y in the determination of a chiLd's mental- health. It

completely deníes Ehat v/omen might feel- ambivalent about their role as

mothers. In fact, it completely denies that the mother has a purpose in
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life, other than to care for her child. This red.uces the mother to the
level of non human and fails to account for the social-ization factors
which led her to motherhood. A woman wil_l d.o wha! she does for love.

One of the messages touted to girls as t.hey mature is the id.ea of
romantic l-ove. It is believed that women and men wÍl-l- go to great lengths
for Love. Love is a prevaLent theme in our cult.ure. we belj-eve it. forms
the basis of successful marriages and long-term relationships. Men and

Ialomen love one another. Mothers l-ove their chj-ldren more than anyone eLse

can. We have buil-t a culture on the notion of romantic l-ove. From Anglo-
Saxon tradition comes the not,ion that men and women come together and

produce children, from a basis of mutual love, as evidenced earJ-ier by
Macfarlane. It forms part of our socializaÈion process. And the Ij-terature
is replete with examples of how women are socialized. Lo aspire to
motherhood and marriage and how they have, as their basis, rove. Levine
(1989) spoke of the importance of t.he notion of romantic love for women.

Love is seen as a panacea for all il_Is.

This particular theme is obvious in the sociaLization of femal-es for
their suJrsequent adul-t rol_es. phoenix, WoIIeÈt c Lloyd (1991) state

"feminist, sociological and social psychological theories tend. to be more

concerned with sociaL constructions of motherhood., the functions
motherhood serves for society and its j-mpact on women,s social position.
they argue that the desire to be a mother is noÈ so much a part of women, s

'natural' biological- inheritance but is learned, along with the skills of
motherhood, as women grow up. women learn that being a mother is a normal

and proper part of being adu1t. for women and that, it is so for those in
heterosexuaL relationships, even though becoming a mother may trigger
developmental- crisesrr (p. 4A) .

Pregnancy is seen as a rite of passage for women. rt is a symbor of
a woman's status, whether or not it is expressedprecisely in these terms.

when women have a child, they automatically join the sisterhood of

'mothers' and this brings them into a new real-m, where the status is
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incl-usive: if arl eLse fails, we are stilr mothers. Lott (1981) states

"ideas such as these {women wanting to bear chi1dren as a biological
function) mesh extraordinarily well with the teachings of most religions,
with the dominant. views that flourished in our most recent historical
past, with what our parents and friends have taught us, wigh what we read

and what we observe. So, we continue to want to have babies, primarily
because we are convinced, almost as much now as previously, tshat pregnancy

more than marriage certifies that one is a guaranteed genuine woman', (p.

208).

,Jessi-e Bernard (L974) said ttnone of these motives, howewer, are

simply "naturaL'to women. We have learned them aLl. I^te musg acquire these

goals and continue to be reinforced for pursuing them. Our society has

done a first-rate job of providing the appropriate institutional pressures

and t.he necessary conditions for learning that a woman shouTd want to have

a child. I^Ie socialize girls so effectively as children thaE, we hardly need

to apply outside pressures when they grow up" (p. 2og, as quoted in Lott,
1981). MiIleEÈ (1985) afso argued thaÈ social-ization of girls for
motherhood was fundamental in our cu1Lure.

So first, rate is Lhe job of socialization of women for motherhood

that in a 1980 study of jr.rnior high girrs, custavus philliber stated
These dat,a leave l-ittIe doubt that much socialization for parenthood.

occurs well- before the onset of childbearing. By the time a young

woman is at risk of pregnancy, she apparently has notions about the

val-ue of children, preferences for appropriate family size, and

preferences for sex of offsprj-ng. In fact, societal values on some

of these dimensions are apparently so strong that even when mothers

of young people hold contrary ideas, the societal val-ues appear to

dominate (p. 42).

As we know, socialization is the process by which a human being,

beginning at infancy, acquires the habics, beliefs and accumu]ated

knowledge of his society through educat.ion and training for adul-t status.
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We acquire a serÌse of self through the attainment of status, role and

identity. The st.rongest transmitter of cultural trad.itions is Lhe family.
Motherhood has a distinct place in the family. It is seen as the heart of
the family that is based on l-ove. Motherhood allows women to turn to the
baby as a sou.rce of identity. This Èranslates into instant adult.hood, and

instant role - that of mother - and an instant identity. These tr"ro

constructs - the romanticization of l-ove and the id.ealizat.ion of
motherhood - are important to t.he Lives of women. They define norma1 or
expected behavior.

MerÈon (L968) saw two immediate elements of social and cultural
structures as important for humans. He states

the first consists of curturally defined goals, purposes and

interesÈs, held out as legitimate objectives for all_ or for
diversely located members of the society. The goals are more or less
integraÈed and roughly ordered in some hierarchy of val-ue. The

prevailing goals comprise a frame of aspirational references. They

are the things rtworth striving for". A second el-ement of cul-tural
struct,ure defines, regulates and controls the acceptable modes of
reaching out for Ehese goals. Every social- group invariabLy couples

its cul-tural- objectives with regulaÈions, rooted in the mores and

institutions, of aÌlowabIe procedures for moving towards t.hese

objectives. These regulatory norms are not necessarily identical-

with technical- or efficiency norms (p. 187).

ït. is when a goal is unattainable, although specified as being

attainable for everyone in the cultural- group, that disorganization

occurs. f had looked at this notion in an earlier debate when f looked at,

the sociological functions of a family. When a woman defines hersetf by

her ability to have a child, it is easy to see that love and marriage are

necessary el-ements of this attainable goal For women who despair of

finding romant,ic love which will- result in heterosexual- marriage - a norm
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define her status.

L2t

a chil-d can stitl

For women whose notion of romantic love and marriage has failed and.

resulted in dissoluLion of marriage, there remains the baby. It is at this
level- that single mot.hers become subject to anomie, as they become deviant
from the norm of the nuclear family, by virtue of having lost an

attainabl-e goal - an uprooted people in a cul-ture where vromen are

socj-aLized to see motherhood as a career choice. Implicit in that career

choice for women is the noÈion of motherhood as something worth striving
f or. our society has a def inition of adul-t status as being wit.hin a

social-Iy approved sexual rel-ationship hence, marriage is good.. Murdock

helped give us this definition.

Merton feeLs that value and definition of one,s rol-e Èo society, in
the form of esteem, and Èhe inability to att,ain a goal seen as reachable

for al-I people in the culture, results in anxiety and confusion, which are

isolating factors. Unable to live up to culturaL aspirations, this resu1ts

in deviancy and anomie. Single mothers then will try to achieve this
attainabl-e goal- - viable reLationships with a man - and might l-ower their
expectations in order to meet it, an accommodation known as ritualism.

Single mothers can be seen as products of sociaL anomie. Because of
theír poverty, and their apparent rejection of the norm of a nucrear

family, they also become more visible within society. The associated risks
to them and t.heir chil-dren, as a resul-t, of their poverty and striving for
t.he goal of an adult relat.ionship, makes t.hem more visibl-e to child
weLfare agencies.

Sumary and analyeie

In summary, motherhood is seen as an ideat towards which women must

strive. It, is expected that women will dispJ-ay a sel-f l-ess devot.ion to

chil-dren because of their biotogical makeup and instinctual behavior.

Motherhood is seen as a career goal. while women might have interests
other Èhan motherhood, it is the norm that a woman will want to be a
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mother. AE some point in her l-ife she will place her sel-f-int.erests aside

in order to fulfill- this imperative.

Historically, mothers became responsible for the moral-, physical and

emotional- development of their chil-dren. Psychoanalysis stated that an

emotionally unhappy child is the son or daughter of a bad mother, but

without the moraL connotation of bad. For mothers to raise relatively

happy chiLdren, the mothers themselves wouLd have had to be raised by

mothers who themselves, had completed successful psychological and sexual

developments wiLh their own mothers. Freud saw women developing through

two stages where, in the final stage, a girl would transfer her affection

from her mother to her father to a man. The girl's wish for a penis would

be translated j-nto her wish for a child. Helene Deutsch compJ-eted the work

that Freud left undone. DeuÈsch found that the first conditíon for

successful- mothering lies in the moÈher's capacity to adapt to the needs

of the infant with del-icaey and sensitivity, and at the exclusion of any

other interest.

Karen Horney was a psychoanalyst who disagreed with Freud's concepL

of the sexual drive as central in determining personality. Horney's theory

of the overevaluation of 1ove, which she observed in both neurotic and

normal- women of her Lime was an important concepL in her theories. She

postulated that women overevaluate love and dread losing it.

The theories of maEernal deprivation and attachment advanced by,Iohn

Bowlby have defined what is believed to be essential- for mentaL heal-th is

thaÈ the infanÈ and Èhe young child should experience a warm, intimate,

and continuous relat,ionship with his mother {or mother-substitute}, in

which both find satisfaction and enjoyment. Although Bowlby's statements

might have been meant to be seen as ideal statements, it is a limiting

theory. It assumed firsÈly that a \¡roman had no other function than that of

a mother. Secondly, it did not take into account any other factors in the

child's environment that mighE account for influences on the chiLd.

Although all children should be loved and cared for as unconditionally as
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condemning of women who do not meeÈ this ideal. BowÌby, s ideas are
strongly ingrained in our images of motherhood. we state that a child is
'materna]ly deprived'. This is associated with pathology. we state that a

child experiences 'father absence.' This is not associated with pathology.
Yet, S1uckin, Herbert & Sl-uckin stat.e that "the problem of specification
of maternal bonding is like the proverbial- elephant: difficult to d.efine,

but we like to think chat $¡e know one when we see oner' (p. 27).

Bowlby's theories might have been more beneficial for childrearing
had they not been so gender biased in nature, confining women to the home

and placing the bl-ame for any mental health disorders of the child on the
mother's shoulders. It did not closely examine the socialization factors
for both the mother and the chil-d. It ignored the fact, that women might
feel ambival-ent about their status as mothers and. denied that a women

might have another purpose in l-ife besides the care of children. There is
no concrusive evidence that bonding is gender specific behavior.

Love is a prevalent, theme in our cul-ture. This particular theme is
obvious in the socialization of females for their subsequent ad.ult roles.
The Lit.erature is replet,e wit.h examples of how women are socialízed. to
'hol-d out for l-ove.' The socialization of women t.o expect and crave Love

is so powerful Ehat it fil-Ls the media which is another socializing factor
in our culture. What women do, they do for Love.

Pregnancy is seen as a rite of passage for women. rt is a symbor of
a woman's status, whether or not iÈ is expressed precisely in these terms.

what is sometimes not as clearJ-y seen is that pregnancy al-so brings
another rol-e with it - that, of the moÈher. One cannoÈ be pregnant forever
and eventually, must, care for the child that has been the outcome of the
pregnancy. Lott (1981) states that rrwe continue to wanÈ to have babies,
primarily because l¡re are convinced, almost as much now as previously, thaÈ

pregnancy more Èhan marriage certifies that one is a guaranteed genuine

woman " (p.208).
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Motherhood aLlows women to t.urn to the baby as a source of identity.
This Eranslates into instant adulthood, and instant role - that of mother

- and an instant femininity. But with the role of moEherhood also come the

ideals and it is at this point that women again are vulnerabl-e to anomie

within the social structure. MerÈon feels that vatue and definition of
one's role to society, in the form of esteem, and the inability to attain
a goal- seen as attainabre for ar1 people in the cuLture, resuJ-ts in
anxiety and confusion, which are isolating factors. This disorganj-zation

resuLts in social- anomie.

Sing1e mother families woul-d fal-l- under the rubric of Merton,s

theory. Unabl-e Uo reach a goal seen as attainable for everyone such as

economic solvency or "r. "ppriua adult relationship, they would lower

their expectations or this wouÌd create confÌict which would. resul-t in
deviant staEus. When we look at single mothers in society and in child
welfare, we cannoÈ do so without an examination of how poverty leads to
their status as disorganized. Because of their poverty, single mother

families have been visible in society and have been l-abelled deviant for
their not being nucl-ear in form.

Researchers can find no difference in the physiological- responses to

infanÈs between men and women. Parenting is characterized by goals to
which al-l- parents aspire for Lheir children. SocieÈa} expectations of
motherhood and fatherhood greatly differ. Men are not expected Èo perform

the emotional !.rork of the family white women are expected to be the

caregivers. Notions of motherhood seem Èo be characterized by similar
ideas throughout the past t,hree centuries, turning women,s biology against

them t,o justify certain behaviors Louted as natural.
Feminine nature has become slmonymous with caregiving and nurturing

behaviors while men were expected to play a greater role in the political

and economic institut.ions. A woman was limited to the sole role of

motherhood: motherhood was a fuLL-time profession.
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CIIÀR:ACTERISTICS OF SINGLE MOTHERS

The role of motherhood for singte moÈhers is influenced by the
family's environment. Numerous studies have been conducted. regarding
sing'le mothers in a variety of contexts. Certain common features pert.inent
to síng1e mothers have been identified: poverty, Low educational leve1s,

unemployment, race, âg€, housing, substance abuse, isol-ation, ind.ivid.ual
personality f]aws, stress and associated risks t.o children. These features
partially support previous demographic findings. AIt of these factors
combine to form an ímage of how single mothers function in their roles as

mothers. Based on the identified traits, single mothers do not meet the

standard of t.he idealized mother and are viewed as being poor mothers.

This literature review wil-} elucidate the history of singte mothers

as a social phenomenon; the reLationship of single mothers with helping

agencies,' the traits which have been documented in association wiÈh single
motherhood and the perception of singJ-e mothers held by child wel-fare

professionals.

LiÈerat,ure review

Hiet,ory regarding single moEherg ae a social phenomenon

Single mot,hers are noE a nev¡ phenomenon in socieÈy. Ðependent on the

historicar period and the state of the economy, they have been seen as a
variant family form or a deviant family form. scheman, as quoted in
Renvoize (l-985) sLaÈes I'women having children h¡ithout either marriage or

some other stable connection with a man who is going to be the father is
not a new phenomenon" (p. 3). At the turn of the century, single
motherhood was largely reflected by immigrant and poor women (Swift,

1995) . Lindsay (a992) states Èhat, in the Canada of the post.-\n/ar years,

there were many single mothers, as evidenced by the fact t,hat in the 1950s
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and 1960s, more than 603 of all lone parents were widows. For the most

part, these widows were re-absorbed into their famil-ies of origin.
fn the earJ-y 1960s and werl into the t-970s and 1980s, teenage

pregnancies became the predominant form of single motherhood according to
Conne1]-y & Straus (1992) . They state that much research has been conducted

on the phenomenon of teenage parenthood and the subseguent increase in
child mal-treatment. The increase in crime statistics as reflected by the

maltreatment of children at the hands of teen mothers has fueled the

concern over the continued accretlon of teenage pregnancies (polakow,

L993¡ Schlesinger, L979) .

Mulroy (1988) states that single mother famities are not. new family
forms/ nor are they confined to a specific geographic l-ocaÈion. Mulroy

believes that one response to the recent concern about single moLhers

arises from the fact that, in recent years, families in general have

captured the interest of scholars, legislators, and policy makers, much

the same as individuals were Èhe focus of at,tention earlier in Lhe

twentieth century. She al-so staEes "other elemenÈs related to the current

focus on single-parent families may be found in the distinguishì-ng

features of these families and hov, these features have been viewed by

society" (p. 75) .

Hardey & Crow (l-991) staLe

there is no doubt Èhat lone parents have been subject to a long

history of stigmatization (sic) going back several cenEuries, for

their 'deviance' from the two-parent norm (MacinÈyre, L977; Page,

1984) . In par.ticular, critical attention has focused on women who

have children without being married, who have borne a number of

negat,ive Iabe1s. Bowlby and his fol-Lowers, for example, warned of

the 'deJ-inquency' of the 'problem family' and ident,ified the mother

of an ilJ-egitimate chil-d as 'pathologically disturbed' (Ri-ley, 1983)

(p. 4) .
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Hietory wíth helping agenciee

Historically, single mothers have been identified by several-

factors. They have been mainly described by helping agencies, in
proportion to the amount of difficuLty they have represented to these

agencies. Single mothers also have been idenÈified as "mul-ti-problem" or

"multi-service" families, outlining Èhe fact that they are often involved

with several different, agencies, aLl- attempt,ing Èo meet specific,
identified needs (Geismar & Lasorte, L964,. Kaplan, L986¡ Wood c Geismar,

l-989) .

Generally, the trouble that single mothers present Eo these agencies

has taken numerous forms, ranging from repeated requests for service

without foÌlow-through even though need might be great; to an aggressively

demanding attitude but little readiness Èo review the family situation
with the açJency, or extreme apathy toward any services or course of act.ion

suggested by the agency to soLve or ameliorate serious family problems.

This has been documented by Geismar & Lasorte (1964).

Kaplan (l-986) sÈaÈes that mu1Èi-problem families, characterized by

a weak or nonexisÈent parental subsystem, are disorganized or under

organJ-zed. They are characterized by probJ-ems which may be economic,

educational or vocational. They are often isoLated and alienated,

possessing few, if any, positive support networks. The income of many of

these families is near or below the poverty leve]. She states that.

repeated appeals for help without, following through, apathy toward

services offered, or a demeaning atstitude wiÈh 1ittle desire to discuss

family problems have alienat,ed social service agencies.

Wood & Geismar (1989) indicated that "there is some good evidence of

a strong correlation between social class and family malfunctioning,

making the truly multi-probl-em famify, " reLatively rare phenomenon among'

middle-cl-ass and upper-cIass populations" (p. 23) . they further state that
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single mot.her families usually form a part. of the social cl-ass known as

the "underclass. " The underclass refers to people who are not only poor

but who are aLso characterized by extensive socia] pathology, such as d.rug

abuse, homicide, delinquency, teenage pregnancy, and so forth...underclass
status is generated from census data whenever a census tract has an

unusually high percentage of unemployed or under employed famil-ies headed

by a womart or receíving welfare" (p. 43). From the earlier analysis using

Merton's paradigm of social structure and anomie, it is relatively simple

to see how single mothers have come to be see as an 'underclass, within
society. This shouLd be kept in mind when looking at the characteristics
that have come to be associated wit,h single mother families.

Poverty

Poverty and single motherhood seem to be slmon)¡mous as evidenced by

various studies. Pett & Vaughan-Cole (1986) found that single mothers are

more at risk for manifesting social and emotional dysfunction as a result
of their lower incomes. The need for rel-iance on wel-fare adversely affects

these women by robbing them of their self-confidence and promoting

negative sel-f-concepÈs. Kitchen (a992) sÈates that rrwomen whose

responsibility for the care of children limíts their employment

opportunities and earning pot,enÈiaI ofEen end up on social assistance.

Women raising chil-dren on social assistance are among the poorest of Èhe

poor ín Èhe country" (p. 14) .

Hao (1,994) states that single mot,her families are the poorest of all

major demographic groups, regardless of how poverty is measured. Mclanahan

(1988) found that mother-on1y families are concentrated at the lower end

of income distribution. Besharov (:-992) sÈates 'rthere is good reason to be

concerned about the condition of femal-e-headed families. A1most hal-f of

all female-headed families with children under 18 have incomes bel-ow the

poverty line. This is aLmost five times the poverÈy raÈe of Ewo-parent

families with children', (p. 13) .
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The rate of poverty for different single mother groups has been

amined by We]-ch (1984); Besharav (Igg2) and Biancí (1995) . eÌthough all
ngle mother groups were economically disadvantaged, single never married.

.thers were disproportionatel-y so compared with other single mother
1cups. Low educational- attainmenE $ras cited as one of the reasons for
is poverty.

Educat,ion

Mandell (L992) states t.hat women in this country are more likely
tn men Eo have Less education. In 1987, Èhe overall illiteracy rate \.ras

à in Canada. Only 25qr. of functionally illiterate women were in the paid
'for force as of 1986, compared with 50? of women as a whore in the same

lr. IlLit,eracy is related to educational attainment which is related to
:ning capacity.

women with less than grade eight education earn on average only 59

:cent. of what. men, with comparable educational l-evels, earn. rn
.lition, Mandell found that children of the poor are aÈ a disad.vantage in
: school system. I'Lower-cl-ass children are often l-abel-l-ed early in their
rcationar careers as potentiaL failures. poor chil-dren {many from

rg'1e mother families) are disproportionateJ-y placed in basic-]eve1 or
li:ationa1 prog'rammes" (p. 27) .

aboriginal women in the chiLdrearing age group of 15 to 49, are ress

;ely Lhan other Canadians Èo have a higher education. 55? of Aboriginal-

l91e mothers are under the age of 2s but order than l-B (canad.ian

rtj-tute of child Health, L994, p. l-36) .

,

,

ì Unemploynent,

, Hao (I994) states that, single mother families have low earning
raciLies due to both their low human capital in terms of education and
:k experience, and l-abor market discrimination against. them resulting
,m lower expectations of female productivit,y, female work discontinuity,
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and their Lack of on-the-job training. ,Jones (L984) states that. single

mothers feel the strain of divergent roles and opt to remain out of the

l-abor force due to child care responsibil-ities. Education, child care

responsibilities and past labor market activiLy influence a single

mother's choices on whether or not to enter the labor force, maintain

Evans (1983), Gunderson, Muszlmski c feck (1990) .

The unemployment. picture for aboriginaÌ single mothers seems

bleaker. The Canadian Institut,e of Chil-d Heal-t.h (L994) indicates that the

rate of unemployment among .Aboriginal peoples, of whom 3O? of the

population living off reserve are single mot.hers , ís 2.5 times that of t.he

Canadian population (p. L45).

Race

Hil-l (1986) indicates that, in American research conducted, black

women are over represented in single mother famil-ies. In his study, 45.62

of black families were female-l-ed. HiIl notes that. bl-ack single mother

famil-j-es have been blamed for the disintegration of the famiJ-y, because of

their prevalence.

McKenry ç Fine (1993) in a comparison study of adjustment for black

and white women following divorce found that black single mothers valued

theÍr children more and felL more in control- of their l-iwes than did. whit.e

singJ-e mothers. In addition, they found that black children were perceived

as being better adjusted by their mot.hers and it was surmised that. this
was a refl-ecLion of the amount of kin support found in the black community

for single mothers.

coontz (r992 ) states "the rising proport.ion of singJ-e-mother

families among blacks results from both the declining birth rate of
married black women and a drop in marriage and remarriage rates. Both

these phenomena shoul-d be connected more to the deteriorat.ing economic and

sociar posj-tion of l-ower-income bl-ack men, denied job prospects by hyper-

segregation and deindust.riaÌization, than to any el-emenL of "black'r
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culture" (p. 251).

fn Canada, in the Aboriginal population living off reserve, 3Ot are

single mother families. The number of single mothers in the Rboriginal
population are partly a refl-ection of the forced removal- of their children
in the 'assimilation sweep, of the 19TOs (Canadj-an Institute of Child
Health, L994, p. t46). Statistics Canada reports do not indicate that race

is a large factor in deÈermining single mot,her status as all et,hnic groups

are represented in single mother families. In fact,, immigrant women are

less likely to be singre mothers, at, this time, in canada,s history. This

is documented in Lone-parent families in Canada (Lgg2) .

Àge

It has been noÈed thaL single mothers are older than they once were,

resulting from many women entering single motherhood as a product of
divorce and separation. Many singLe mothers have been st.udied in order to
determine if age and inadequate parenting of children are compatible.

Moore (1989) found that,'rage at lone parenting has social, economic, and

developmental consequences. As an indicator of life-cycle stages, it
provides a clue Èo economic resources within the family, t)æes of parental

responsibiLities, Èasks that. need to be completed, and int,ernal- stresses.

It is al-so related to duration because Èhe probability of
marriage/remarriage decreases with aSIe " (p. 347) .

Butler, Radia & Magnatta (L994) from their study on maternal

compJ-iance to courE-ordered assessment in cases of child maltreaÈment

found that the noncomplianE giroup tended to be younger and more likely to

expose their children to situations of physical negl-ect. Dickinson &

Cudaback (1,992), in a study on adolescent mothers found that younger age

is positively correlated with certain behaviors on the part of the mother.

There is a l-ack of parenting knowledge and an increase in depression for
adolescent mothers.

Cont.rasting t,his, Connelly & Straus (L992) found thaÈ the
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rel-ationships between moEher's age and child abuse is often mentioned but

seldom adequately investigated. Their findings suggest that Iow-education,

younger moÈhers and low-income mothers are not more l-ike]y to abuse their
chil-dren, evidenced by measurement of the mother's age at the t.ime of the

abuse. A significant relationship was not foundrrwhen mother's ag'e \¡ras

measured as age at time of abuse. This suggests that, the problem l-ies 1n

difficulties in coping with the birth and infancy at a youngi age due to

ímmaturj-ty, lack of educat,ion and 1ow income at that point" (p. 716). fhey

suggest that certain factors such as income l-evel- and support network are

a better measure of how a young single mother can cope with her child.

Houeing

Norton & GLick (1986) in their research on single mothers indicated

Èhat home ownership is rare amongi one parent famiLies but common among two

parent families {one-third versus three-fourths in Èheir study}. In

addition, they found thaL two of every three renter households maintained

by one parent, families lived in subsidized housing. By comparing female

and male single parent famil-ies, they indicated that the housing standards

of single mother families were lower than that. of single father families.

Klodawsky & Mackenzie (1987 ) indicate that

Coupled with the fact that most housing production has been geared

to eit.her two-parent families with children, or childless, employed

adults, single mothers have great difficulty finding affordable,

appropriate housing and usually pay proportionately more for their

housing than do other Canadian famil-ies (p. L4).

SubEtance Àbuse

Gordon (l-995) and Swift (1995) demonsÈrate that, historically,

single mothers lives have inctuded substance abuse, from al-coholj-sm to

drug use. Hancock & Pe1ton (1989) stace that sometimes this behavior on

the part of singte mothers has been seen as a reaction to helping agencies
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but, it is information t.hat has been document.ed in case files, as part of
the proof of a moLher's unworthy character. Comments such as',mother
smokes and drinks'r have formed a link t,o substance abuse problems (p. 23).

Butler, Radia & Magnatta (L994) found that in cases of severe child
maltreatment, moEhers who comply with the demands of court-ordered.

assessment are different from those who do not when one considers

substance abuse as a variabLe. rn a sample of 82 single moEhers, 37* of
the mothers were in the noncompliant group. These mothers showed a marked

degree of substance abuse. Great,er alcohol and drug abuse in the

noncompliant group of mothers concurs wit.h previous findings of lowered

compliance to court-ordered treat.ment in sit.uations of chitd mal-treatmenÈ.

Helfer (1968) found that. substance abuse is a factor that needs to be

considered when looking at child neglect. It r¡/as an element that was

presenL in mosÈ instances of neglect studied (p. 302).

Soeial isolaÈion

CoIIins (1991-) states that there is a commonly shared sense of
isol-ation in childrearing vrithout a partner. Lone parenÈs graphically
describe the unremitting pressure of an unshared burden, the absence of
emotional support, of even minimal help with the physical work, and Èhe

l-ack of another presence in t.he home. For many lone parents, the soLution

to their loneliness is to share it with someone in marriage. CoLLins

states that this view is widespread in society, by our bel_ief that the

nuclear family is the proper setting in which Eo bring up children (p.

ls9).

LeGal-l- & Martin (1987) in their research in France, concl-uded thaÈ

women, in particular, because of their home making role in marriage, are

among the most socially isolated group once they become single parenÈs.

They stress "La pJ-upart des femmes ayant tenu l-e rôIe de mère au foyer

dans le cadre d'un mariage de type traditionel sonÈ, au moins, dans un

premier Lemps, conf rontées à une f orme de sol-it,ude proche de
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l-'isol-ement.{Most v¡omen, having been mothers and homemakers within a

traditional marriage setting are, at leasE at first, confronced. \,rith a

form of soliÈude that is closest to tota} isolation)" (p. roo). when asked

by researchers to summarize the situations of neglectful, single mothers,

caseworkers in a study conducted by Gladow & Ray (1986) indicated thaL the

amount of loneliness experienced by these vromen was overwhe]-ming.

Indívidual pereonality flaws

there are many studies that related deficiencies in mothering to
individual personality difficulties. These theories stat,e that. single
mothers have difficulLy in mothering appropriately because of unmet needs,.

psychopathology or as a result of a l-ack of appropriat.e role modelling for
parenting when they were chil-dren. Hope & Young (L976) found in Eheir work

that there is an implication in most research that single mothers are

usually deviant, and thaÈ this implication is consistent with public
attitudes.

Hanson (1986) studied healthy single parent families. In this
research, female and mal-e single parents were compared. The study measured

the variabl-es socioeconomic status, social support, communicaLion,

religiousness, problem sol-ving, and t,he physicat and mentar health of
single parents and their children. This research indicated that while

single mothers reported poorer physical heal-th, children were in better
physical healt,h as a result of living with singl-e mothers. The factor
which seemed to be important tso maintaining good mental heaLth was

communication with the father of the children and a social support

network.

G1adow & Ray (1986) found that for low-income singJ-e mothers, those

who obtained support exclusively from relatives were not as well adjusted

as those whose support came from friends or from both fríends and

relatives. They found that mental health was positively correlated with

kinship networks. Sands & Nuccio (1989) report thaÈ mother-headed famiLies
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are misrepresented in society. Although most of their problems are related

to their economic status, such r¡¡omen are considered pathologicaÌ,

dysfunctional and incomplete.

Strees

Hao (1-994) found that single mothers l-ives are so stressful that it
affects their mental health and parenting behavior which impedes the

cognitive and socio-emoLional development of Eheir children. McKenry &

Fine (l-993) cite other authors who state that "research has indicated both

short- and long-Èerm emotional impairment as a result of divorce. Such

emotional distress may interfere wit,h the capacit,y to effectively cope and

adapt as a single parent (e.9. Guidu-baldi a Perry, 1-985;

Hetherington et âf., L976¡ HetheringEon et âf., 1,989; Wallerst,ein &

Ke1]y, 1980; Wal-]erstein, 1986). Hetherington and colleagues (1978) have

referred to single parents as living atrchaoLic'r lifestyle because of

stress associated with the transition to a single-parent lifestyle after

divorce. Wal-lerstein (1986) refers to some single parents as experiencing

a "diminished capacity to parent" five to ten years post-divorce" (p. 99) .

In their study, they spoke primarily of single moEhers.

Friedemann & Andrews (1990) state that "the rol-e of a single parent

has inherent characteristics of a life-style that produces high stress

l-evel-s (Richards, 1989) . A f ower socioeconomi-c status may necessitate

frequent change of residence, Iow-quality housing that lacks safety, and

a struggle to procure food, clothing, recreaEion, education (Sprenkle a

Cyrus, l-983). These stressors distinguish single-parent families from

oEhers" (pp. 289-90). In 1978, Brown & Harris identified two risk factors

which predispose women to clinical depression: assuming a full-time

homemaker role and having children under age 14 (as cited in rillien a

Brown, L987, p.182). This is magnified for single mothers who have no or

litt1e social support networks.
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Àesociated riske to chirdren in eingle mother faniries
rt has been suggested that children in single mother families are at

risk for the intergenerational transmission of family sÈructure. Mclanahan
(1-988) summarizes three hlpoÈheses of the intergenerational effects of
family structure' These three hy¡lotheses are: economic deprivation, Èhe

socialization process and family sEress.

Ðue to the economic deprivatj-on in mother-Ied. families, daughÈers

are especial-ly at risk. Daughters in these families are more likely to
attempt to gain early adult status by teaving school and marrying before
the age of 20, increasing both their risk of divorce and single
parenthood. As a result of economic deprivation, mothers can l-ess afford
to provide thej-r daughters with educat.ional opportunities seen as

product,ive for further growth and personality development, such as

vacations and summer camps. Therefore, daught,ers are less likery Eo

complete high school and are more likely to make an early transition t.o

motherhood, as there are no rewards for remaining a child.
The socialization process hypothesis has tvio aspects to it: the

absence of the male role model, and. the presence of the singrle-mot.her
model . An absence of the mal-e rol-e model- l-ead.s to confusion in psycho

sexual deveJ-opment and personality development of the children, which
reLates to Later family instability of the child.ren t,hemselves. The

single-mother only model means t.haË the chil-dren are growing up with ¡he
idea that r'romen are independent and capable of managing a family aLone.

"This may mean less stigma attached to female family head, i11egitimate
births, artd wel-fare dependence, which contribute t,o the children,s later
out-of -wedlock birt.hs, marriage dissoluÈion, and welfare depend.encerr (p.

L4) . The hypothesis of family stress indicates thae chil-d.ren who

experienced their parents' marital d.issolution and the subsequent

disruption may be pushed ouE of their roles as children prematurely,
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forced by the necessity of having adult roles fulfil-Ied within the fami¡-y.

Hao (1994) also found t.hat the long-term negat.ive consequences for
chiLdren of single mothers incl-ude low acad.emic achíevement, dropping our
of school, teenage pregrr.ancy, delinguent behavior and wel-fare depend.ency.

Coontz (1992), on the other hand, suggests'rsome of the i1l- effects
of residence in single-parent families may result from self-fulfilling
prophecies. One review of l-iterature on single-parent families found t.hat

the only situations in which children of one-parent families suffered
losses of sel-f-esteem were those in which the famil-ies were stigmatized.
A-nother study concl-uded that, I'the negat.ive effects of achievemene of
living in a one-parent family are al-most entirely mediated by ot.her

variables, particularl-y by income" but also by effective time use on the
part. of mother and chil_d', (p. 223). Coontz acknowledges that. single
parenting is difficuLt but suggests Lhat chil-dren are resil-ient and wi-Il-

adapt, providing that measures are taken to al-l-eviate problems as Ehey

occur.

History with child welfare agencies

Kagan & Sclosberg (1989) found that single mothers typi-cal_J-y exhibit
certain behaviors in regards to chil-d welfare authorities. These behaviors
include being untrusting, suspicious, denying, impul_sive,

impatient, needy, often overwhelmed, easily frustrated, sometimes J-acking

in knowledge, J-acking in basic skilIs, unreliabte, inconsistent, and often
angry and prone to perj-odic outburst.s or tanLrums involving violence,
substance abuse, and injury (p. 4) .

swift (1995), on the ot.her hand, feels that often chird werfare
workers are 'building a case, against singl-e mothers to justify
interventions into their l-ives and the l-ives of their chi-ldren. other
authors bel-ieve that the process by which agenci-es and single mothers have

interf aced has not aJ-ways been biased against. the mot,her. They f eeJ- that
the mother has been able, in many instances, to manj-pulate the situation
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within agencies to her own purpose. Gordon (1995) feels that. sometimes,

helping agencies, characterized by women sociar workers wanting to
genuinely assist and effect change, have been taken advantage of by single
mothers. She suggests that sometimes the relationship between helping
agencies and single mothers has been mutually beneficial.

Su.nnary and analysís

Single mothers are noL a new phenomenon in society. Aut.hors have

documented that l¡¡omen having chiLdren lvithout a connection to a man who is
the father is noÈ a new phenomenon. At the start of the century, many

single mothers were immigrant and poor women. By the post-war years, many

single mothers vrere widows who \¡rere J-argely re-absorbed into Èheir

famil-ies of origin and therefore, were not very visible within society.

Teenage pregnancy although not necessarily a new phenomenon, became

seen as cenÈral- to single motherhood from the early 1960s unt,il- the 1980s.

The increase in teenage births in t,hese years, along with the amount of
Eeenage mothers making a decision to parent their children, made single
motherhood more visible. Teenage motherhood was identified as increasing

the risk of child maltreatment.

Lately, attention has again focused on singile mothers. One

explanation for the recent interest is that families Èhemselves are the

subject of much exploration by legis1at.ors, policy makers and social-

agencies. The rhetoric of the sanctity of the family and the disrupÈion of

family have made all family forms, which are not nucl-ear in nature, the

subject of scrutiny. It is possible to trace the fact that, single mother

families, as a variant family form have been stigmaÈized for centuries,

because of their obvious deviance from the two-parenE family form. There

are several characteristics Èhat combine for single mothers and keep them

within a 'catch-22' silluatj-on. Beginning with poverty, and low educational-

Ieve1s, the following characteristics: aSJe, unemplo).ment, housing,

isol-ation, sÈress and associated risks to children, form a l-ink in a
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cyclicaL chain.

There is a correlation between early pregnancy, low ed.ucational

Levels and subsequent poverÈy for \¡romen. Low educational levels, few

marketable skill-s and poverty are positively correl-ated. Socialized to see

motherhood as an ideal, as evidenced earlier, a young woman might feel
that not wanting to parent is unnatural. Socialized to care for others, to
feel that. pregnancy and motherhood are enviabl-e st,atuses for a woman and

a passport to adulthood, all unite to hast,en the beginning of a path to
single motherhood.

Helping agencies and even parents, who might initially be supportive

of a young mother might be less supportive when Ehis \^/oman exits
adol-escence or begins to have other chil-dren without the benefit of a male

partner. An initially supportive putative f ather eventually r,,¡ants to
continue his education and pursue career goals. There is no attraction to

being in a family where poverty is endemic and parenthood burdensome. Some

putat,ive fathers deny paternity and therefore, deny responsibility for
their children. A young moEher, without supports and with few marketable

skills will- have l-imit,ed options available to her¡ Social assistance will-
become a primary source of income and mothers raising children on social
assistance are among the pooresL of the poor (Kitchen, L992). Mat.ernity at
a young age wiÌl keep the woman out of school where she could attain not

only higher academic achievement but labor market skills. A paucity of

these two elements wil] keep her out of the labor force. Single mot.hers

are one of the largest group of unemployed persons in the country.

Polansky eÈ al-. (1-992) have found that single mothers are so Ìonely

that they will sometimes have Èheir children act as social buffers or Ehey

will cling to unproductive and abusive relationships with men. Because

they are fulfilling al-l- parental ro1es, maintaining all househol-d

functions and perhaps even working ouÈside Ëhe home, single mothers have

l-ess time to spend wit.h peers or wiEh their children in what has been

termed 'guality time' activities. Às such, they experience more social-
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isolation than other women.

If unable Eo spend as much time ,mothering, their children as is
seen to be necessary for the heal-thy development of children, this adds to
the burden of guilt, these women carry. If unable to have her own needs

met, the single mother feels more guilty and internal-izes this. In our

society when members are unable to meet perceived goal-s, they internalize
the source of their distress. A link has been found between materna]

depression, assuming a fu1l-time homemaker role and having children under

the age of 14. For single mothers, the associated risks of parenting alone

can magnify the possibility of depression.

Age aÈ the onseL of single mothering appears to have social,

economic, and developmental consequences for Èhe family. Conflicting
opinions are evidenced when discussing parenting ability and the age of

sj-ngle mothers. One study cited found that age of the mother and

maLtreatment of chil-dren were positively l-inked, indicating that younger

mot,hers were Less able to cope wiÈh children's behavior. Others have found

that there is no correLation between mother's age and child maltreatment.

Earlier studies on teenage pregnancy however, had indicated that the risk

of mal-treatment to children increased if the mother \^ras a teenager.

As a result of the characteristics such as poverÈy, l-ow educational-

attainment, poor housing, the risks to children within these families

increase. Mclanahan (l-988) found that children, especially daughters, in

single moÈher families, were at risk for intergenerational transmission of

family structure through such factors as economic deprivation, the

socialization process and family stress.

I^ihen speaking of an integenerational Èransmission of lifestyle, such

as Mclanahan did, a gualifying statement must be made. It is not a

del-eterious condition for young women to see single moLher families as

self-reliant. Our society prizes sel-f-reliant families. Perhaps Èhis

indicates a sign of health as opposed to pathology.

I^fhat is more rr'Jorrisome and a condition that we need to address, is
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that young \¡/omen might see motherhood as not only a lifestyle choice but

would see the resulting poverty as parÈ andparcel of t,hat lifestyle. This

then creates a further generation living in poverty, with all its
associated risks. It automaÈically assumes that the condition Merton

described as 'ritual-ism' becomes ingrained in the minds of these young

women. There would Èherefore be no need to attempt to do anything other

than what is deemed'normal-.' To do anything else is not only unsafe but,

an aÈtempt to rise above one's IoE in life.

It is simple to see how al-l these factors are linked in a cycle, one

to the other. Low educational levels usualJ-y attained by younger women

l-eads to poverty through few marketabl-e skilIs which l-eads to reliance on

social assisEance. poverty has its own attribut,es, which are present in

the lives of single mothers - poorer housing, unsafe neighborhoods, less

ability to provide the ameniÈies to enhance opportunities for one's self

and one' s chil-dren.

Research on single mothers has indicaEed that they may

have difficulEy in mothering appropriately because of unmet needs,

psychopathology or as a resul-t of a }ack of appropriate role modelling for
parenÈing when they were children. Since motherhood itself is often

associated with pathology, it should not be surprising to find that this

is a characteristic of single mother families in the literature. What.

would need to be distinguished is in whaÈ way the pathology referred to is

different from the ones associated with motherhood. Are we speaking of a

pathology apart from difficul-tsies performing the mothering role?

Difficult.y in performing a role is not pathological; it simply indicates

difficulty with the rol-e. What needs to be deEermined is the source of the

difficulty.

A review of the literature has shown thaÈ single mothers are

characterized by poverty, l-ow educational attainment, unemployment,

substance abuse, poor housing, isolation, stress as well- as a negative

history with helping agencies. It is worÈh noting Lhat poverty, coupled
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with a l-ack of social support systems, looms largely in the Lives of

single mothers. This places single mothers in a position where they are at

increased risk of neglecting their children. Due to these highly visible

characteristics and their deviations from the nuclear family, they are

considered to be unable to meet their family functions and rol-es and more

like]y to become involved with chil-d welfare agencies.
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DEMOGRJAPHICS OF SINGIJE MOTHERS IN CHILD I|IELFÀRE

This section explores case characterisÈics and single mothers'

involvement with the child welfare system. Single mothers are over

represented in chil-d weffare statistics. Due Eo the relationship between

poverty and neglect, they are more apt to be found neglectful of their

chil-dren. NeglecÈful behavior must also be defined and its impact on

single mothers assessed.

The report, Basic Issues Concerninq the Assessment of Risk in Child

Welfare Viiork, (l-995) (herein referred to as the Risk Report) provides the

resuLts of research in regards to chil-d maltreatment from child welfare

agencies in i^Iinnipeg, Thunder Bay and Ottawa-Hul-l-. The report is concerned

\,¿ith the risk of and condit,ions of maltreaEment for children. It seeks to

aid chitd welfare workers in distinguishing factors which would contribute

to child mal-treatment and increase risk. Single, female biological

caregivers were one of the famil-y types identified by Lhis research.

This report, indicates that "families headed by a singfe, biological

parent (Family Type 2) are the largest category receiving service (n =

604) with a slightty smaller number of families headed by two biological

parents (n = 575) Single female parents are most commonly invol-ved

withneglect, and, to a lesser degree, the physical abuse of children" (p.

t 6)

This report defines negilect, physical and sexual- abuse in this

manner.

Neglect: "the main definition of neglect for the research includes

the definition used for emotional abuse found in the Province of

Manitoba Child and Family Services Act (1985). "Emotional Abuse"

means acts or omissions on the part of the parent or person in whose

care a child is, which acts or omissions include but are not

restricted to:
(a) any unwillingness or inability Èo provide appropriate care,
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contro], affection or stimulation for a child;
(b) making inappropriate demands upon a child;
(c) exposing a child to frequent family violence tending to produce

permanent or long-term emotional- disability, including:

i) non-org'anic failure to thrive;

ii) developmental retardation;

iii) serious anxiety, depression or withdrawal;

iv) serious behavioraL disturbances" (p. 2).

Physical abuse: "Physical Abuserr means an act or omission

parent, guardian or person in whose care a child is, but

necessarily resÈricted to physical beating and failure to provide

reasonabl-e protection for the child from physical harm" (p. 3).

Sexual abuse: "Sexual- Abuse" is defined in the following manner:

'rSexua1 Abuseu means any exploitation of a child, whet.her consensual-

or not, for the sexual gratification of a parent of (sic) person in

whose care a child is and includes, but is not necessarily

restricted to: sexual molestation, sexual assaul-t, and the

exploitation of the child for purposes of pornography or

prostitution" (p. 3) .

The general- intake data from this report demonsÈrates that Family

Tlpe 2, female single biological caregiver, represented a total of 405 or

6ie" of cases of neglect, compared with ]-42 or 243 of physical abuse and 37

or 5% of sexual abuse (P. I7).

by
.t^

t.he

not
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Table 21 shows this comparison.

Tab1e 21

Comparison of single female bioloqical parent cases and qeneral intake

data

Sinqle female bioloqical parent.

Case Tr¡pe Number ? of total Case Trrpe Number ? of total-
General intake data

neglecL

physical
abuse

sexual-
abuse

other
total-

405

]-42

37

20

770

543

205

55

7.,573

492

35?

13?

3Z

100å

67t neglect
physical

242 abuse

sexual
6eo abuse

3r" other
604 100t total

Note: Basic fssues Concerninq the Assessment of Risk in Chil-d

I^Ielfare Work, Health Canada: Family violence prevention

division,' proj ect no . 4887 -O7 -9L-226 , p . L7

Table 22 demonstrates case distributions of abuse and neglect t)æes

by family composition.

labLa 22

Case distributions of abuse and neql-ect trrpes bv familv composition

Familv Tr¡pe

neqlect phvsical abuse sexual- abuse

F. T. 1 (total- cases :

s7s) 230 (4oZ) 2ss (44t) 73 (13?)

F.T. 2 (total cases:
604) 4Os (67È) 1-42 (24t) 37 ( 6t)
F. T. 3 (total- cases :

268) 8e (33%') es (36?) 73 (27t)

F.T. 4 (total cases:
L26) 46 (37t) s1 (4OZ) 22 (L7Z)

Note: F.T. 1: refers to those famiLies in which boÈh caregivers are

the biological parents of the child(ren).

F.T. 2: refers to those families in which the caregiver is a

single biological female parent of the chil-d(ren).
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F. T. 3 : refers to those families in which there are two

caregivers, male and female, one of Èhe caregivers is a biological parent

of Èhe chil-d(ren), and the other is noE a biological parent of the

child (ren) .

F.T. 4:. refers Èo Èhose families in which one or more extended

family member(s) or substitute parent(s) provide care to the child(ren).

This category includes all those family types that do not faII into Family

T)æe l- through 3.

Table excl-udes categories known as "other".
Basic issues concerninq the Assessment of risk in Child welfare work.

Health Canada: Family Violence Prevention Division: project number 4887-

o7-9t-226, pp. L7-22.

This table informs us that single moÈher famil-ies are, in comparison

to oÈher families, more 1ike1y to be involved wíth child wel-fare for

matters of neglect. In fact, neglect is the most common reason for child

welfare involvement and single mother family t)T)es are responsible for

almost three-guarters of all- neglect cases.

Tabl-e 23 compares chronic maltreatment data for al-l- family ty¡les by

neglect or abuse type. Chronic maltreaEment refers to cases where there

have been three or more documented insLances of abuse and/or neglect.

Table 23

Chronic maLtreatment data for all famiLv tr¡pes bv neqLect or abuse trrpe

Familv tl¡pe

F.T. 1

F.T. 2

F.T. 3

F.T. 4

neqlect
268

57L

332

1

phvsica] abuse sexual abuse

0

0

54

33

0

0

3l-

3
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Note: Basic Issues concerninq the Assessment of Risk in Child

Welfare Work. HealLh Canada: Family viol-ence prevention

division: pro-i ecL number 4BB7-O7-91-226, p- 22

This table demonstrates that, not only are single mothers more

Iikely to be invol-ved with child welfare for reasons of neglect but, that

in chronic cases, 57l- of the cases involved three or more prior instances

of neglect. It. is a much higher rate than t.Lrose of other families. Based

on the chronic mal-treatment data, single biological mothers were

represented 87+ of the time in occurrence of príor incidenLs as

perpeLrators of neglect.

When looking at single mothers, the Risk Report indicates that there

were disproport.ionately more single femal-e caregivers in this sample when

compared with the general population. The report. states "this
disproportionate distribution supports the belief that poverty is

characteristic of families with child abuse and neglect problems as sj-ng1e

femaLe caregivers are highly visrbl-e in low socioeconomic statistics. The

combination of poverty and single parenting is stressful emotional-Iy and

physically, and can result in the maltreatment of children" (p. 22).

Furt.her the report concl-udes "singÌe women who are caring for their

children alone wil-l most probably encounter the child welfare system

through probl-ems concerning neglect or, to a much lesser degree, physical

abuse .. . neglect. violates a lower priority of norm and is assumed to be

less damaging to the child Al-cohol abuse is an important.

characteristic of many persons within the child wel-fare client group and

occurs with asEonishing frequency. It is of peculiar importance with

respect to neglect, being highl-y associated with both the occurrence and

severity of instances of neglect" (p. 44).
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Famil-v Violence in Canada (!994) indicates that violence against

chiÌdren is a growing problem nationally. The definiÈions of physical
abuse, sexual abuse and physical neglect offered by Familv Viole4ce in
canada are more narrowJ-y defined than in the Risk Report. They are:

physical abuse: physical harm inflicted by a person having charge

of the child, or caused by that person's failure to care and provide

fer, or supervise and prot.ect the chiLd adeguat.ely;

sexual- abuse: sexual molestation, or sexual_ exploitation by a

person having charge of the child, or by another person where t,he

person having charge of the child knows, or should know of Èhe

possibility of molestaÈion or exploitation and fail-s to protect the

child, and

physical neglect: the failure to protect the child from physical

harm, caused by a failure Èo care and provide for, supervise and

protect the chil-d adeguately" (p. 68) .

These definitions are more limiting then the Risk Report,

definitions. They fa1l within the parameters of the Rj-sk Report

definitions and conseguenLly are comparable. Familv Viol-ence in Canada

(L994) acknowledges in their report that the definitions for physical

abuse, sexual abuse and neglect vary from province to province and not all-

provinces or hospiLals within those provinces, have the same guidelines

for assessment of whether a child is in need of protectíon.

AlEhough neglect, is a high category for single moÈhers based on the

Risk ReporÈ informaÈion, Canadian statistics do noÈ refl-ect cases of
negÌect as prominently as those cases which reflect criminal- charges. No

criminal charges are l-aid for neglect as it is not perceived to be as

serious as other forms of child maltreatment. Several- cases of child

neglect need to be documented prior to a case being made against a parent

for neglect.

Appendix B shows Canadian provinces with a breakdown of chil-d abuse

cases for the year ending March 3I, L992. This appendix reflects the
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varying reasons for opening protection cases and the various

int,erpretations given to chil-d mal-treatment, within the country. It is
astonishing to note how often child negl-ect., with its various caÈegories

is cited as reasons for intrusion into the family.
Famil-r¿ Violence in Canada (A994) states, in regards to their report

that "final decisj-on on whether injury was intentionalty inflicted was

determined by each hospital independently. All hospitals however,

excluded cases of neglect involving emotiona] abuse Ehat did not also

invol-ve physicaÌ or sexual- abuse or neglect as defined,' (p. 68) . civen the

fact that, the daLa is representat,ive of only Èhree sel-ected pediatric
hospitals in Canada, the information present.ed is comparable Eo the

picture of neglect as seen in the report., Basic Issues Concernins the

Assessment of Risk in Child Wel-fare Work (1995).

Family Violence in Canada (1994) stipulates that the greatest number

of victims of child maltreaEment fel1 between the agies of 3 and 10 years.

of child mal-treatment victims, sexual- abuse victims were ol-der on average

than victims of physical abuse or neglecL. 75t were between 3 and 10 years

of age compared wlEh 42t of children who were physically abused and 25? of
chil-dren who were neglected. This is comparabÌe t,o the Risk Report (1995)

where the younger the child, the more vulnerable Èhey seem to all forms of
maltreaEment, except in t.he case of sexual- abuse. Younger children are

particularly wulnerable to neglect and older children are susceptible to
sexual abuse. Tab1e 24 compares t,his information for Manit,oba and Canada.
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Table 24

Tvpe of abuse bv aqe of victim comparinq Manitoba and canada. 1994

Type of
mal-treatment

Neglect

Physical abuse

Sexual abuse

Total cases bv number and percentaqe

Age of child Manitoba Z * Canada Z

I to 2 years 232 30.0å B 29.62
3 to 5 years l-95 25.3% 3 11.1?
6 to 10 years t97 25.52 4 a4..Bt

1l- to 14 years 94 t2.2t 4 L4.BZ

15 to l-7 years 52 6.72 O O

L Eo 2 years 79 t4.SÈ 62 22.32
3 to 5 years 75 l_3.8? St_ 19.3?
5 to 10 years 1-69 3L.2t 67 24.1,2

l-l- to l-4 years l_35 24.9+ 37 13.3?
l-5 to 17 years 84 15.5t L2 4.32
L Eo 2 years 7 3.4t 46 8.0å
3 to 5 years 30 1,4.7t 23L 39.9t
6 to l-0 years 64 31.3? 2OL 34.7%

11 to 14 years 70 34.3? 74 LZ.BZ

15 to 17 years 33 l_6 . 1? 23 3 .9%

do not add up to 100 because of t,he elimination ofNote: *Figures

certain age groups such as ,under the age of one, which were

presenE in Canadian st,atistics buÈ not in Manitoba statistics.
Basic Issues Concerninq the Assessment of Risk in Child
l,Iel-fare Work, (l-995). Health Canada: Family Violence

Prevention Ðivision. Project Number 4BB7-07-9L-226, p. 20.

Famil-y Violence in Canada . (1-994) . pp . 7t-2

The information presented in the above Lable demonsurates the number

of pre-school and primary school age children who are victims of neglect.

This seems to be true for both Manitoba and Canada. In the category of
physical abuse, children up to the age of 10 years appear to be more

susceptible to physical abuse both in Manitoba and Canada.

In terms of sexual- abuse, a marked increase occurs both in Manitoba
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and ín Canada at the ages of 3 to 5 years and decl_ines at ages 15 to 17.

This information seems to reflect similar pat.terns however, a cautionary
note needs to be made. fn the Risk Report stat.istics, r¡re are ]ooking at a

total data set as a cross-sectional reflect.ion of child welfare
investigations. In the Fami]v Violence statistics, the picture provid.ed is
only a partial one based on selected pediatric hospital-s and. omits some

daLa in regards to abuse cat,egories laberred , combined, . rn add.it,ion, the
FamiLv Violence statistics include a category of less than 1 year which is
not refl-ected in the Manitoba Risk Report staÈistics.

Table 25 demonsÈrates, in cases of child martreatment, the type of
abuse by gender of perpetrators for Canada.

Tabl-e 25

Tvpe of maltreatment bv qender of perpetrators in Canada, 1994

Ty¡le of abuse

Total cases

Sexual- abuse

Physical abuse

Neglect
Combined

W?, **

Total cases

1048 (100?)

622 (100t)

300 (l-00å)

3s (100?)

90 (100t)

Gender of perpetrator **
Female MaIe Unknown

183 (183) 787 (752) 78 (72)

2e (st) 564 (er-?) 2s (4?)

s4 (31?) L62 (s43) 44 (1så)

2L (s8?) 13 (36?) 2 (6Zj

3e (432) 48 (s3?) 3 (4?)

78 cases where gender of perpetrator was unknown.

Familv Violence in Canada (t994) . p. 90

What r^¡e see f rom this table is a simil-ar situation to that
documented in the Risk Report. Men are over represented as perpetrators in
the total- number of child abuse cases, except in the caÈegory of neglect

where \¡¿omen are responsible for 58t of aII the cases. The Risk Report

demonstrates how single mot,hers, in particuJ-ar, are responsible for the

majority of cases involving neglect of children.
Another report examines child wel-fare across the country. Child

welfare in Canada (L994) reports that, far L99t/92, Manitoba had a tot.al
of 2,140 reports of child maltreaÈment. Of these, 5.8? were cl-assified as
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non-organic failure t,o thrive and emotional abuse, which are incl-uded. in

the definition of neglect. Of these cases of maltreatment, L6.3% were

attributed t,o the mother of the chil-d. Tabl-e 26 compares all cases of

child mal-treatment that wouLd be included under the definit.ion of neglect

as outlined in the Risk Report for the year ending March 31, rggz.

Table 25

Child maltreatment cases opened because of neqlect bv province and qender

of perpetrator, if ident.ified

Province Neqlect as ? of cases perpetrator
Newfoundland emotional: 9.5? unknown

Prince Edward Island no information listed no information
l_ isted

Nova Scotia abuse & neglect : 69 .44 mother: 6.5?
New Brunswick neglect: 37 .6t unknown

2.6T of cases are children in care as
result, of neglect

Quebec total neglect : 7 ,835 cases unknown
48.3"6 of all cases opened
56,42 resulted in court order

Onbario emotional z 2.63 unknown

Manitoba non-organic failure Èo Lhrive: 0.5? mot.her: 16.3?
emoti-ona1: 5.3?

Saskatchewan physical neglect : 2 .2"'t unknown
emotional: l-.0?
domestic violence : .9"'t

Alberta neglect: 22.41 unknown

British Columbia emotional: 4.4* unknown
neglect: 8.9?

Yukon neglect: 35.5? unknown

Northwest Territories neg'lect z 63.2t unknown
in care because of neglect: 30.9?
parental al-cohol abuse: 3.9?
unable to supervise: 12.9+
financial/inadequat,e housing: 3.5?
parent's emotional illness: 6.7*

Not.e: Child Welfare in Canada: The Role of Provincial and Territorial Authorities

in cases of Child Abuse: Federal-provincial working group of Child and

Family Services Informat.ion. EnÈire reporL.

Clear1y, neglect is variously defined throughout Canada. EguaIJ-y

clear is the facE thaE neglect, constituËes a greaL deal of the child
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welfare v/ork that. is conducted in every province. Neglect is not clearly
defined and seems to include many catsegories.

Specific t,o Manitoba, the annual report of ManiÈoba Fami-}y Services

for 1-990/91 demonstrates that children aged 4 to 10 years of age were Èhe

most wulnerable in all cases of child mal-treatment. Female chil-dren were

more vulnerable than male children to all forms of maltreaEment (p. 65).

This is somewhat different from the information in the Risk Report and

Familv Violence in Canada where it is apparent, that younger children,
usually pre-schoolers, are at risk for neglect while girls are more

vulnerable to sexual abuse and boys to physical abuse.

In the L99O/9L Manitoba Family Services annual reporL, of the

reasons for abuse investigaÈions, non-orgianic fail-ure to thrive, seen as

a form of neglect, accounted for .452 of al-I cases. Physical abuse

accounted for 39.2'" of all cases and sexual- abuse for 51.2t of all cases.

Not clearly delineaLed, is the cat,egory known as oÈher, into which fe1l
3.6å of cases.

In the L993/94 annual reporÈ of Manitoba Family Services, the age

and gender of children based on maltreatment t)T)e are noted, wiEh t.he same

t,rend evidenL as in the L99O/9L annual reporL, in terms of risk of
maltreatment and gender. There is no mention in this annual- report of

cases of neglect. Only sexual and physical abuse cases are listed.

Su.Emary and analysJ-s

The report Basic Issues Concerninq the Assessment, of Risk in Child

Wel-f are l,Íork ( l-995 ) , ref erred to as the Risk Report in Èhis thesis ,

provides the resulÈs of research in regards to child maltreatment from

chil-d welfare agencies in Winnipeg, Thunder Bay and Ottawa-Hul].

The Risk Report indicat.es Ehat families headed by a single, female

biological parenE are the largest group receiving service and that they

are mosE commonly involved wit,h neglect,. The definitions used for

categories of child maltreatment, i.e., neglect, physical abuse and sexual-
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abuse, in the report are those which are found in the Child and Famity

Services Act, of Manitoba (l-985) .

What is apparenÈ from the research conducted is that single female

biological family t)¡pes are over represented in al-l- cases of neglect of
children. Of a t,otal of 604 cases involving single mothers, there are 405

or 67t of these which invoLved neglect. Relative to other family t)æes,

single mother famil-ies \¡¡ere responsible for the majority of cases of
neglect of children. Sing1e mothers families largely surpassed all other

family t)G)es in this category.

fn the category labell-ed chronic neglect, singJ-e mother families
\¡/ere responsible for the most cases, 57L or 87? of aII chronic neglect

cases. Chronic neglecÈ is defined as cases where there have been t.hree or

more documented instances of abuse and/or neglect. In t.he chronic data,

single mothers were responsible only for the neglect of chil-dren and not

at all for the physical and sexual- abuse of chil-dren.

The Risk Report sÈaÈes that, t.here appears to be a correlation
between poverty, al-cohol abuse and neglecÈ of chiJ-dren, especially for

single mot,hers. The Risk Report (1-995) states that, alcohol- abuse occurs

with astonishing frequency and is of particular importance with respect to

neglect, being highly associated with both the occurrence and severity of

inst.ances of neglecÈ (p. 44). This informat.ion is correlated with earlier

information from other research which indicaÈes that one of the traits of

single mother families is their involvement with substance abuse.

As comparison, a report entit.led Familv Viol in canada (1994)

indicates that violence against children is a growing problem nationally.

Although presenting material from three selecÈed pediatric hospitals,

Famil-v Violence in Canada presents a similar concern for the neglect of

children. The picture of neglect for chil-dren demonstrates that mothers

are responsible for the majority of neglect cases - 58? of all cases of

neglecË. This is an astonishing percentage when one considers how under

represented women are in other cat.egories of child maltreatment such as
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physical and sexuaL abuse.

Child WeLfare in Canada (Lgg4-) also examines cases of child
mal-treatment, across the country. It refl-ects the large number of child
welfare case openings as a resul-t of neglect issues. Child welfare
statistics show that the majority of child welfare investigations are

opened under the auspices of neglect. Child neglect. is a complex issue

with a variety of definitions. Different, provinces have defined neglect, in
various ways and this leads to confusion with the substantiation of a

case. Society's and child welfare's confusion over the meaning of neglect

creates an environment where those who are deviant from the nucLear family
norm become most susceptible to the title of neglect. SingJ-e mot.her

families are especiatly vulnerable to being labe1led as neglectful due to
their high level- of poverty, social isol-at.ion and deviance from the

nuclear family.
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THE OUESTION OF NEGLECT IN CHII,D WEI,F.A,RE

As demonstrated in the previous section, single mothers are over

represented in neglect statistics. A review of the neg]-ect literature
shows that singre mothers, highry visibl-e due to poverty, are most often
victims of societaL prejudice and labelled as deviant from the nuclear

family. They then are mosÈ vurnerable Èo charges of neglect. single
mothers found guilty of neglect by child welfare reflects clearly our

society's belj-ef in an ideal of motherhood. And how women who parent alone

are suspecf as parents.

Líterat,ure review

CampbeÌÌ (1991) (as quoted in Callahan and Lumb, 1995), in a study

on child welfare, in Brit,ish Co1umbia, indicated that 't f emal-e single

parents coming into contact. v¡it.h chiLd welfare services are poorer, have

less education, and are more like1y to be on social assistance than their
t\,¡o-parent counterparts. Further, children in single-parent homes are more

1ikely to come into care for reasons of neglect or failure-to-protect than

forabuse" (p.801).

Neglect represents a large measure of what. social workers in child
welfare are pre-occupied wit,h. All information gathered from provincial

and national reports tells us that single mothers form t,he majority of

neglect cases. I¡ihat constitutes neglect in child welfare cases? How is it
distinguished from other forms of child maltreatment?

fnterestingly, of all- forms of chiLd maltreatment, child neglect ls

most closely related to the social- and ì-egaI insEitutions developed to

address iL. It was concern for neglectsed children which lead Eo the

development. and implementation of the first chil-d welfare laws and chitd

welfare agencies. Neglect appears to remain an efusive category of child

maltreatment. Not as easy to invest,igaÈe and immediately document as are

physical and sexual- abuse, it is difficult Eo act on unl-ess instances of
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it are repeated. Negl-ect, as a form of mar¿reatment, has serious

consequences for parents and children. It has been positively correlated
with poverty and is the most prevalent form of child maltreatment and yeÈ,

it remains in t.he background of child wel-fare concerns.

The report Focus on Child NeqLect (:--992) posits that ',negl_ect is a

l-ess visible and less dramatic form of chil-d maltreatment; neglect is
crosery l-inked Èo the much more daunting problem of chird poverty,- and

neglect is a poorly defined concept, and one that has been criticized as

a negat,ive parent-blaming label" (p. v) .

Stokes (1985) sEaLes that some of the problem wit.h the definition of
neglect has come from legal- stat,isticians who have lumped child abuse and

neglect together. However, "their principal purpose t.heoretically is Èo

serve as guidelines for judicial action, and to establish a threshol-d for
action, thereby implying what is acceptable and unaccept.able parenting.

overall-, they identify Èhe perpeLrat,ors and stipulate when interventions
will Eake p1ace. From the perspective of medical and socia} service

officials, the words rrabuser¡ and "negIect" are just diagnostic terms that
identify a condition and help prescribe a treatment" (p. 54).

Rose & Meezan (l-993) inform us that',neg'lect. was originally
conceptual-ized as an omission on the part, of the parent that led to a lack

of adequate care for the child. Implied in the definition was the lack of

deliberate intent on the part of a parent or caretaker to harm Èhe child.
A parent may not, have intended such omissions to resul-t in harm Lo the

child and may even have assumed that these omissions were beneficial or

would not affect the child's developmentrr (p. 280). They argue that the

ambiguity of the definition of neglects has ultimately bewildered our

search for a comprehensive understanding and further, our professional

undersLanding of what. constiÈutes neglect.

They further argue, that, although different definitions of neglects

have been put forward since the monumental study of neglect conducted by

Leontine Young in 1967, the definit.ions of negJ-ect are varied and contain
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many different parts. rn this way, the paucity of meanings attached to
neglect invite varying definitions from child weLfare workers who

ult.imately make judgements.

They indicate that famities who have severely neglected. Èheir
children in the past are one of the most difficul-t populations to work

with through the current service models. They suggest that, unress

programs are designed with a specific definition of neglecÈ in mind, tha¡

"many famil-ies will continue to find it difficult to funcÈion aE their
optimal l-eve], and marginal famiries wiÌl, in greaLer numbers, be unabre

to meet minimal societal- expectations for the care of their chil-dren,' (p.

288).

swift (1995) argues that
marginalizes those groups at

category of neglect further
edge of society, such as single

the

Ehe

mothers who, by definition, are already stigmatized in the

legislat,ion and administration of child welfare agencies. She states

thaL although poverty is posit,ively correlated with negl-ect, the

issue of neglect, invariably resolves itself into one of personal

problems...there are two historic formul-ations of neglect. One, upon

which legislation was originally based, posits parents as members of
the unworthy poor. The second is a social formation posing parents

as confronting structural problems beyond their control. These

remain the basic explanations of neglect in contemporary

discourse...In its theoretical base, the profession has always

linked explanations of poverty to ideas of 'a weakness of will and

poverty of the spirit'. (Loch, L906, quoted in rTones, L9i9). Studies

conclude that al-though poverty and social deprivation are important

factors in neglect, the personality features of mothers are

primarily causal factors (pp. 88-9).

Gil (1970); Polansky et âf, (L972 e. 1992) and,Jones and McNeeIy

(1980) have all emphasized Èhe mother's personal traits as primary causes

of neglect of her children, while Swift (1995) and Gordon (t992) document.
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inpoverty as a major factor, making the mother an unwilling accomplice

the neglect of her children.

Most of the literaÈure and research surrounding the case of neglect

very clearly harbors a gender bias. Tn a 1980 study, Scott states ',mothers

of abused children, rather than abusers were sel-ected for this sÈudy,

since it is hypothesized that the mother plays a signj-ficanÈ role in
abuse, whether she injures the child herself or fails to protect him from

another abuser. .. {other researchers} have suggested that Èhe pattern of

mothering in adul-t life probably has its roots in early infancy, and have

attributed t.he cause of child abuse to a derailment of the mothering

function" (p. 131). In this sÈaÈement, the moÈher is seen as neglectful by

her faiLure to protecE her child from the harm inflicted by the abuser of

the child. Yet the child has clearly suffered mal-treatment at the hands of

an abuser other than the mother. The logical question becomes: why was

the abuser not studied? Is it perhaps that our ideal- of motherhood cannot

a]l-ow that a t¡roman mighu be powerless to protect her child or that it is

seen as 'unnatural' for a mother to aLlow her child to be hurt? When we

speak of failure-to-protect, are we really looking at an ideal of what we

believe constitutes mother love?

Gordon (L992) states "because men spend, on Ehe whole, so much less

time with children than do women, what is remarkable is noË that women are

violent toward chil-dren but that men are responsible for nearly half of

Lhe child abuse. But women are always implicated because even when men are

the culprits, women are usual-Iy the primary careLakers who have been, by

definition, unable to protecÈ Ehe children" (p. 289).

Swift (1995) states

the issue of child neglect highlights the dual role Èhat single

mothers have always faced as breadwinners and caregivers, a dilemma

mediated but certainly not resolved by the induction of Mothers'

Pensions. Files demonstrate how mothers tried Èo cope, and how these

efforts could be thwarted by chil-d welfare autshoritíes. Women who
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took jobs were unable to supervise their children, while those in
overcrowded housing r¡/ere subj ect to constant scrutiny by Eheir

neighbours. . . those who sought rel-ationships outside of marriage were

considered immoral by child welfare authorities (p. 79) .

The scrutiny of single mothers in child welfare seems to continue to

this day. Margolin (L992) conducted a study on v/hy single mother, s

boyfriends \,rere over represented in child welfare statistics. She

concl-uded that the man in the síngle mother's life, common-law or

otherwise, if noË the biological father of her chJ-1dren, has no status

within the family. This contributes to a growing discomfort, as he has no

funct,ional role Eo play. In addition, he will see himself as the authority

figure, as iÈ is an ascribed role for men, regardless of their status

within the family.

Margolin furt,her sEaLes Lhat, these men are noL considered legitimate
family members and therefore, neighbours are more apË to report them to

child wel-fare authorities for alleged offenses against children. fn turn,

child wel-fare workers are more apÈ to check these complaints swiftly and.

may reguire less subsÈantiation of a child abuse complaint.

However, Gelles and Lancaster (L987) in a study from Hamilton,

Ontario found that "children living with single mothers experience a risk

of abuse that is subsLantially elevated over that in Èwo natural-parent

househofds. In our Hamilton study, among 13 abused children living with

single mothers a male was the identified perpetrator in 11 cases. Only two

of these were putative natural fathers of the victims. Thus the threat to

chil-dren wiÈh single mothers seems to be: men other t,han their fatherst'

(pp. 223-4). They found that risk to chil-dren diminished with age, but,

they could noÈ attribute Èhis Èo reporting biases or to socioeconomic

status. The important factor seemed to be the facE that the male was not

the father of the child.

Swift (1995) states that a number of conditions could bring a family

to the attention of child welfare authorities but that neglect v¡as
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confined almost so1ely to the female domain of home and child care.

Callahan (L993) states that "caring for children is not viewed. as highly
skilled or important work but as something that vromen ought to be able Eo

do nat.uralty. Thus, the crucial aspect.s of child welfare work - helping
parents, particularly mothers, with child care - is similarly devalued"

(p. 7s) .

Cal-l-ahan goes on to sEate that "there is a final j-rony regarding the

invisibil-ity of work: workers have the mandate to investigate mothers for
their inability to "parenttr, work that is also largely invisibl-e. Paren¡s,

usualÌy mothers, are judged largely on the invisibl-e aspects of their
work: the chil-dren's health, clothing, behavior, eLc. The guality of the

transactions bet\¡reen mothers and children are largely invisibÌe and can be

similarly devalued. Workers are expected to record evidence of rrpoor

parentingtr. Successful efforts are not. necessarily identified or recorded"

(p. 80).

Armitage (1993) concludes that

child welfare has always been associaÈed with relative disadvantage

and with middle-class views on the ríght way to l_ive and raise

chil-dren. The origins of chil-d welf are rel-ied heavily on the

distinction between the "deserving' poor", who raised their children
in an honest and thrifty poverty and who knew thej-r place in
society, and Ehe "undeserving poorrr, who prostituted, drank,

commiEÈed criminal- offences, and raised their chil-dren for a

similarly "dissolute" lifestyle. The concepL of saving the children

and changing the children, both for their good and for the

prot,ection of society, was present in Èhe Lhinking of at least some

early chil-d wel-fare policymakers and practitioners (p. 39) .

Abramovitz (L988) states

nineteenth-century thinkers also linked poverty to their perception

of a family's abilit,y to carry out its reproductive and maintenance

functions. Families whose poverty prevenÈed them from realizing the
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family ethic frequently v¡ere judged tso be unfit parents. Charity

workers held that. children of the poor, "are not always cursed by

poverty princj-pally but by the ungoverned appetites, bad habits, and

vices of their parents. " The presence of the children of working

parents hustling in the streets became evidence that. poverty and

crime derived from improper family life rather than the unsavoury

living and working conditions of industrial capitalism. The soLution

was to tear families apart. The Boston CharityAid Society sought to

remove as many children as possibl-e from such conditions by placing

them in families where "the habits of industry and good orderrr would

be encouraged. (p. 145).

The Risk Report (L995) states

there are disproporEionately more single female caregivers

represented in this sample when compared with the general

population. This disproportionaEe distribuÈion supports the belief

that poverty is characteristic of families with chil-d abuse and

neglect problems as single female caregivers are highly visibLe in

l-ow socioeconomic statisEics. The combination of poverty and single

parenÈing is stressfuf emotionally and physically, and can result in

the malt.reatment of children (p. 22) .

Swift (1995) argues that child weLfare's ignoring of and consigning

poverty t.o individual pathology has not al-lowed a worthwhile analysis of

how neglect and poverty are linked. She st,ates thaÈ child welfare workers

are wel-} ar^¡are of the l-ink between poverty and neglect. By choosing to

blame poor mothers for their inabiliEy to meet a societal standard,

effective intervenÈions have been impeded. Swift argues that middl-e class

parents will not be judged to be neglectful by workers but Èhat poor

single moEhers wiII.

Sururary and analyeis

Child welfare literature demonstrates that single mothers are most

often involved with child welfare authorities as a resulL of neglect.
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Since neglect makes up a large portion of child welfare cases it is

crucial that child welfare workers have a clear understanding of what

constitutes neglect. Unfortunately its definition is shrouded in elusive

concepLs and conflict.ing positions. There are several reasons for
neglect's nebulous status. One is that neglect is difficulÈ to document

unless instances of it are repeaÈed or it becomes prominent in a parent's

interaction with the child in a public sphere. Usually, in child welfare,

neglect is not acted upon unless it has been repeat,ed. Single mot,her

families are vulnerable to being labelled as neglectful due to their low

socioeconomic status. This is evidenced by the number of chiLd neglect.

cases or those categorized as fail-ure to protect on the part of the

mothers which feature poverty as the distinguishing characteristic.

Mothers are in a "catch-22" position in siÈuations of neglect. This

implicates them as eit,her maltreating or failing to protect children from

mal-treatment. This is a clear refl-ection of the notions of mother as the

repository for al-I the child's ilIs illustrated earlier. There is a

definite link between poverty and neglect. Because single mothers are

poor, they are more likely to be found guiJ-Ly of neglectful behaviors.

This reflects the bel-ief that poverty is a personal problem.

The concept of neglect has caused considerabl-e debate in child

welfare research. Neglect. and poverty cannoÈ be seen as separaLe from one

another. It has been cl-early demonstrated thaE single motherhood often

results in poverty and that poverty is an integral parE of neglect. Some

children are neglected by single mothers. Hovtever, single motherhood and

neglect are not s)mon)¡mous and child welfare needs to look at societal

structures, sexism and prejudice to develop a critical consciousness.
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CHILD !{ELFÀRE IÌiITERVEÌi¡:TIONS WITH STNGLE MOÎHERS

Single mothers are considered to be deviant from the t,raditional
family norm. They are also over represented in child welfare stat.istics.
It is important to examine the child welfare interventions with these

families to assess whether they are meeting the needs of these families.
Child weLfare as a representative of society maintains the view of the

nucl-ear family as the norm and provides interventions which reflect this
view. Interventions that have been attempted with single mothers wiLl- be

reviewed, (a) by looking at the ideological foundations upon which the
j-nterventions rest; (b) by exploring the history of single mothers and

interventions within chil-d welfare, and (c) by examining the specific
inLerventions used and their effecÈiveness.

Foundatíone

Prior Lo examining int,erventions, it, is important to look aE the

foundations on which those intervenÈions resÈ. It is first importanÈ to

understand that policies designed with a specific intervention in mind,

hoLd a doct.rine as to what the family means within society. Under the

rubic of intervention programs in child welfare, lie two assumptions about

famil-ies. The f irst is E.hat the nucl-ear family, as evidenced by the

heterosexual roles of breadwinner/homemaker wiÈh children is the standard

against which we judge all family inÈeract,ions. This has 1egal,

anthropologi-cal and sociological precedents, which I will present in an

overview at this time.

In a legaI sense, Fineman (1995) staÈes that there are core

assumpt,ions inherent in our current social and cultura1 norms about the

family as an insEitut,ion, and these assumptions have tremendous impact on

how familíes are viewed. Hist,orically, Fineman asserts, for a family to

qualify as a foundational relaÈionship, a heterosexual union had t,o be

1egally privileged through marriage.
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Current child welfare legislation points to the famiJ-y as a basic
social unit. Manieoba's Child and Family Services Act (1985) states ,'the

family is the basic unit. of society and its wel-l--being should be supported

and preserved. The family is Lhe basic source of care, nurturance and

acculÈuration of children and parents have the primary responsibility to
ensure the well-being of their chiLdren" (S-M 1). The Child and Fami1y

Services Act (1985) defines family in such a v¡ay that the individual
practice of social- workers may encompass more than the 1egal definition,
to incl-ude extended family. Other precedents remain, however.

The anthropologicaÌ precedent \¡ras set by, among others, Georg'e

Murdock (1948) who offered a definition of family that exerÈed great

influence on our society. Murdock contended t,hat since extended and

polygamous famiLies are builÈ around affiliations between nuclear groups,

the nuclear family is a universal social- grouping characterized by a

socially sanctioned sexual function and children.

Swift, (1995) states "this nucl-ear family as an ideal of adult tife
and childrearing, as Michele Barrett and Mary McInEosh (t982) forcefully
show, has become all-encompassing. The family is romanticized by the media

and structured into all forms of soci-al- organizat,ion" (p. 252). If the

nucl-ear family is t.he standard by which e/e make judgements, than all other

forms of family will- Lack an elemenE by their need for nucl-ear formation.

Within the family lies a difficulÈy in role fulfillment. The family

is one of the few groups to which societ.y gives a legal mandate Èo use

physicaÌ force against its members. It is also expected to provide a

sanctuary for love, security and the nurturance of its members, based on

a'minj-mal standard of care'by which parenting behavior is found

acceptable or unacceptable. The 'minima] standard of care' measures the

physical as well as Ehe emotional maintenance of a child. It would include

such items as cleanliness, freedom from physical disease; dental care,'

feelings of affect.ion towards the chil-d, eÈc. I¡7here the use of physical

force is seen as accept.able, the mj-nimal standard of care also insisÈs
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that physical punishment. not exceed level-s seen as acceptable. The

conflicting roles a famiLy is expect,ed to fulfiLl- can make these S¡roups

voLati]e especial]y when the standards of a parent are in confl-ict with
those of society.

The second underlying assumption about families, is that when we are

speaking of the'normal- functioning of a family,'we are judging the
performance of the mother wit.hin that funcÈion, as we are unable to gauge

the emotional- work that men do within families. This has been both

explicit and implicit. The role of caregiver has been ascribed to women

through the last. two centuries and been supported by theories of magernal

attachment such as Bowlby's. ft has come to be understood that women are

naturally better suited Eo Èhe care of chil-dren through a biological,
inst.inctual process. Therefore, hre are always assessing how a woman d.oes

her job of mothering, based on the ideals provided by various social
scientists over t.he centuries.

Arthough research reported indicates 'family functioning, , the bulk
of the intervention focuses on maternal behavior. Imber-Bl-ack (1986)

states rt the frequent.ly unexamined philosophical underpinnings of the

various agencies that current,ly provide human services reflect double-

binding attitudes that simulÈaneously hold the nucl-ear family - and.

women's traditional place in it - sacred and btame women either for
becoming rroverj-nvolved" or for departing from this arrangement via work,

divorce, or nev¡ family forms. Only \¡romen are the suggested consumers of
the offering of larger helping systems. This tendency to reframe problems

as belonging Lo the woman often unwittingly alIies J-arger systems with

forces in the family that, are also defining the problem this way,' (pp. ze-

Webb-Watson (1988) says 'rwomen more freguent.ly are the focus of
treatment and as such are oft.en offered multiple services. Family

therapists who refer or accept referraLs of women as part of a multiple
system treatmenÈ process highlight the assumptions Èhat women are most
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often the ones who need Lo changed as well as the ones who are 1ess

competent to handle their problems" (p. ]-49).

Upon these two presumptions rest the four maj-n ideas from which

interventions are built: intrapsychic difficulty,/personal deficiency
theory,' social- learning Èheory; the social int.eraction theory, and the

ecological perspective. Recent1y, behind some intervention attempts are

feminist theories, which will be examj-ned as well.

Intrapeychíc difficulÈy/pereonal deficiency Èheory

The int,rapsychic difficul-ty or personal deficiency theory in social
work clearly has its identification with the medical modet. In this
theory, it is beLieved that an individual parent,s to Ehe level- of which

they are capable, based on theír family of origin experiences. Any

fail-ure to parent to societal- standards is seen as a personal deficiency
on the part of the parent.

'Jones and McNeely (1980) felt that chil-d neglect and maltreatment

may be due more to a deficiency in mothers nurturing knowledge than to
purposeful behaviors aimed at harming the chiId. They conÈend that
inadequacies of parenting knowledge sÈem from a "g'eneration-to-generation"
lifestyle in which "chil-dren who are deprived of a normal home life grow

up into parents unable Lo provide a normal home l-ife for their chil-dren.

The importance of breaking such a cycle is irrefut,abLe and underscores

intervention procedure" (p. 566) . They furLher state that punitive

interventions, designed to shame and threaten mot.hers were used to force

mothers to provide a more adequate leveÌ of physical care for their

chil-dren. Implicit in these interventions was the message that abuse and

neglect. of children were due to maternal deprivat,ion.

The personal deficiency Èheory has three primary assumptions: (1)

the abusive parent has an intrapsychic difficulty; (2) this difficulty

becomes apparent in t.he parent/chil-d relaEionship, and (3) the cause of

the difficulEy is related to Èhe parent's own abuse as a chiLd. Programs
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designed on the basis of this theory wilL attempt to change the parent.

There have sometimes been added components of attempts to change fuÈure

directions for the chil-d. In most cases, the further focus rests on the

mother as opposed to the father. Even if che father is cl-early the abuser

of the children, the mother will be examined for her inability to protect

them - her failure to protect.

Numerous studies have been conducted on the mother's personal

difficulties in ful-fill-ing her role. Polansky, DeSaix and Sharl-in (1972)

described four Èy¡les of neglectful mothers' (a) apat.het,ic-futile mothers,'

(b) impulse-ridden moEhers; (c) reactive depressed mothers and (d)

psychotic mothers. They suggest that there is a cycle of neglect which

derives from the moLher's own infantilism, generat.ed by her own parenEs.

Tn a related study ín l-992 study, Polansky, Gaudin and Kj-lpatrick, found

that neglectful mothers were lacking in relatedness, impulse control,

confidence and verbal- accessibilitsy.

Butler, Radia and MagnaLta (L994) studied maternal- compliance to

court-ordered assessmenÈ in cases of child maltreatment. The primary

focus of their study were mothers who were disputing custody under the

Ontario Child and Family Services Act. Of the 82 cases they studíed, 60 of

these were single mothers applying for custody after the apprehension of

their children. They blamed some of the resistance to court-ordered mental

heaÌth assessments as stemming from anÈisocial tendencies on the part of

mothers as well as the amount of family viol-ence that. was present in these

women's lives, which is suggestive of high levels of stress. The amount. of

violence perpetrated against these women was not further investigatsed as

a cause of some of their resistance and how this affected Èheir coping

abilities, their mental healt.h staEus or their ability to have their

children returned to them.

. . . these women were at risk for abuse buÈ had not actually abused

their children. NonetheLess, there appears to be emerging evidence

that parentaf antisociaL behavior is relaÈed Eo problems in spousal
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relationships and parenting that have serious impacts on family
functioning and child adjustment. (Capaldi & Patterson, 1991-,. Lahey,

Hartdagen, Frick, Mcburnette, Connor, & Hynd, 19Bg) (p. 209).

The intrapsychic theory is often criticized for what it lacks, that
is, an analysis of conditions of violence for women, and an ignorance of
women's socioeconomic staEus \,¡ithin t,he family. Behind the androgynous

title - parent - is the illusion that we are studying 'family functioning'

when what \^re are studying is 'maternal- functioning'.

Because of its widespread use and underpinnings within our social

work practices, many feminist authors take issue with this theory.

Traditionally, argues Swift (1995) all student.s of neglect agree thaL

poverty seems to be a consistent theme in the lives of neglectful mothers.

Rather t.han seeing this as a social-environmental- condition, she sÈaÈes

that it is seen as evidence of psychological inadeguacies on the part of

the moÈher, which then justifies intervention into her life.

rTones (L980) states that a set of theories which at,tributes the

problems of a working-class residuum to their character and upbringing

clearly sustains the individualized and educative approach of social-

casework. This is noÈ the case when those problems are att,ributed to the

social structure and relations of capiEalism. "Social work education

despite iEs liberal facade is not in any oEher business than trying to

produce a group of people who will be strong, seLf-disciplined and

trustworthy, to be 'guardians of the social trust"' (p. 83).

Conversely, Wharf (l-985) feels thaÈ poverÈy on its owrr is not a

sufficient explanation for the maltreatment of children. However, he

sÈaLes that "psychological explanations also lack clarity. Parents who

were t.hemselves neglected as chil-dren and have ]ow feelings of self-

esteem, a limited capacity to share and care, and a slight tolerance for

stress are most like1y to neglect and abuse tsheir children. BuÈ terms such

as "sel-f-esteem't and a "Low tolerance for stressI are vague and imprecise

and invite differíng judgements from professionafs" (p. 203)'.
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The other criticism of this theory is that it does not explain
resiliency of children and adul-ts. It does not take into account those

parents who might have psychological impairments and stitl are not

neglectful or abusive towards their children. It does not look at children
who suffer abuse and. d.o not go on Lo abuse. Nonetheless, intrapsychic
difficulties remain at. the heart of many att,empted intervenEions.

Social Learning Èheory

The social learning theory was formulated by Bandura in 1973 Tzerlg,

,fackson & Karlson (l-991) state "Bandura (L973) asserts Ehat Iearnj-ng

principles are sufficient to explain the development and maintenance of
human behavior. fn addition to classical and operant conditioning, the

social contexE and observational learning are considered crucial Èo

understanding behavior. OÈher people, starting with one,s own parents,

serve as important models that provide valuabl-e learning experiences. The

most influentia] models are the family, the subcul-ture, and mass media"

(p. e4) .

Social learning theory rests on two assumpt.ions. The first is that
children exposed to aggression and violence as a form of conflict
resolution, within families, will internal-ize Èhese patterns of
interaction and repeat them in subsequent conflictual situat.ions as

adul-ts. "ChiLdren who wiUness interparent,al- viol-ence may be at risk for
developing dysfunctional- coping and interpersonal problems strategies thaÈ

may directly affect their interpersonal relationships and academic

performances" (Kratcoski, 1982, as quoted in Tzeng, ,Jackson & Karlson,

1991).

The second assumption incorporaÈes cultural- and societal- norms. This

assumption states that the cultural norms and values of our socieÈy

approve of violence t.oward children and adults and are prevalenL, as

indicated by our general acceptance of violence coupled with marit.al and

childrearing techniques. A common conductor of viol-ence is avail-abLe
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through the media. 'rIn regard to the impact of televised violence, Lhe

evidence from both correlational and experimental- studies indicaÈes that
it l-eads to a modest increase in aggressive behavior and desensitization
to violence " (Myers , l- 9I3 ,. Eron, ]-987 , as quoted in Tzeng, ,Jackson &

Karlson, 1-99l- , p. l-98).

It is generally unspoken but,, there appears to be an underst.anding

that there is an acceptable level of violence in society and that to go

beyond thaÈ, constitutes having gone too far, or becoming unacceptable.

Because of the cul-tural sanct,ioning of physical punishment, within the

family, mentioned earlier, this lays the groundwork for some parents to go

beyond the accepted l-evel- of violence in our society. We sanction physical
punishment for the larger good of our chil-dren. Biblical interpreta¡ion
has been lent to this so that the sanction appears Eo come from God - to

spare the rod will spoil the chil-d.

straus, Gelles and St.einmetz (1980) found that. "on occasion when we

have publicly defined spanking and slapping children as violent acts, we

have received numerous letters and telephone caLls from people betonging

to fundament,alist religious organizations. Our callers and letter wrj-ters

criticized us for terming spankings "viorent". They supported their
argument,s with biblical quotations which said that parents have the God-

given right to punish Èheir children physically. Members of fundamentalist

religious groups brought their beliefs {before the South Carol-ina

legislature) and said that the Bible gave parents the right to ',bend the

will of their children" (p. 137).

Any interventions based on the social- learning model wil-l- seek to

re-educate at,-risk parents and children about the concepts of

socialization. ft is bel-ieved that parents can be Eaught new, better
sEress-coping skills and communication meLhods Èo enhance Eheir parenting

abilities. InÈernalized messages can be altered to provide messages that
are more in keeping wit.h societal norms and val-ues.

The criticism of this theory is that iL does not accounÈ for
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individual genetic or biological infl-uences thaÈ would also shape decision
making processes and behavior. fL fails to account for the chj-Id,s
developmental sÈages and characterisÈics in determining the extent to
which the child's personality is shocked by witnessing aggressive acts.
Thereby it fails to explain resiliency and those who do not maltreat, no

matter their childhood experiences. Tzengt, ilackson & Karlson (1991) feel-

that this theory shoul-d be expanded to address many issues on emotional

{psychologicali abuse, including it,s definitions, etiology, prevention,

and evaluation (p. 98) .

The eocial interactíon theory

The socia} interaction theory has t.hree components to it, analyzed

from a social- psychological perspective: parental factors, child relat.ed

factors in the family and social factors. viol-ence is seen as a response

to a particularly stressful sit,uation and some famil-ies, by virtue of
their situaÈion in the social structure, suffer greater stress Ehan other

families and hence, violence becomes an integral part of their coping

pauLerns.

Coupled with family stress theory, iE is hypothesized Èhat there are

three main sources of stress: (1) lack of parental resources, evidenced

by J-ack of educational- and occupational opporbunities, and a depressed

Ieve1 of socioeconomic status; (2) situational problems in Èhe family,
evidenced by marit.al difficulties and lack of support for spouses, amongi

other t.hings, and (3) the child's own difficuJ-t,ies, which predispose the

child to parenÈal- maltreatmenL.

In this theory, environmental stressors such as poverty, social
cl-ass, values of the community and structural- stress fact.ors are seen as

some of the causes of child maltreatment. A]1 of these elements, sometimes

with the added component of parental intrapsychic difficul-ty can ]ead to

child mal-treaEment. The social- interaction model emphasizes the

interactions of the members of the family and the importance of different
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interaction patterns in the development of abusive and neglectful
behavior. Any intervention programs designed from this theory would stress
thaL boEh social and individual factors need change. It would then be

posited that, when factors for Ehe indivj-d.uar, the family and other
stressors are changed or modified, this woul-d alLow for better family
functioning.

The difficulty with this theory is t,hat. it ignores those families
living under extremely stressful condit,ions, who do not, maltreat their
children. This theory also explains child mal-treatment mainly in terms of
abuse and not neglect. Negl-ect is merely included under the rubic of abuse

when it has been suggested t.hat neglect has differenÈ attribuÈes from

abuse and therefore, should be evaLuated separatery. rn addition, the

conditions of poverty and social class are not ones t,hat be changed. so1e1y

through replacing or modifying behaviors. It requires upheaval of the

existing system of wealth and income dist,ribut,ion within socieÈy. Our

awareness of single moÈhers as among the least educated, the poorest and

the most sociarry isolated groups, defies us to change all these

conditions in order to intervene within a social int.eraction framework.

As Swift (L995) contends, "this is a world organized by social,
economic, and political forces of which we are usually aware, which are

sometimes invoked by the relevant literature, but which are not ordinarily
brought, inÈo debates and discussions of child negJ-ect" (p. 246).

Ecological perspective

The ecol-ogical perspective

many theoret,ical concepÈs that

social work practj-ce has adopted so

is difficul-t to establish precise

boundaries for it.. The theory stresses that everything in one' s

environment is interconnected and thaL t,he link to solving one problem is
to look at the systems that are impingíng on it and to modify that agent

within the family functioning. fn other words, both intra and inter
systems must be evaluated within the context of family functioning.

r-n

iL
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The ecological perspective combines looking at the functioning of

the family whíle assessing the family's relationship to outside forces.
Combining many different theories from many disciplines, the ecoLogical

perspective came to the fore in the l-970s. Tab1e 27 demonstrates selected

theoreEical foundations of the ecol-ogical perspective.
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Table 27

Select theoreticaL foundations of t.he ecoloqical perspective

Time Frame

r_859

L9L'7

r_93 0

r932

]-934

L956

795'7

1959
19 61

r_963

1968

L972

]-972

1980

Theorists
Darwin

Richmond

CoyIe

Murphy

Mead

Selye

Perlman

Maslow
Rogers

Bandler

Bowlby

BerEalanffy

Chestang

Germain

Theorv

evolutionary

social
diagnos is

social goals
model of group
work

Ge stal t

role theory

stress theory

symbolíc
interac t ion
humanistic
psychology

ego psychology

attachment
Lheory

general
sysbems theory

empowerment

life model

Ma'i or Theme

evolving match
between adapting
org:anism and
environment

improvíng socio-
economic conditions
through personal
adj ust,ment

interacting
processes of groups

perceiving figure
ground configuration
studying social
functioning as a
transactional process

coping with stress

providing growth
inducing life
experiences
promoting the ego's
effectiveness
personal competence

forming relationships
through active
transacÈions

examining systems
change

affecting one's life
space beneficially
intervening in the
life space

ConceÞts

survival of the
fittest

social- treatment

task roles
reciprocal
reI at ions

analysis of total
experience
pattern of
behavior and
s.ocial positions
adaptive
mechanisms

establishing meaning self, generalized
other
caring
therapeut ic
re1at. ionships
integrity of ego
and functions.
competent

attachment
relatedness

synergy, open
systems,
reciprocal
causal ity
reciprocaJ- po\¡Jer

common practice
base Lime, spacer
ecological maps
of life
experiences

Human behavior theorv and social workNote: Greene, R.R. & Ephross, P.H. (L991")

pracLice. pp. 226-67 .
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The ecological perspective has some roots in and often is seen as,

a form of general systems theory. Tv¡o of the principles of systems theory

are complemenLarity and circularity. Complementarity is a concept that is
applied to the observed inequalit,y in power arrangements within t,he

family. It is theorized that couples start.ed off as equal partners and

that only a shift is necessary for them to reuurn to that state. While

parÈners shift from one power level to another, their roles will

complement one another. It is theorized that children, because they are

riot part of the couple, will have a different power source within the

family, which will shift along with the changes in the parent,al power

base. Circularity is the other construct and its idea is that people are

involved in recursive patterns of behavior, which are reactively

instigated and muLually reinforced. The idea is then that people in a

family instigate certain behaviors on the part of others and Èhat this

behavior is then reinforced by the reactions observed to it.

Al-so encoded in this theory is the bel-ief thaÈ interventions must

come at the leve] of the family and of society therefore prevent.ion

programs come to the forefront. The thrust behind such programs would be

that changes need to occur to the understanding of power within the

family. A further change would be to Lhe reference group in the community

which condones the mal-treatment of family members.

Hay and ,fones (tgga) espouse an ecological model- for the prevention

of child maltreatment, that is adapted from child developmentaÌ theory. It

asserts that the causes of maLtreatmenÈ can stem from several levels as

evidenced by Garbarino (L977) and Belsky (1980), amongi others. 'rrts aim is

to alter community and societal risk factors e.g. poverty and

unemployment; fragmented social- services, thereby reducing their potential

to foster maltreatment of children" (p. 38L-2).

A specific criuicism of this Eheory, from the feminists, is that it

does not ]ook closely at the reality of power relat,ionships that exist

within families and by its perceived stance of neutrality, ignores the
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larger issues such as poverty and unemployment. while realizing that it,s
aims are commendabre, iL is uncLear as to how Èhese factors can be

altered.

Feminist lheory

some feminist theorists stat.e that their goal is change, not
adjustment. they are looking for sociar change, famiry change and.

individual change, with the intent to transform the social- relations which

define women's and men's existences. They believe that no interventions
can be applied unl-ess the power bases in society are closely examined and

redefined. Once the system of inequality has been recognized and a woman

empowered, change can take place.

Kissman (l-991) bel-ieves "the principles of feminj-st interventions
are particularly appropriate when applied to work with one-parent families
because most of Èhese families are headed by women and the changingi sÈat,us

of women within the society is closely linked t,o the welfare of these

famil-ies" (p. 23) . Kissman also bel-ieves that feminist.-based social work

can view the single parent, family as a viabre system that, can be

strengthened through realignment, greater utilization of external support

systems, and other empowering strategies. She feels thaÈ r'a feminist-
influenced social worker may reorder the priorities of intervention,
redefine the boundaries of "functional" family norms, and diffuse the

inEerface beLween individual and environmental problem areas" (p. 25).

Kissman advocates feminist interventions Èo broaden the assessment of the

single mother's Life by embedding it within a socia] context, an analysis

lacking from other interventions, she states.

Mulroy (fgee) believes thaÈ any intervent,ion with women needs to

address matters from an interdisciplinary perspective, drawing on the

expertise of academics, practitioners in fields of law, social work, urban

planning, housing, economics, and public policy. She feels that, any

intervention which does not include an analysis of the strucÈure of the

single mother family wil-l- lack an important eLement. Mulroy staÈes 'rthe
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essential question regarding single-parent family structure is, How do

family members interacÈ with each other and with outsiders to meet the

basic needs of the family and its members? It is important to note Ehat in
any transition to a one-parent household the pattern of interaction among'

family members wil-l change. There is at leasÈ one less person in the

system and this Èranslates into new routines, new schedules, all of which

need to be considered when deciding to he1p" (p. 80).

KilLien & Brown (1987) found that when single mothers become

stressed, they do not always all-eviate the source of their stress. They

found that many moLhers become stressed as a result of caring for their

families and since they do not alleviate t.heir stress, it l-eads to

depression. They advocate the need for better support networks for women,

where a mutual sharing of ideas and self-affirming themes can be conveyed.

Goodrich, Rampage, Ellman & Halstead (1988) staEe "our thesis is
thaÈ {int,erventions designed to help t,he fami}y} have accepted prevailing

gender roles, ignoring the oppression of women, and accepted a traditional

faniTy model-, ignoring the oppression of women. This failure to notice has

resulted ín theory, practice, and training that are oppressive Èo women'l

(p. 13). Interventions designed with feminist theories in mind would seek

to teach women empowering strategies through looking ats their structural-

roles within families; their oppression within society and how these

facEors can be altered to effecÈ change in women's lives.

Criticisms of Èhe feminist theories state t.hat by Èhe repeated use

of the word empovrerment, the term is in danger of losing all meaning. It

is not possible to lend power to another person, they must acquire their

own power. Another criEicism is that, while accepting that women have

hist.orically been maltreated and blamed for Eheir malEreatmenL within

socieÈy, feminist theories fail to explain resiliency and the fact that

some mothers do mistreat their children.
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Sutrmary and analysis

Under the rubic of intervention in child welfare 1ie two important
assumptions about the family. The first is that the nucl-ear family is the
standard against which all famil-y interactions are judged. The second. is
that when assessment of Èhe family is made, Èhe rol-e of the mother will be

set against an ideal- of motherhood. These assumptíons about famity have

precedents in 1ega1, anthropological and sociological research. This lega1

notion has been encoded in the Child and Famil-y Services Act of Manitoba

(L985) which states that the family is the basic uniÈ of society and it.s

wel-l-being should be supported and preserved. It is generally assumed that
there is a common, shared knowledge of what constiÈut.es family.

WiEhin the family lies a role difficulty, demonstrated by the fact
that families are considered Èo be havens in which the affection and. care

of j-ts members is perpetuaEed and yet, iu has been given one of the few

lega1 sanctions Eo use physical force against its members. Due to our

privatization of the family, it is assumed that al-l- famil-ies wi]l be able

to undersEand whaE is the 'minimal staridard of care' for chil-dren.

FamiLies are judged according to the 'minimaL standard of care, concept

which describes how children are to be cared for physical-]y and

emotionally. Specifically, it is in this way Èhat women are judged as to
their maEernal functions. Theories, outlined earlier, such as those of
Rousseau and Bowlby suppose that \¡¡omen, by Èheir biological reproductive

function have an instinctual desire to care for children. There is again

an assumed general knowledge of what elements are incl-uded in good

mothering.

Swift (l-995) argues that all studenÈs of neglect agree that poverty

seems Èo be a consisuenË theme in the lives of neglectful mothers. Rather

than seeing this as a social-environmental condition, she staÈes thaÈ its

has been seen as confirmation of a psychological inadequacy on the parÈ of

the mother. Environmental- stressors such as poverty, social class, values

of the communit.y and structural- facÈors are seen as some of Ehe causes of
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child maltreatment. This emphasizes the interactions of the members of the

family and the importance of different interaction patterns in the

development, of abusive and neglectful behaviors.

Conditions of poverEy and social class cannot. be changed through

replacing or modifying behaviors. In Swift's (1995) words "Ehis is a worLd

organized by social, economic, and political forces of which we are

usually av¡are, which are sometimes invoked by the relevant l-it.erature, but

which are not ordinarily broughÈ into debates and discussions of child
neglect" (p. 246). By disregarding issues such as poverty and unemployment

it is unclear how these conditions can be changed. Is it true that child
welfare has recognized the rel-at,ionship betv¡een poverty and neglect and

has ignored it in favour of the dominanÈ ideology, which posits that
personal deficiencies are at the heart of all social problems? I woul-d

have to say yes, as social- workers act, as agents of social control.

There are documented cases where poverty has not been a sufficienE

explanation for Èhe neglect of children by single mothers. It would appear

that rather than document specifically those cases and whaÈ is different

abouÈ Ehem, chil-d welfare has painted all single mothers with the same

brush. At the heart of our interventions are certain principles in child

wel-fare about famílies, mothers, fathers and what those roles mean. The

interventions of child welfare are based on an ideologicaÌ foundation

which priorizes the nuclear family. Since single mother families are not

nuclear, any intervention based on this premise will be ineffective. If at

the heart of our interventions, we are not looking aÈ the causes of

poverty and the reality of this in the lives of single mothers, our

intervent.ions will, by definiLion, be ineffective.
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HISTORY OF HELPING WITH STNGLE MOTHERS IN CHILD WEIJFARE

In order to assess interventions provided to single mother families,

it, is important to ]ook at the history of child welfare involvemenE wit,h

single mothers. Historically, singJ-e mothers \¡tere considered immoral or in

need of direction. Swift (1995) looks at t.he development of current

practices from a historical perspective and states that single mothers,

hisÈorically, \¡/ere seen as a deviant group within society as a resul-t of

their obvious poverty, thereby singled out for interventions. Rather than

deal with the problems caused by poverty, political, social and economic

forces united to make poverty appear as a function of individual pathology

and therefore, align it with deviancy.

In his writings, sociologist Emile Durkheim stated that an important

social- function is served by the deviant and that, denouncing the deviant

is necessary Èo define the boundaries of normative behavior. Deviant

behavior can be viewed as a social construcÈ, and Èhus, a breach of social

rules. Society itself has always seen single mothers as a deviant group.

ArmiLage (L975) states

the objectives of child welfare programming are primarily to correct

a series of specific problems, including child abuse, child neglect,

chiLd behavior problems, and unmarried motherhood...This residual,

problem oriented group of services can in no way be identified with

any comprehensive view of Lhe welfare of children. The implicit

position taken is that the welfare of children will- be looked after

by the family. . .The consumer is left \,¡ich the appearances of

substantial response to his problem but not the substance. His

failure to change is then attributed to his paEhol-ogicaL state (pp.

102-s1).

Volunteer "visitors" to the homes of the poor were being used as

early as l-818 by the New York Society for PrevenÈion of Pauperism. The

Charity Organization movement is generally credited with being a precursor
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of modern social work. ft was preval-ent in the last half of the nineteenth

cenLury, when t,he country began to be populated with groups of immigrants.

These groups \^/ere Seen as deviant f rom the North American norm and

f riendly visitor functions \¡¡ere designed to have these f amilies
incorporaÈe the ideals of North American family life. Ledbett,er Hancock &

Pel-ton (1989) state Ehat,, from this early tradition "the concept thae it
is noE only all right but necessary for poor people to permit a stranger

into the home to ask guestions, make judgments, and give advice has become

firmly entrenched" (p. 25).

Single mothers were al-so a group that began to be visit,ed for moral

purposes. Mothers were dist.inguished as being ,worthy, as in the case of
widows or 'unworthy' as in the case of mothers of illegitimate chil-dren or

moEhers who were prostitutes. Ledbetter Hancock & Pelton (1989) indicat,e

"the emphasis on Èhe economic aspects and the need for appropriate housing

indicate that poor families were probably those who were visited
primarily. Moral help or criticism was considered a possibility" (p. 22)

Ewan MacinÈyre (1993) in an historical examination of child welfare

in Canada says that in the latter half of Ehe ninet,eenth century,

orphanages and training schools v¡ere established to remove children from

poor houses and workhouses. This was done first by religious and

charitabl-e groups, then by municipal governments as a result of provincial

legislation spurred on by middl-e and upper-class people who formed the

child saving movement.

"These individuals wished to protect socieEy from social unrest, to

avoid present and future expenditures on public wel-fare, and Lo rescue

city children and youth of the uneducated, l-ower class living in

undesirable circumstances. They "bl-amed the parents of the children for

the problem, but at the same time they ideologically reinforced the moral

and social- val-ue of the family" (Albert, l-985: 330)" (p. 16) . A sÈudy of

.f.'J. Kelso gives a clear idea of the underpinnings of child welfare in

Canada.
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col-e (1995) states that the role played by sociaf workers in child
welfare is that, of a "benign detective", in that there are Lwo conflict,ing
rol-es within the function of chil-d wel-fare. On Èhe one hand, socj-al-

workers are encouraged to empower others and heJ-p them take charge of
their Iives. On the other hand, they "investigate't mothers for dysfuncÈion

as parents, acting as agents of social control. The dichotomy between

these two roles has been analyzed. Cole (1995) quoting from Hepworth &

Larson (1992) says "social workers persist in formuLat,ing assessments that.

focus almost exclusively on the pathology and dysfunction of clients
despj-te the time honored social platitude that social workers work with

strengths and not weaknesses'r (p. I7L) .

The legislation and sÈructure of chil-d welfare agencies, to a

certain extent precludes any effective use of int.erventions with single
moEhers. There are certain attitudes, policies and programs in the field
which discourage engagement with parents, and seek to have workers

document only deficiencies. This has been recorded by both Swift, (l-995)

and Cole (l-995). One of the prevailing atÈitudes Èhat preclude working

\,¡ith cl-ient families are the hist.orica] stigirnatization of single mothers

by social workers in child welfare agencies, who have seen single mothers

as incompetent (Levine, t992) .

HisLorically, PoLakow (1993) staLes: (guoting Gordon):

Their very J-ifestyle was suspecE. Single motherhood and child
neglect were mutually and simultaneously constructed as social-

problems, and many of the defining indices of child neglect, such as

a lack of supervision, were essential to the survival of femal-e-

headed households. {states Gordoni: Such moÈhers coul-d not conform

to norms of domesticity. Their children were often dirty, infected

v¡ith lice and worms, and so were they, because they lived in sgualor

in overcrowded, seeping tenement.s. . . Caseworkers freguently concluded

that parenting and breadwinning by one person also led to chil-d

neglect, therefore it was argued that "single mothers were morally
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bad, bad for children, bad for society" . . .ChiLdren from singl-e-mother

families were frequently removed by chil-d caseworkers. . . caseworkers

woul-d remove her chiÌdren if they were cLassified as neglected or
abused (p. 52) .

These concepts are still prevalent Eoday in our policies. As Heywood

(l-946) staÈes rrthe concept of care is still nineteenth century, based on

removal of children...whichhas failed" (p. r¡O). Swift (1991) states that,

social workers in child welfare have upheld the dominant position in
society and been punitive t.owards single mothers. She urges sociaL workers

to see the problem from the perspective of the single mother. She states
!'ie see Lhe children increasingly upset and perhaps difficult to
manage as they move back and forth, from home to foster care...Eo
maintain the support services the mother receives through her sgatus

as a child wel-fare client, she has to submit to ongoing scrutiny and

criticism when her chirdren are in her care. rn fact, the support

staff who help her will al-so act, as scrutineers and may testify in
court against her. The mother may often be required to make

"cont,racLs" \^rith the worker imposing conditions on her lifesLyle and

rerationships. . . she may be asked to sever ties with them

{relatives}, which means cutting hersel-f off from the very family we

are taught Eo revere, and she will- then be even more reliant on the

agency to supply needed support for her child caring

responsibiliÈies (p. 258) .

Swift staLes that chil-d wel-fare workers, the majority being womerr,

should be in a better position to understand other women within the system

rather than reinforcing tshe status quo. This doubl-e standard between women

or t.he 'policing of women by other women' makes the work of chil-d welfare

that much more difficult by marginalizing and disempowering both groups of
womert.

Swift (1995) further states that
in family foster care, the original poverty-stricken mother is
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replaced by a working class r¡roman who is supervised by a midd.l-e-

class woman. The pay has always been l-ow, on the theory that those

who love can never be sufficientJ-y compensaÈed and those who d.o it
for money appear to be insufficiently caring (Neysmith, L9gL) -

Although the protect,ion mandate of child welfare excludes mothers,

it is mothers who have always been defined, thought of, and. spoken

about as the client.s of the syst.em. Perhaps our focus on mothers as

cl-ients helps to create a misleading kind of visibility for them.

The concept of the client is inescapably tied to t,he power relat,ions
of the present wel-fare state in which the client is inevitably a

supplicant (pp. 493-s) .

Swift feel-s Lhen, that in an effort to document cases of neglect

against a mother, and singre mothers in particular, workers have not

always been inclined to help these clients who they see as unworthy and

difficult to deal with. Conversely, oÈher evidence states that single
mothers when neglectful are difficult to deai- with and that there have

been repeated instances of child neglecÈ as a direct result of mat.ernal-

behavior.

Some of these cases where chil-dren were not, protected from harm

incl-ude "injuries from accidents when a child is left unsupervised, the

ingestion of noxious substances when -left in a child,s reach; severe

frostbiÈe when a child is l-eft outside without adequate clothing; or other

incidents in which parental ignorance or minor thoughtlessness may be seen

as the cause. Lack of feeding may be a major or minor contributing factor
in 'failure Èo lhrive' . Failure to secure essentsial medi-caL care is

anoEher form of malÈreatment" (Walters, Parry, Caplan & Bates, 1986, p.

4s0).

In a 1986 study Watters et â1. , found ÈhaÈ "of Ehe chiLdren who

sustained injuries as a result of neglect, the parents' explanation of how

they occurred often did not fit the naEure of the injury. ParenÈs had less

education...a higher incidence of stress related to lack of housing and
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freguent moves. The mothers of negJ-ected chil-dren had more freguent

histories of emotionaL and behavioral problems and of physical illnesses
than the mothers of abused children. They had been involved with local
child welfare agencies on severaL occasions't (p. 452) .

Further, they found that children who were neglected but not abused

"suffered a variety of health and emotional problems, as well as some

severe injuries. The mothers of these children were younger than other

mot,hers and displayed a higher rate of unemployment,, a lower leve1 of

education, and higher incidence of stresses rel-ated to 1ack of housing and

freguent moves. Watters et al. (l-986) found Èhat "children of very young

parents {often single mot,hers} were more like}y to be negl-ected than

children of older parenÈs" (p. 458) .

The true incidence of child neglect is unknown as it is categorized

by various labels from l-ack of supervision to inadequate medical care.

This is where the conundrum of a definit.ion of negJ-ect comes in. Neglect

has come Eo mean parenting work which remains invisible, it has come Lo be

understood to mean cl-eanl-iness of a chiÌd and a home O:t, it also

indicates cases where children ]ack medical and dental- care; where

chiLdren are left dirty to the point of a heal-th concern,. where children

are left wit,hout supervision or smal-l children are left to waÈch over

younger children.

It is Erue that workers need to build a case by which a progression

of neglect is demonsEraEed in order to ensure that it is not simply an

isolated incidenÈ. However, the risks to chil-dren demonstraÈed from the

latter cases as opposed to a bit of dirt and a messy house cannot be under

emphasized. We know Èhat an astonishing amour¡.t of child wel-fare cases in

this counÈry are opened every year under conditions which have come to

mean neglect.

Helfer (1968) states

Neglected chi1dren most commonly exhibit delayed development and

growth in addition to varying degrees of malnutrition. Neglected
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children have frequent il-lnesses, both major and minor, in any of
the physical systems. They have chronic, smoldering illnesses, many

of which are not life threatening or blatantly serious. If one

revíews the medical records of negJ-ected children which list each

incident, multiple vj-sits with similar or repeated problems are

common. As every visit or failure to show up for an appointment is
tal-1ied, as the children's heights and weights are graphed and

tabul-ated, the litany of neglect sounds loud and clear (pp.303-a).

What. is being assessed in the above statement on negLect? Is poverty

included in the litany of neglect? No examination of neglect can be

real-istically done unless poverty is included as a factor.

Gordon (tggz) states

Poor women had less privacy and therefore less impunity in their

deviance from the new childraising norms but their poverty often led

them to ask for help from relief agencies therefore calling

themselves to the attention of t,he child-saving networks. Yet poor

womer¡ did not by any means figure only on the victim side, for they

were also ofEen enthusiastic about defending children's "rights' and

correcting cruel or neglectful parents. They were guick to learn Èhe

right terms in which to manipuÌaÈe social workers to side wit,h them

against patriarchal controls of other family members. Yet at other

times they called upon traditional re1ations when community and

kinfolk could help them retain control- or defend children. Poor

women ofÈen denounced the 'rintervention" of outside sociaL conErol

agencies like the SPCCs but only when it suited them, and aE other

times they eagerly used and asked such agencies for help (pp. 296-
B\t).

It would appear than, EhaE when poor women are invo1ved with chil-d

welfare they, too, uphold Èhe dominant ideology of society.
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Sultnary and analyaia

When we l-ook historically at, the role of the helping professions in
the Lives of single moÈhers, the punitive aspects of the helping
professions come to Èhe forefront. Historically, single mothers have been

seen as deviant and therefore, intrusion into their l-ives has been

warranted. This is magnified by their poverty and by their deviant status
Many of our notions of single mothers as deserving or undeserving of

assistance, based on their entry into single motherhood status, reflect
the ideological position of the New Poor Laws of L834, and the division of

the poor inÈo 'worÈhy' and 'unworthy'. Some of the prevailing attitudes
that preclude working with cl-ient, families are the historical
stigmatization of single mothers by social- workers in child wel-fare

agencies, who have seen single mothers as incompetenL (Levine, l-992) .

Historically, Pol-akow (1993) quoting Gordon states that, "chiLdren
from single-moÈher families were freguently removed by child protectors.

Caseworkers frequently concluded Ehat parenting and breadwinning by one

person al-so ]ed to chiLd neglect, therefore it was argued that "single
mothers \¡¡ere morally bad, bad for children, bad for society" (p. 50) .

Swift feels then, that in an effort to document cases of neglect

against a mother, and single mothers in parEicular, workers have not

always been inclined t,o help Èhese cl-ients who they see as unworthy and

difficult to deal with. Conversely, other evidence gathered states Chat

single mothers are often neglectfu] and difficult to work with and that

there have been repeated instances of child neglect as a direct, result of

maternal behavior. Again, single mot.hers' lives are characterized by

isol-ation, Ioneliness and maternal- depression. Zuravin (1989) suggests

that embeddedness in the community by way of social support networks

buffers against maternal depression and isolation.

The true incidence of chil-d neglect is unknown as iL is categorízed
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by various labels from lack of supervision to inadequate med.ical- care.
This lack of a cLear definition of neglecÈ has placed child welfare
workers at a disadvantage when judging instances of neglect. It is true
that workers need to build a case by which a progression of neglect is
demonstrated to rul-e out, Èhose cases which are isolated incidents. This

further increases the risk to children who are truly neglected and opens

the l-ives of the single mothers Èo intense scrutiny.
When it comes to neglect of children, single mothers and their

history of helping within child welfare agencies, what is the answer? Is
it an absence on the part of the parent or an absence on the part of the

chil-d or an absence on the part of the child welfare agency? fnLerventions

stress the incompetence of the single mother.

What we do know is that a surprising amount of child welfare cases

are opened in this country every year under conditions which have come to
be slmonymous with neglect. The Risk Report, (1995) has aptly demonstrated

the link beLween neglect and the single, female biological caregiver. That.

single mothers shouLd be found guilty of neglect in our society shouLd not

be surprising to child welfare workers, at all, when we look at Ehe

precedents seL for the family in our cul-ture. The nuclear family is seen

as the norm. Motherhood, wiÈhin the nuclear family, is a sacred position
for women, who are there to see Lo the emotional needs of the family.

Motherhood is seen as an ideal- f or \¡¡omen, def ined by certain
feelings that a woman is to have in regards to her children and to her

rol-e. When a mother does not feeL t.hese emotions she is supposed to have,

she is subject to being neglecÈful. !{e know, as mot,hers and fathers, thaÈ

we do not love our chil-dren every minuÈe of every day and that, sometimes,

because, after all, we are deal-ing with human beings, we do not even like

our children nor their behaviors. Turow (1993) sEates "...it was Rousseau

who began in Western cuLture the worship of the child, innocent and.

perfect in nature. Anyone who has raised a human from scratch knows this
is a l-ie" (p. 86) .
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Mothers are made to fee] guilty for the feelings that. sometimes l_ead.

tr'romen to ambival-ence when it comes to our chiLdren. Who has d.ecided. that
the nature of love is that it finds perfection in all the actions of
another? Mothers are judged as not caring for Eheir children when we

remove \¡romen from the context of having any role other than t.hat of
mother. !'le often state of single mothers, andmothers in general, thaÈ she

is unable to put her own needs aside in order to meet the needs of her

child. Why does she have to, if her child is cared for within a ,minimal

standard of care'? More specificarly, if the mother is wealthy and leaves

her child in a boarding school- for ten months of the year, do we say that
she is neglectful? Or do we say that she has made appropriate arrangemenÈs

for Ehe care of her child?

child welfare workers have been socialized in the same manner as

everyone else and cannot be expected to not respond in unpredictable
fashions to t.he problems of neglect. What needs to be examined. is whether

the interventions t.hat have been espoused are meant to deal- with the
problem of neglect or the problem of women who deviate from the ideal of
a nucl-ear family.
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cHrLD wEr,FÀRE rlfltERvEtf,rroNs ÀìID THEIR EFFEcrrvENEss

Child wel-fare intervenÈions wich single mothers have not been

effective. The majority have focused on removing the child from the
mother's care. This supports the notion of an intrapsychic difficulty on

the part of the mother as opposed to societal prejudice against single
mothers. Programs within chil-d welfare agencies are posiÈed on certain
premises. They all espouse the weakness of the chitd welfare client.
Lovel-l- (rgge) indicates that, child welfare inLerventions, since the 1-930s,

have proved ineffective in dealing with the problems of chil-d ma1treatment

for all groups.

Swift (1991) states that "the responses established through the

original legislation and by the first child weLfare workers represent the

same three elements of service that Kadushin Ogæ: 23) outlined as the

basis of chil-d welfare: (1) protecÈion, to help parents ,'enact Eheir
rol-es in a more socially acceptable manner" and the 'tapprehension'r or
removal- of chil-dren from homes found to be unsuiÈable; (2) supplementary

services, the',second line of defense", and (3) subst,itute services, both

temporary and permanenÈrt (p. 239). There are many different interventions
that have been at.tempted wit.h single mothers, in a child welfare context.
They have, at times, overlapped with other helping agency,s interventions.

In the definition of "multi-problem families" are included Èhose

famil-ies who are invol-ved with more than one helping agency. They are

sometimes defined as "mul-ti-service'r families. Single mothers make up the

bulk of "mul-Lj--problem', or ,'multi-service', cases in agencies, âs

document,ed by Imber-Black (1986). Once poverty is factored into any

account of parenting:, necessitating the reliance on social assisÈance, the

door has been opened for other social service agencies to interfere in t.he

lives of these women. Poverty has been linked to various disorders within
society and associated risks to children. rn l-991, L,2LL,90o children in
canada were living in poverty, with Manitoba Leading the provinces by an
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overwhelming amounL - 27% or one in four chil-dren, under Ehe age of 19, in
Manitoba, live in poverty (Canadian Institute of Child Health Report,

L994, p. 1l-5). The poverty raÈes ciced in this report did not include on-

reserve Aboriginal- children, which woul-d further inflate Èhe given

statistics. Of these children, 89?, under age 7,live in,single mother -

never married' households and 81? of chil-dren under age 7 1íved in , single
mother households. ' 78t of children aged 7 - 17 l-ived in , single mother -

never married' households and 75? lived in'single moÈher househol-ds' (p.

115). The distinction is t.hat single mother households are those

households resulting from separation and divorce. Other studies have

documented Ehe links between poverty and psychological disorders; juvenile

delinquency and poor mental healt,h (Polakow, 1993,. Garfinkel- & Mclanahan,

1986).

Polakow (L993) states "strangely absent for poor children is the

democratic expecÈation that all young children are entitled to a decent

l-ife and to an equal educationaL opportunity. Rather, because their
parents are poor, they too are punished. The construcÈ of poverty as a

private affair continues to mask the causes of poverty, which 1ie in

inegualiLies of access and opportuniLy. Their poverty is viewed not, as

sLate-constructed but as their due, a condition into which they are born

or fall, and most importantly, which they perpetuate" (p. 47).

Callahan & Lumb (1995) note that, in his l-991- study of chil-d welfare

in British Columbia, Campbell found "that female single parents coming

into contact wj-th child welfare services are poorer, have less education,

and are more likeIy Co be on social assistance than their tvro-parent

counterparÈs. Further, children, in single-parent homes are more likely to

come into care for reasons of neglecÈ or fail-ure-to-proÈect than for

abuse" (p. 801) .

As has been d.ocumented, negJ-ect is ofÈen relegated to reflections of

the state of the house or the cl-eanliness of the children, as parenting

ability is largely invisibLe work. For a single mother whose care of her
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children has been found lacking, without poverty being examined as a

function of the sEat.us of neglect., there is an incomplete concLusion.

There is also the shame and hostility towards the agency which means that
this needs to be resolved in order to meet the "best interests of the

child. " This is a cornerstone of our child welfare legislation - that we

will- provide service in the best interests of the chil_d. Sv,¡if t (1995 )

states that the best interests of the child reflecÈ the origj-ns of custody

disputes rather than child welfare legislation. Yet, it. is also understood

that we will provide a 'helping' function to the mothers in order to meet

the best interesÉs of Èhe child. This, in effect,, staLes swift (1995)

means that mothers, not children, are the true crients of the child
welfare system. f concur.

We often neglect the best, interests of the mother, feeling thag

women who complain or fee] ambival-ent about mot,herhood, and its associated

difficulÈies, are serfish or immature. we are aLso influenced by our

socialization beliefs - that there is an ideal of motherhood. Often, the

very workers deal-ing with these clients, women, and most often, mothers

Lhemselves, must. be feeling the pressures of conflicting ideal-s. Child
welfare agencies are organized in such a way ÈhaL these conflicts are not

reviewed.

callahan & Lumb (t_995) state thaE

neither mot,hers nor workers are in a posit,ion Èo recognize this off-
loading from state to family, from organization to workers. fnstead,

working individually and privately, case by case, according t.o a

plet.hora of rites and regulaEions ignored at their periJ-, they

accept Èhe responsibiliEy for protection. How could a mother not

protect her child from the hazards of povert,y or Ehe violence of

hersel-f or oÈhers? How could a good worker not recognize the

symptoms of neglect and abuse? Moreover, they are piEted against

each oÈher by a mandate that requires one, usually overworked and

underpaid, to examine Èhe oÈher, also overworked and underpaid.
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Workers' vision is narrowed by informat.ion systems that capture the
failures of mothers to care for their children (Campbell Lgg2) and

neither their successes nor the contextual variables that make their
parenting a formidable challenge. Research that focuses on detecting
potential negJ-ecting and abusing parents and not on marshalling
pttblic support for their situation, and media stories that highlight
the failures of workers to move swiftly and professionally to
protect children from t,heir incompetent parents (Franklin & parton,

L99L¡ Fry, l-991-) widen the gap between workers and clients and

smudge the responsibility of the communit,y and. government (p. 817).

as Swift (L99L, L995) points out ofÈen workers are looking Èo build
a case against a mot,her rather than ]ooking for solut.ions to the probJ-ems

engendered by her marginalized status in societ,y. The belief that women

must deny their own sel-f-interests in order to be good mothers is judged

harshly by anoÈher woman. ft is as though by reflecting on another woman,s

deviance, \¡re can escape our owrr. These judgmenLs might not be as harsh if
our practice of pathologizing mothers was not as ingrained in social work

and society as it is.

Levine (1992) found Lhat there appear Lo be five common features of

single mothers involved with chiLd welfare agencies. They are: (1) socia]

isol-ationi Q) dependence on social agencies; (3) low self-esteem and

powerlessness,' (4) Iimited access to resources and (5) stigmatization. In
fact, Levin sÈaÈes "the correLation between low self-esteem, depression,

drug use, and child neglect cannot be ignored in working with these

families" (p. 46L) .

As we have seen, the friendly visitor movement evol-ved int.o that. of

investigator into the lives of poor families. There can be no denying that

certain groups have been Eargeted for interventions by governments and the

groups mandated by government. Among them have been singl-e mothers. Chil-d

wel-fare workers have accepted the governmenE's mandate to regulate the

lives of these people and the ul-timate responsibility has been judged to
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be that of personal deficiency, rather than a probtem with government

policy.

The work of child welfare agencies is, because of the tegal mandate,

largely involunÈary. Cole (1995) states that traditionaL child welfare
services have the following components: rrintervention after crises occur

and needs intensify,' offering only specific services or treatmenÈ; program

and funding source dictate services; focus on individual-s; emphasize

family deficits,' have strict eligibility reguirements; have rigid office
hours; often have waiting list,s and the services are office-based,' (p.

l-6s ) .

On the invoLuntary Ieve1, several forms of int,ervention have been

used with single moLhers, Ehe most powerful of which is apprehension of
children for reasons of neglect or fail-ure t,o protect or, historically,
from homes found to be unsuitabl-e. This, despite the fact, that, IittÌe or

no formal training for parenting is done on a societal- level and often,

women have inadequate or no support for the daily work of parenting.

Horowitz (1995) states

Much of the early l-iterature concerning single parent.ing was rooted

in Lhe assumption that chil-dren of single parents were automatically

aÈ risk for some form of deviance ranging from weakened gender or

"sex role" ident,it,y, to poor self -esteem, to social deviancy. Causal-

inferences were made from statist.ical correl-ations beEween family
struct.ure and children's traiEs and behaviors, whil-e there may have

been such associaÈions, the role of intervening factors such as

poverty were Eoo freguently overlooked (pp. 45-6).

The element of poverty, a recurrent t,heme, cannot be eliminated from

any study of single mothers. The role of kin support or social- networks is

often ignored once t.he rol-e of poverty is ignored, as the support syst.em

will invariably be peopled from siÈuations similar to the single mother's.

Ideal-Iy, we woul-d want to move Lhe single mother out of this system and

into t.he dominanE one- one which wil-I remove her from some of the visibly
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harmful influences on her parenting ability. What is being ignored. is that
this mother will continue to live in the same neigh-borhood once her
i-nvolvemenÈ with chiLd welfare ends - or for the durat.ion of her
invol-vement. What needs to be changed here? The mother, the cond.igion of
poverty or the neighborhood in which she Lives?

An attempt can be made to engiender some form of kin support or
social- network, a support system that is often not studied within a child
welfare context. only recently have self-help networks for mothers become

the vogue. These seem Èo have conditions to them, though. A study by

Levine (1-992) noted that often workers discourage non-group issue related
tark between single mothers in parenting and supporE. groups as this is
seen asrrsurvivor horror stories", rather Èhan network building or a

supporÈ function. Groups have an agenda and mothers are expected to fol]ow
them, as opposed to leading the gfroup with their own agenda. lrlhose needs

the group is meeting was questioned.

Howard & ,fohnson (1985) cite a l-981 st,ud.y by Mclanahan, Wedmeyer &

Adelberg where three adaptive pat.terns in social net,work development of
single mothers were idenÈified. The first of these is Lhe family of origin
network, where the single mother relies on her own family for support and

friendship. Sometimes the buffer of grandparents offering assistance d.oes

not bring or delays t,he attenEion of child wel-fare agencies. In ad.d.ition

to assistance with child care responsibil-ities, and financial aid,
grandparents may acE as a potential source of conflicE for the adult
daught,er who returns, as a mother, to l-ive with her parents. Limited
research has been conducted in regards t.o role transformations that occur

between mothers and grandparents when an adult daughter and her chil-dren

begin to live with her parents.

This parÈicul-ar support system, vrit,h it.s familial- loyalties, might.

prove sÈressful for síngle mothers. Sometimes the perceived and real costs

of the support, on an emotionaL level, would be too costly for a single
mother Lo bear realistically. The potential- for family fireworks are high
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in this scenario. Despite this, Morrison, page, sehl and smit.h (1986) note

that a significant number of low-income single mothers returned to their
parents' homes in order to cope with financial sÈrain (p. 38).

The second net,work is called the extended network and occurs when

new friendship ties become import.ant to the mother. This network woul-d

include single parent support groups and other single mothers as part of
a woman's reference groups. Malo (1994) states that friends were the most

efficient, helpers and were Lhe main persons from whom single mothers

expected cognitive and emotional support. The third network is called a

conjugal network. It is characterized by relationships with men who may or

may not ]ive with the single mother. This network becomes the one where

most single mothers come into contact with child welfare.

Margolin's study (L992) found EhaE because the men in the conjugal

net,work are seen as illegitimate family members, chil-d welfare authorities
are more apt to receive reports j-n regards to these men. In addition, they

represent a large reason for the charge of failure to protect that faces

many single mothers in the child welfare system. Lancaster and Gelles

found that the factor of these children not being related to t,hese men,

increased their risk of abuse. I,Ie know that. moEhers are found guilÈy of

'tfail-ure Lo protectrr or neglecE under child welfare legislation, in most

instances. Campbell's l-991- study of child welfare in BriLish Columbia

confirms this as does the 1-994 compilation of child welfare data for the

counLry.

what has not been sÈudied is t,he need for single mothers not only to

form relationships as other adult women do but, to leave their poverty

status by forming relationships with men who mightr provide some financia]

security. The termination of a marriage, for whatever reasons, signals to

the woman her failure to maintain a secure relationship with another adult

and since women have been socialized to geÈ married, have children and

r'1ive happily ever after", these facÈors mighÈ precipitate rel-aÈionships

with men who might not have desirable influences on either the mother or
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the children. For the mother, stressed from the responsibility of
parenting on her own and isolated, the possibility of a relationship with
a man where she might be able to share some responsibility for parenting

and have some of her needs met, might seem attractive. The reality is that
when one lives in a depressed neighborhood, the choices for partr¡ers are

I imited.

For many single moÈhers, their limited education, precludes them

meeting men in higher income brackets, \^¡ith more education and desirable

social- skill-s. For some single mothers, the very real- possibility of

violence in these nevt relationships precludes approaching anyone for
assistance. She will come Eo the attention of the child welfare system

when the viol-ence escaLates to a point where she has "failed to protect

her child(ren) from extensive family violence."

Since we are aware from other research that single mothers are at an

increased risk for stress, and because we know that Èo be self-reliant in

our culture is a virÈue, it shoul-d not be surprising that single mothers

are often reLuctant to ask for the services they need. Malo (l-990) states

"this may signal a Ìack of personal- resources to seek heJ-p or to face the

cosEs associated with iÈ, but may al-so indicate t,he capacity to obtain

needed support without. having to ask for it. . . the behaviors judged as

helpful or harmful from the subject's point of view may not be

fundamentally differenÈ. The perception depends on the relationship of the

mother with t,he potential helper, the expectations she has, the costs

associated with the reguest, or the aÈt.it,udes behind the offered heJ-p"

(pp. 76-7). Shoul-d we seen this rel-uctance as not being abl-e to assess a

situation where help is truly needed? Or a naLural- response to our

society's dictum that self-reliance is the best for all and that those who

are not self-relianE are somehow deficient?

With this, we have the crux of the problem wiÈh child welfare

interventions - the aEuitudes behind the offered help, what the costs of

ttrese are to the woman and the expectaÈions she has of the service she is
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being offered. we know that the perceived costs of a service is what

impedes aLl people from approaching certain agencies for assistance.
Parenting is largely invisible work and one for which we receive no

training. ft is implied that women have knowledge of chi}d care that is
inbred. How is a mother Eo state to child wel-fare workers, who are judging

her parenting, that she is r¡ncertain of mothering? rf she is poor, asking

for help is more difficult not only because of our eÈhic of self-reliance,
but because she becomes a supplicant.

Single mothers are among the l-east economicaÌIy viable groups in the

country. Poverty and neglect, of chil-dren are positively correlated. As

stated earlier, this has been seen as a form of pathology raÈher Èhan an

economic condition. One of the primary methods of intervention with single
mothers has been to apprehend their children and place them in foster
care. The onus then is placed on t,he mother to prove her worthiness to
parent her child. Another form of intervent,ion that has been used is t,he

use of Eemporary foster care. Temporary foster care can be execuLed in one

of two v/ays: involunt,arily or voluntarily.

In the case of invol-untary foster care, after apprehension of the

child and through a courÈ order, mothers are offered various

prescriptions, which if fulfiLled, will result in Èheir children being

returned Lo Ehem. These prescript,ions invariably invol-ve changes to the

way mothers parent and offerings of courses such as S.T.E.P. {SystemaÈic

Training for Effect.ive Parenting) or other parenting courses. The remedies

often invol-ve changes in the moEher's lifestyle. However, the remedies can

be further evidence of fail-ure if the element of community is not altered.

Once a single mother has. become involved with the child welfare

sysÈem, a fil-e wi]l- be generated in her name. It is the practice of mos.E

child welfare agencies to open the file under the name of the mother, as

it is assumed that she will have a constant relationship with the child.
As Swift (1995) and Callahan (l-991) have noted these practices furt,her seÈ

the system up bo continue Èo investigat,e t,he mot,her and her fail-ingis. They
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further note that fiLes can be subpoenaed to court for any further
litigaÈion purposes, and that this ofEen becomes evid.ence in custod.y and

access dJ-sputes. fn a Èemporary foster care situation, a single mother may

be asked to pay for the care of her child while in the foster care system.

Tn some cases, it becomes part of the court order and litigation can be

the result of non-payment. fn cases where the mother cannot afford. to pay

for her child's care, the agency wilJ- appty for her family allowance. The

social assisEance office wilt be alerted to the chi1d, s placement. in
agency care.

rn this way, cases against single mothers are built. These measures

are al-1 punitive and have Eaken an exacting toJ-I on single mothers an¿ the

chil-d welfare system. Swift (fggS) states that workers actively look for
ways to build cases against single mothers. She further states ras

Hepworth shows (1980), this high number of apprehension and placement in
care, in turn became a problem, as many of these children remained in
foster care for years. Punitive measures proved to be expensive, both in
cerms of agencies'annual- budgets and its emotional costs for families,
workers, and the children themselves,' (p. 1-1-2) .

Once single mothers are involved with the child welfare system, they

are often offered supporÈ programs such as mutuaL aid programs,. voJ-unÈeer

measures or therapy based on the model of Ehe nuclear family. single
mothers are encouraged to meeÈ on a regu}ar basis with their workers in
order to discuss problems and receive counsell-ing. Sometimes, mothers are

referred for counselling ouÈside of the child welfare sysÈem and j-nto the

mental health system. These outside helping agencies must report to t.he

child wel-fare authority.

A further conundrum arises from the facÈ t.hat most, of the proffered

therapies are oriented toward people who, it is assumed wish to be there

to solve problems. ff a single moÈher is judged to have int,rapsychic

difficulties, but the real problem, for her, is that her chil-dren have

been removed from her care, how much change is going to be effected? How
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is she to realist.ically work on her parenting skill-s when her child.ren are

not in her care? How is her parent,ing being judged? How is she to
demonst.rate t,o both the child wel-fare system and the legat system, that
she is in a position to Look after her children, if she loses her
subsidized housing as a result of their removal? Or refuses parenting
crasses because 'everyone knows how to take care of kid.s,? At this point,
it woul-d be helpfuL if the definition of neglect were c1ear. child welfare
agencies would then reflect what is expect.ed and needed for change. Swift,
(1995) expounds further on these questions when she looks at the gender

bias inherent in child welfare work.

The child welfare system has introduced certain programs designed to
provide one-on-one assistance to mothers. One of these has been what is
known as "teaching homemakers." Teaching homemakers are, preferably,
rrmature women who have raised children successfully" (Hartmanns, l-985, p.

50). They are volunteers who are in a position to assist other mothers

with chiLd raising tasks and household management. A further intervention
has been that of " lay Lherapists " , volunteer \^romen who, again, 'rhave

successfully parenEed and have no psychological difficulties" (Hartmanns,

1985, p. 54). The role of the lay therapists is to act as confidante to
the mother and to provide friendship to the mother, whether or not her

children are in the care of the ager¡cy. A1t,hough the clients often report

that these services are beneficial, they are only beneficial for the Èime

that they are ongoing and what is never explicitly stated to the mother is
that. Èhese involvements form the basis of records that can be uÌt.imately
used as a case against her at a later date.

One of society's ideological foundations is that poverty is a resul-t

of personal pathology. I^IhiIe condemning Èheir reliance on social
assistance, and expecting them to be ideal moÈhers, we also expect thaÈ

the single mothers we work with will be available for Ehese interventions
on the workers' schedule, which means from 9:OO a,m. to 5:00 p.m. and not

on weekends or holidays.
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These 'caEch-22 ' situations invariably fail as they are not desj-gned

with the reality of the situation in mind. Swift (1995) states "on Èhe

surface \¡/e see a picture of child neglect characterized by repeated

episodes of 'poor care' thaÈ is, care authorized as unacceptable by

personnel mandated Eo acÈ by sets of sanctioned social processes...Workers

act to effect its 'fit' ,' in so doing mothers are continuatly produced as

faulty or damaged individuals reguiring ongoing supervision and authoricy.

At the same time, this view of mothers justifies our continued failure to

solve the problem: Damaged individuals reproduce themselves in their
children,' it is a rising tide that our helping effort.s can barely stem'l

(p. 1"72) .

Halpern (1984) sÈaEes "the inability of the research iconducted to

date) to demonstrate consistentl-y the benefits of these programs may stem

from poorly defined and widely varying program goals, inÈerventions, and

service parameters that make comparisons between programs virtually

impossible. AIso, the research is characterized by widely varying outcome

measures Ehat may be of quest,ionabl-e validity and reliability" (p. 11) .

Cameron & Rot,hery (1984) cite sEudies conducted in Hamil-ton and

London, Ontario with mothers of children at risk of entering fosÈer care

that claimed success in Lerms of mother's self-esteem but not, in terms of

reducing placements of children in care or in closing more cases.

UnforLunately, the effects of the raising of self-esteem were not long

lasting. Although clienLs stated that Èhe program and its measures were

he1pful, no significant changes r^rere reported in parenting behaviors for

those mothers who were invol-ved in the program.

Measures designed to be punitive and measures to change the nature

of mothers have not worked to prevent child neglect nor have they ended

the numbers of mothers raising children on their own. Measures deemed

supportive to mothers seem to make no appreciable difference to parenting

behaviors of mothers. Measures mothers found supportive have not ended the

cases of neglect of children nor reduced caseloads. What implications does
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this hofd for social workers involved with single mothers in the child
welfare field?

Surmary and analyeÍe

The interventions proposed to deal with neglect suffer from the lack

of conceptuaf definiLion which form9 the basis for the operational

definition. Without a solid operationaÌ definition, well- planned

interventions are obscured. As a result, interventions wil-L remain

ineffective and prejudiced againsE single mothers.

Swift (l-991) finds that the responses estabLished through the

original legislation and by the firsE chil-d welfare workers represent t.he

original eÌements, as outlined by Kadushin in 1967. "They are: (1)

protection, Lo help parenLs I'enacL their rol-es in a more socially

acceptable mannerrr,'and the apprehension of the chil-dren from homes found

to be unsuitabl-e; (2) supplementary services and (3) substitute services"

(p. 23e) .

Many different interventions have been atLempted with single mothers

in a child welfare context. These have, at times, overlapped with the

sol-utions offered by oÈher agencies, ofÈen earning single mothers the

title of "mulEi-problemt' or "mul-ti-service" family. It seems that once

poverty has been factored into any account of family funct,ioning, the door

has been opened for various agencies Èo intrude in the lives of t,he poor.

For a single mother, found guilty of neglect, wit,h no accounting for

poverty, there is a sense of shame and hosUility toward the agency which

needs to be resol-ved in order to meet the best interests of the child - a

cornerstone of the chil-d welfare mandate. Often the best interests of t.he

mother are neglected. Workers feel thaE women who complain or feel

ambivatent about their roles as mothers are selfish and immature for, as

we have seen, it is premise that 'mothering' is instinctual behavior for

women.

Callahan & Lumb (l-995) state that women who work in chil-d welfare,
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being mothers themselves, for the most part, should strive E.o break down

the barriers that pit woman against woman, in an effort to prove who is
the most capable to judge motherhood. Swift states that workers are often

looking to build a case against a mother rather than t.rying to find her

strengÈhs, further pat,hologizing the mother and allowing her to be further
marginalizedby her status. These harsh judgments by workers might not be

as damning if the practice of pathologizing moÈhers was not as ingrained

in society as it is.

Since women have been socialized Eo feel that marriage and

motherhood are career choices, and to feel incomplete without a partner,

there is some irony in the fact that pursuing that norm would result in a

single mother's being charged with fail-ure to protect her children from

the man with which she has a relat,ionship. The element of poverty cannot

be el-iminaÈed from any study of neglect. and yet, is often ignored. As a

direct resulÈ of their poverty, it would make sense that women would join

themselves with men who could raise the standard of living in the

household. Since men have been socialized to be dominant and the head of

the family, these men would feel that the disciplining of the children is

their right.

what seems imporEant to consider abouÈ interventions with single

mothers is governed by the perception on the part of the mother about the

relationship with the poÈential helper, the expectations she has, the

costs associated with the request or the at,titudes behind the offered

he1p, as expressed by MaIo (l-994) (pp. 76-7). In this staËement, we have

the crux of the problem with the interventions that have been designed.

The work of child welfare agencies is largely involuntary and

several forms of intervention have been used wiÈh single moÈhers. By far

the most powerful has been the removal of children from t.he moEher's care

for neglecL or failure to protect. This removal- of children has occurred,

despite the fact that no formal training for parenting is done on a

societal level- and often, women have inadequate or no support. for the
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daily work of parenting. The onus is Ehen on the mother to prove Èhat she

is capable of parenting her children, Eo both the child weLfare agency and

the lega1 system. Included in this proof is a prescription for what she

must do to regain cusEody of her chil-dren. These prescripÈions invariably
include how Èhe mother will improve her parenting ski11s and her

lifestyle. The questj-on of how the mother is to parent her chiLdren when

they are not wit,h her does not enter the equation.

A great deal of literature has been writ.ten concerning single mother

families. I^le know of their difficulties. We know of the associated risks

of these poor households to children. We know of their poverty. l,Ie know

that we have ignored t.hat. poverty, often, in favor of looking to

pathologicaÌ reasons for poverty rather than the inequality of social

structures.

We know that cases of neglect continue to pJ-ague child welfare

agencies yearly and that the number never seems to decrease. we know Ehat

single mothers are over represenEed in cases of child neglect. We know

that agencies have sometimes been unfair to single moÈhers. lrie know that

there are chil-dren who are seriously affected every year by neglect. we

know that these will continue and that our efforts to sLem the tide have

been ineffective. These cases are not going to go away.

Tru1y, there are children who are seriously damaged as a result of

neglect. Hov¡ever, the definition of neglect is so shrouded in Èhe ideal-s

of the family and of moÈherhood, Ehat we are in danger of losing ít as a

worthwhile category of maltreaÈmenÈ in child welfare. WhaÈ are \¡re

measuring and how is it thaÈ women, in particular single mothers, have

been found guilty of this offense against children?

Neg1ect, will invariably be the basis for child welfare interventions

in the lives of single moEhers. Neglect wi]l- invariably be found in much

of the conducted child welfare investigations. Much of Èhe funding for

child welfare remains designated for the areas of physical and sexual

abuse. It is my belief that the relationship between single moÈhers,
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neglect. and the child welfare syst.em will continue to be documented as

vigorousJ-y at the turn of the next century, as it was at the t.urn of this
century. The implications of ignoring the circumstances of poverty and

resulting neglect in the l-ives of single mothers hol-ds important

implications for social- workers.
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coNctusloN

fn this thesis, I have explored the single mother in the child
wel-fare system by examiníng the demographics of single mothers in Canada

and in Manitoba. What became apparent when t.hese demographics were

presented is thaÈ single mot,her families are among the poorest groups in
the country. They have less formal education, including high school t.han

other groups of viomen. They are generally sing1e mothers as the resul-t of
divorce or separation.

They tend to be employed part-time when they are employed at all.
Most, rely on government transfer payments for the bulk of their income,

which makes their povert,y more visibre. They generarly rive in poorer

neigh-borhoods. They are socially isolated as a group and sometimes

experience difficulÈies with substance abuse or psychopathology.

Ðue to their poverty and their deviance from the societal norm of
the nuclear family, single mother families are very visible in our

society. The nucl-ear family is the norm for our culture and this has been

defined legalIy, anthropologicalJ-y, sociorogically and hisÈoricatly. The

nuclear family, as charact.erized by mother, father and children is encoded

in our laws and forms the basis of our chil-d welfare legislation. The

family itself has several funct,ions and single mothers are unable to meet

these functions because of their poverty, low educational attainmenÈ,

stress, and social isoÌation. By their povert.y, singJ_e mothers, highty
visible in the communit,y, also are unable to achieve success as defined in
our society. A myth perpetuated in our society is that anyone can rise to
a position of power and influence and Èhis can best be achieved through

pecuniary success. That single mothers are unabl-e, because of their
poverty, to meet this myth renders them deviant members of our society,

and subject to anomie.

Girl-s are sociaLized to accepÈ the norm of the nuclear family form

as an ideal- when they grow up and to see motherhood as a natural function
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of their biological processes. women are taught how enviable a status
motherhood is and women are ascribed sEatus by their role as mothers.

Motherhood itself has certain characteristics which are ideal and by which

mothers are judged. The definition of a good mother has been created by

various theorists over the centuries and the waxing and waning of it can

be traced historically. The current ideal- makes it difficul-t. for anyone to
be a mother and Èo measure up to whaÈ is expected of women, as mothers.

Our notions of ideal motherhood colour our perceptions as child
welfare workers, where Èhe societal norm is strongly reinforced. Child
welfare is aware of t,he link between poverty and neglect. Ignoring it has

rendered our interventions with single mothers ineffective, as vre search

for interpersonal- dif f icul-ties.

There is a positive correlation between singte mothers and the

neglect of children. this has been ongoing since at Least the turn of the

century, as documented by various aut.hors, most notably Gordon and Swift.
Yet, we seem unabl-e to st,em the tide and change conditions for these r¡¡omen

and children.

There is a need for child welfare to re-examine iLs position on

neglect and the fail-ure to protect categories of child maltreatment to

reflect the poverty that is endemic to neglect.. Ignoring this has placed

single mothers in a precarious position in societ.y, where they are too

often found guilty of neglect of their children.
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change society we can begin by changing

the kind of people \¡re are.

of new attitudes is not in itself a revolution
it helps create the preconditions.

(Babcox,1970)

RECOMMEIIDÀTIONS FOR SOCTATJ WORK PRJA,CTICE

Recommendation # l-:

The definition of neglect needs to be re-investigated and re-
defined. Generally, the categories are too broad and all-encompassing.

From the amount of case openings that occur in child wel-fare agencies in
one year as a resuLt of neglect issues, it would seem that neglecÈ is a

'grab bag' for child welfare workers.

Part of the problem, as has been all-uded to earlier, is the fact
that neglect has been lumped together with abuse in tegal definitions, as

if they were interchangeable caÈegories. One does not necessarily lead to
the other.

If we expect a'minimal- standard of care, for a child, we must. be

clear on what that 'minimal standard of care' wil-l comprise. we must be

abl-e to specify, when speaking of neglect, what is the behavior which

needs to change, in which way and in what time frame, so there can be no

misunderstanding as to intenÈ on the part of the worker or the mother.

Recommendation # 2:

The category of 'faílure-to-protect, needs to be realigned in
regards to situaÈions of family/spousal violence. Currently, if a woman

refuses or is unable to leave a situation which is dangerous for both her

and her children, the decision in regards to the safety of her chil-dren is
simply narrowed. The woman is then offered Lhe choice of having her

children apprehended or leaving Èhe situation wit,h her children.
I maintain that women who are in viol-ent refationships, might not be
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in a position to prot.ect themselves, let aLone their children. If Ehere is
a child weLfare invest.igation, unless it is evident that the mother has

been an accomplice to the violence against her children, she shoul-d. be

excluded from the investigative procedures. Perhaps it would be more

appropriate to look aÈ re-framing legislation in order to cÌear1y
operationalíze situaEions of failure to protecL. The existing legislation
assumes guiJ-t and refusal to act to protect children.

I am not advocating alJ-owing women to be irresponsible for their
behavior or saying that al-l violence is perpetrated by mares but, simpry

recommer¡ding that we see the situation within the social- context in which

the behavior occurred. There are circumstances where single mothers do

faiL to protect their chil-dren and these cases need intervention. we must

be clear on whaÈ these cases are.

Recommendation # 3:

Child welfare workers need to deai- wiÈh the men who are present in
the lives of single mothers. I refer to both the putative fathers of these

children as well as Èhe men who are present in rel-ationships at a later
stage of the mother's life. We know from research conducted that single
mothers' boyfriends are over represented in child abuse statistics and

that the threat of maltreaLment to children increases as a result. of the

man's non-biological rel-at,ionship with the child. We have the evidence to

deal with Èhese issues. often, chiLd welfare's response has been to charge

the mother with'failure-t,o-protecÈ' which obscures Èhe fact that the man

is responsible for the maltreat,ment of the child. This has been documenLed

by Callahan & Lurnb (1995) .

Until we begin to deal with these men, we wilÌ misunderstand their
rol-e in the lives of single mothers. !,Ie wil-l- continue Eo see the woman as

acting upon 'impulse' when forming an al-liance wit.h a man rather than

seeing the social structure that has been set int.o place. That social
sLructure stresses conformity. When a single moÈher forms a relationship
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\nrith a man, she is furfilling a rol-e that. is touted for all_ women in
society. Legislat.ion needs to address the role of these men.

fn reflecting on t.his, I believe that perhaps some of our reluctance
to deal with these men might stem from the very real- threat Èhat these men

pose to our own sense of safety, particurarly for those of us who are
v/omen child welfare workers. The threaÈ that this man, s violence might
explode unto us is a realistic one.

Realistically, volat,il-e situations means Ehat we f eel- l-ess in
control of the siÈuation. This surely places us on a par wit,h the woman in
that situation and in the unique position of being able to understand.

immediately her fears.

Recommendation # 4:

Child welfare workers need to change t.heir personal and. professional_

at.titudes Eoward single mother clients. We need to develop a critical
consciousness when dealing with these women.

The policies of governments are noE going to change. Recent

governmerit policies, bot,h federally and provincially, are pJ-acing the onus

for self-rel-iance even more squarely on every person,s shoul-d.ers an¿ the
repercussions of this wil-l- be widespread. Poverty will continue to be seen

as an enemy against which we need to wage war. The lives of single mothers

will continue to be refLections of poverty, with its associated. risks.
I,le know of the poverty, Èhe lack of education, the poor housing, the

social isolation, the difficul-ties these women sometimes manifest by

substance abuse and psychopathology. They are reflected in our chil-d

neglect case openings, case noÈes and court files on single mothers. I^Ie

know these women can be difficult to deal with.

We need Eo be careful to noL separate the household problems from

their social- base and view them as a dynamic between the mother and. her

children. women chil-d welfare workers need to honestly appraJ-se their own

situations as moÈhers and allow for the ambivalence that we all feeL in
regards to our status as moÈhers. i¡Ie need to acknowledge our beliefs in
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the1ove, marriage and motherhood as rel-ated to our social-ization and

larger social structure.

Swift (1995) states "we must constantLy remind ourselves in looking

at this work organization EhaE if Èhe object of this work were rea1ly to

'rescue' children, we could. do so. We are a rich counÈry; the resources

are there. Baths and clothing could be given, housing provided, educat,ion

ensured, treatment programs funded. It is not workers, after all, who

object Èo help being provided,' ordinarily workers act to provide what

littl-e help Ehere is. Hovrever, in t,he contradictory fashion that

characterizes child welfare, workers themsel-ves are presented in the

prevailing debates as central to the problem. This facÈ itself becomes a

further mechanism of social reproduction, one which obscures highly

complex and deeply rooted rel-ations of class, gender, and race at work

beneath the surface" (p. L79). This forms the base of our 'critical
consciousness' - to view the situation in all its facets. We might still

find the mother neglectful, but can also see the woman.

Recommendation #5:

we need to have effect,ive interventions. When designing

interventions, we need Èo look realisticaÌÌy at whaÈ the costs of poverty

and neglect are for single mothers and their chj-l-dren. The services need

to refl-ect usefuLness to single mothers rather Ehan 'reform' of the single

mother. Perhaps single mothers shoul-d be polled as to what they feel would

be most effective. Also included in interventions should be a componenL on

how to deal with the men in the lives of these women.

As part of our invol-vement wit.h síngle mothers in chil-d weLfare, we

often l-ist five or six conditions thaÈ need to change within a proscribed

time frame. Knowing how sLow change is for mosE of us, is it a wonder that

often single mothers are not able to complete the tasks or feel

overwhel-med by the number of tasks that need Èo be accomplished? To simply

say that it's obvious a mother is not inÈerested in her children or she

would change 'condition x' is not being realistic and risks being high-
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handed. We know women define themsel-ves through their status as mothers.

We know the importance of status for someone trying to realize the goals

of the mainstream. Shoul-d we wonder then, when confronted wit.h the removal-

of her chiLdren, that a single mother, negJ-ectfuL or not, will say,what
will I do without my kids?'

Recommendation #6:

MorÌey needs to be allocated from the base budgets of agencies,

t.argeted specif ically for programs to deal with negl-ect. Programs should

be run from the perspective of communit.y. !,te cannot effect change without

community development. !'ihen under financial constraints, as agencies

currenÈl-y are, the first programs that, are laid aside are those which deal-

with neglect - the parenting programs, the mutual aid programs, the

homemaking programs.

For many women, and I would even venture Eo sê1rr for almost all-

\¡/omenf our self-esteem and staLus are caught up in our rol-es as mothers

so, we need to look real-istically at this aspect of women's lives because

the realiEy of chi1d welf are is not " if al-l else fail-s, I'$ still- a

mother" .

It is my belief that these \^romen are difficul-Ë to deal- \,rith because

we ignore the basic issues in their l-ives and subscribe to the notion of

an ideal- mother, under which all mothers are failures. We forget Èhat, in

this eguaÈion of ideal and failure, w€, as moEhers, are included.
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APPEITDIX A

Eliqibilitv and welfare incomee, 1993

Eliaibilitv

Eligibility for welfare is based on some general ru1es, on a determination

of fixed and liquid assets, and on a shortfaLl in househol-d j-ncome as

measured by a "needs test".

Applicants must gualify for assì sLance on the basis of rules which

vary widely throughout the country. For example, applicants must be of a

certain age (usually between 18 and 65) . FuIl-time students of post-

secondary (sic) educational institutions may qualify for assistance in

some provinces onJ-y if they meet specified conditions. Single parents must

try to secure any court-ordered maintenance support to which they are

entitl-ed. fndividuals who are disabled require medication certificaÈion of

their conditions. Strikers are not eJ-igible in most jurisdictions.

Immigrants must try to obtain financial assistance from their sponsors.

Applicants afso must meet requiremenÈs concerning their fixed and

liquid asseEs. The value of their non-exempt assets, as explained below,

cannot exceed certain levels. Otherwise, applicants are considered to be

self-relianL or poEentially self-reliant because they can convert their

fixed assets int,o liguid assets.

Rul-es vary regarding the Lreatment of fixed assets. fn most

provinces, a principal residence and personal effects such as furniture

and clothing are considered exempt. Most provinces exempt the value of a

car, although some jurisdictions take into consideration such factors such

as the need for a private vehicle and the availability of public

transportation. Property and equipment reguired for empÌoyment are

generally considered exempt.

The limits on liq-uid assets (cash, bonds and securiEies Èhat are

readily convertibfe to cash, and the cash val-ue of l-ife insurance in some
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provinces) are shown in Table l- that follows (not included in this

appendix). The amounts vary by household size and employability.

Provinces and territories set their own maximum allowabl-e liquid

asseÈs. If they want to gualify for cost-sharing, however, the amounts

cannoÈ exceed the maximums set by OÈtawa.

The federa] maximum of Ìiquid assets are:

* $2,500 for a single person and $3,000 when an individual is aged or

disabled.

* $5,000 for a person with one dependent (spouse or chil-d) and $5,500

when the applicant or spouse is aged or disabled.

* an exEra $500 for the second and each additional- dependent.

Note: I,rel-fare Incomes, L993: A ReporE by the National Welfare Council of

Canada.
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APPENDIX B

InveetiqaÈions of child maltreaÈ¡tenË bv tvpe of case and province

Yeare: Apri1, 1991 - March, 1992

Prince Edward leland

There is no information for Prince Edward Is1and as to type

investigations undertaken. The listing is by lega1 staEus and age group

chiÌdren in care. Prince Edward Isl-and has no child abuse registry.

Newfoundland

Type

Physical

Sexual

Emotíona1

other (incl-udes neglect)

Leqal- status 0 - 11 years

Apprehended 26

Temporary ward 3

Permanent wards 15

Voluntary care
arrangiements 24

12 years
and ol-der Total

632

7to

64 79

n/a 1

39

Number

953

L,407

43L

1,747

Percentage

2r.o%

31.0?

o E9-

38. så

9

4

206

100.0?

of

of

6238

PercenÈa(Te

r-5.5?

4 .9t

38.3?

30.1?

30. l-å

4 .42

4 .42

L .92

100.0?

Wards of another
province

Adoption placements

Follow-up to child
in care

Unknown

Total

Percentage

1

6

3

)

80

38.8?

6

z

t26

6L.22
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Nova ScoÈía

Type

ChiLdren provided Protection
in their own homes

Abuse and neglect

Family support (short term
for crisis intervenÈion
with high risk families)

New Brunevtick

Type

Physical

SexuaI

Spousal abuse in familY

Neglect

child beyond control

Quebec

T¡¡pe

Abandonment

Neglect

Physical

Sexual

Behavioral problems

Ontario

T\rpe

Physical

Sexua]

Emotional

Other

Number

7 ,066

1, 563

690

Number

r ,52L

L,478

476

2 ,865

L,280

Number

r,490

7.835

T,TLz

L,42r

4, 350

Number

9 ,449

8,2L6

497

705

Percentage

100.0?

69 .4%

30.63

Perceneage

20 .0*

L9 .42

6.2È

37.62

16.8t

Percentage

9.3t

48.32

6.8t

8.8?

6.8t

Percentage

50.1?

43.s%

2 .6%

3.88



Saekatchewan

Tl¡lce

Physical

Sexual

Emotional

Physical neglect

Parent/chiId conf l-ict

Parenting abilitY

Domestic viofence

Non-ward care of chil-d

Investigations

Child under 12

Àl-berta

Type

Abuse (not differentiated)

Neglect

Parent/guardianshiP Problem

Child problem

Handicapped chil-d

OLher

BriÈish Coh¡mbia

Trrpe

Physical

Sexual

EmoÈional

Neglect

Other (mulÈiP1e)

Number

310

289

32

69t

379

6L4

28

9

689

4

Number

g, 860

5,776

5,L43

1-,L76

346

745

Number

683

537

L25

94L

482

230

Percentaqe

LO.2z

9 .52

1.0?

aa a9

L2 .42

20.2+

0.9?

0.3?

aa açzz. I o

0.1t

Percentaqe

34.32

22.42

t9 .9+

6 .62

1.33

2 -92

Percerrtage

23.82

L8.7t

4 .4t

32.82

16.8å

help line so Percentages* British Columbia figures exclude cal-ls made to

do not add uP to 100.
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Yukon

Type

Neglect

Physical

SexuaI

Emotional

ReLationship breakdown

Other (anything not listed)

Investigation ongoing

Neglect

Physical

Sexual-

Emotional

NorÈhwests Terrítoriee

Type

Physical

Sexual

ParenEal neg1ecE

Number

115

5l-

45

11

20

28

36

8

9

1

Number

15

13

48

Percentage

35.5%

1-5.7%

L3 .92

3 .4t

6.22

I .62

11 . l-å

^ 
ÀLÁ . +'o

ao9

o .4t

Percentage

1_9.7t

L7.LT

63.22

Note: Child Wel-fare in Canada: The Role of Provincial and Territorial

Authorities in cases of Child Abuse. (a994). Federal-Provincia]

Working Group on Chitd and Family Services Information.


